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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Mineral Systems Inc., Stamford, CT under USBM
Contract number J0113093. This contract was initiated under the Minerals
Information Program. It was administered under the technical direction of the
Office of Mineral Information Systems with Michael J. McKinley and Terry J
Sutton acting as Technical Project Officers. E. Philip Silas was the contract
administrator for the Bureau of Mines. This report is a summary of the work
recently completed as part of this contract during the period June 1981 to April
1982. This report was submitted by the authors on May 1, 1982.
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Welcome and Introductory Remarks

By
L. Michael Kaas

The Idea for a seminar like this is certainly not new. In the early
1960's the Bureau of Mines pioneered much of the early work on computer
methods for ore reserve calculations, sample analysis, mine planning and
operations research.

The typical set of computer applications at a mining operation during
the 60's was rather limited, particularly in comparison to the current
environment. However, these applications were the seeds from which
today's mineral information systems grew. The initial computer installations
were typically housed in the general office (Figure 1). Early applications
focused on the automation of routine functions associated with accounting,
payroll, and inventory control.

Engineers and geologists began to develop computer applications for
drilling records, ore reserve calculations and contour mapping. The use
of computerized ore block models and long range mine planning methods
gained acceptance.

Toward the end of the 1960's, the first successful process computers had
been installed. They were used for data logging and equipment monitoring.
Difficult instrumentation problems hindered many of the early efforts to
actually control processing operations.

Throughout the 60's and 70's, continuous improvement in computer price-
performance accompanied each successive generation of computer hardware.

In the last 15 years the cost of computer main memory (Figure 2) has
decreased 100 times. Larger capacity lower cost memories have permitted
the use of increasingly more complex computer programs such as those
required in many of the exploration, engineering and production-related
applications.

Another impressive area is the reduction of direct access data storage
costs (Figure 3). The trend shown on this chart has facilitated the
steady development of large data base systems, such as those required
for ore body modelling, materials management applications and equipment
maintenance systems. These and other improvements have greatly expanded
the list of profitable computer uses available to a mining company.

During the 1970's (Figure 4), scores of new types of communications
terminals became available to provide data base access to system users
in nearly every department. Lower priced minicomputers began to perform
many functions, particularly in the process control field. These mini-
computers frequently became satellites of larger computers which in turn
were linked to still higher level divisional or corporate computer centers.



As these hierarchical systems developed and the numbers of terminals
grew, more data began to flow vertically and horizontally, cutting
across organizational lines. Groups of previously separate computer
applications began to merge into larger application systems. Linkages
among major systems also began to develop. These linkages facilitated
data sharing between traditionally separate areas such as production,
maintenance, personnel, materials management and accounting. These
advancements brought about sweeping changes in the way mining and
processing operations could be managed.

If we look back over the last 20 years, there is no doubt that computers
have become well established tools of the mining industry. However,
during the same 20-year timeframe, the industry has suffered from
serious problems including declining productivity and profitability. In
the decade of the 80's (Figure 5), we will have to look for even more
ways that information systems technology can help improve mining profits
and productivity. The technology continues to advance at a rapid pace.
Microprocessors, computer graphics, data base management systems, and
improved process instrumentation are but a few of the tools awaiting
more extensive application in the minerals industry.

That brings us to the reasons for this Bureau of Mines seminar. We hope
that this seminar will accomplish three main objectives:

• to provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge about the
computer applications that currently are providing the most
significatn benefits to their users which we hope will lead to
great?- use of these proven applications;

. to identify new applications that appear to offer the greatest
potential for increasing mining profitability and productivity
during the 1980's; and

. to identify the technical problems that must be solved before
we are able to capitalize on these new applications. This
information will enable us to channel our resources toward
early resolution of those problems.

I hope these introductory remarks will set the stage for a productive
two days.
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DRILL HOLE RETRIEVAL AND RESERVE EVALUATION SYSTEMS

by
William Brown

Consol

At Consol the Drill hole information system started out as a
document storage media, in about 1967. We had paper recordings of
drillers' logs and chemical analysis from the labs scattered throughout
the company. Much of it was lost or misplaced. We needed a centralized
place; an area where we could keep track of it. That's the original
reason the computer system was brought in. Really, there was very
little thought given to the system as a method for retrieving information
or making calculations* but mainly as a storage media. Since that time
the philosophy and the system have come a long way.

Today we recognize three important areas of an information retrieval
system:

I. data entry
II. data verification, and
III. data retrieval

I consider data entry and d^ta verification key--the most significant
area. Companies are spending vast sums of money to drill holes for coal
but in reality they are drilling for data, not coal. It's a vital resource
of the company and we sometimes forget that the importance is based not
on the physical drilling footage but on the capturing and handling of
the data. Data verification for checking and correcting the data is
also vital.

Any good computerized system has to supply user-oriented, powerful
geologic and engineering tools to do graphical representations of the
data so that one can find errors, make them stand out, and then make
appropriate corrections. Data retrieval should be able to easily and
quickly retrieve anything that we measure and store on a file. We ought
to be able to get to it, key in on it, and retrieve it off, so that
computations and mine planning can proceed.

I. Data Entry

Code Forms

In the data entry area the earliest method at Consol was using
coding forms. Pecpls would code from driller's logs and from lab
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quality reports onto fixed field cards--sounds good, but it didn't work
well. The qualified people that knew the data, like the geologist and
engineer, were not about to be bored with filling out forms. The
clerical people who would fill out the forms didn't know enough about
the geology. Consol went with this philosophy for years and ended up
getting only part of the data plus there were transposition errors. It
was not a good situation, but it was still better than nothing.

Drill Logs

After this first method proved unacceptable, we set up a centralized
exploration group with basically keypunch people and a supervising geologist.
They keyed directly from drillers' or geologist logs onto tape, ana in
time these people became pretty proficient and knowledgeable about
geology and became quite good at entering drill data. But we still had
problems--mainly with the lab data. That data would most times be sent
to the originating exploration office and not to a centralized location.
We might have drill log data, drillers' logs, and electric log, etc.,
but be missing the quality lab data. Also the turnaround time was bad:
it was usually six months to a year before tying the two together. In
theory it sounded good but it was not real successful. However, we
still use this data entry method to enter data from a foreign project or
from old projects where we don't have an active drilling program. When
we receive the data in a "box" from another company or whoever drilled
it previously, we have to enter the data somt.'iow on the system so that
it can be centrally accessed.

Direct tntry from a Terminal

Presently, for any new active drilling program at Conso! we give
the geologist a terminal that "talks" in his language wherever he is
located--it could be a portable terminal in a motel room. We provide
terminals to all the engineering and exploration offices located
throughoi1'1 the United States and Canada. We found out again, through
trial anc error, and by talking with the geologist, that they were
generating core reports--a manual effort on their part. They had to do
this on a timely basis as they came back from the field. It was
drudgery. We provided them with local computer terminals that talked
their language and generated their core report automatically and at the
same time we captured the data and transmitted it onto our central
master file. We did it on their terms, and did not force them to do it
in our terms. In other words, we offered them a simple to use productivity
tor :.

Quality Entered Directly by Labs

Getting quality data direct from the lab in computer format was
found to be the most successful method for loading lab quality data.
Consol demanded and got the various labs to supply us with a computerized
data base of raw lab data, measured on our cores. We do the weighing

11



and summary calculations. That has worked well for us and the industry
is now going this way. We get the data as soon as it is analysed at the
lab and at the same time the standard lab report goes out to the
geologist. We get computer data that matches perfectly with the report
that the geologist receives and now the labs even like it. Some of them
spent $30-40,000 to develop computer systems to do this, but once
they're computerized they save money in the long run and enhance their
business opportunities.
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11. Data Verification

Advantages of Verification

. Aids in Detection of Errors

. Provides Early Detection

. Provides Usable By-Products (maps, etc.)

Editing Programs

The second important area in a drill hole system is data verification.
You have to be able to get the originating people—the geologist and
engineer, meaningful and easy-to-use listings of the data and summary
statistics. Systems that go in and take a flash picture of some parts
of the data where the user can get a meaningful look at it. Editing
programs must build in things that are project dependent - reasonable
values or bounds of data (coal thickness / 100 feet), etc. Also there
are things that are true for all drilling areas such as contiguous from-
to depths on footages, or parameters such that the project area has to
fall within certain coordinate boundaries (polygons) and a whole host of
other "reasonableness" parameters. The errors that defy these constraints
are flagged onto a subfile; the geologist is then responsible to get on
the computer and make proper corrections. This method is working very
nicely at Consol.

Collar Elevation

Another tool for drill hole verification is a collar-elevation-
compare program. This program uses a topography grid and compares it
against the computed collar elevation and against the measured collar
elevation of a drill hole for each drill hole location and then lists
elevation differences, sorts them, and points out problem areas.

Cross-Sections

Another useful tool is the cross section/PLM--this is a very
powerful graphical aid that replaces the tedious, long drawn-out manual
procedures that geologists go through in cross-sectioning an area.
With very little effort, a geologist can run cross-section sweeps
throughout the entire field on say 100 foot increments, 1000 foot, or
whatever increments they specify, and then quickly see the results.



One can generate fence diagrams (connecting holes) to view cross
section slices. It shows all strata present the top line shows the
ground elevation—topography cross-section. The bottom line shows the
depth of drill-hole profile. The seams are projected. One can sometimes
find seams crossing each other because of miscorrelations or bad data.
Seam subsplitting, or seam discontinuities will also show up. These are
very easy to identify and also the graph shows readily which drill holes
are associated with a questionable area on the cross-section. You then
can edit, make changes, or decide whether to let the program project a
seam through the area, in order to pick up that tonnage or to ignore it;
the user decides whether something is really a zero wipe-out or whether
it is just a lack of data on that seam. Major marker beds (limestone,
etc.) can also be i1lustrated--not just coal seams. These kinds of
graphical tools are ^jery necessary in order to verify data.

But! These tools must be engineering oriented. We have programs
that generate geologic strip logs and compare them against electric
logs, and skeleton strip logs that project major strata - several tools
that allow a geologist to graphically examine the drill hole files.
Once the data is in 'good' shape, after using cross-sections, etc.,
contour maps are produced . Again, this data is the vital guts of the
company operations and may be the most valuable company asset.



III. Data Retrieval

Advantages of data retrieval:

. easy to use
* inexpensive
. flexible
• availability
. control
. verification

Data retrieval can retrieve all information, apply constraints on
geology and/or quality, and define area.

Again, it is not so important what computer methods one uses to
store or retrieve data but what is important is that you have a good
procedure for capturing data on a timely and accurate basis. Consol has
over 400 project areas with over 2 million records of drill data. There
are several good commercial data base systems available--System 2000,
SAS, etc., but you have to supply something in a user oriented fashion
that engineers and geologists will make use of. At Consol we wrote our
own on-line data-base system. We can retrieve and report any data on
one file, quickly and easily.

16



The following figures show a Polygon technique for generating a
grid from dill hole data. It ends up in a triangle planar fit. At
Consol that's only one of several linear methods that we use to define a
grid. We've also developed some optimizing polyligonal techniques that
do not go through the triangle stage. The triangular method use: only 3
points to influence a grid value but the polygonal method may instead
use 10-12 points, depending on the number of sides in a polygon of influence.
It uses an optimization technique to select a Z-value for a modeled
square area parameter. It gives very smooth contours that are bounded
by the data (maximums and minimums are honored and it does not project
trends). We also use geostatistical kriging methods. There are several
linear methods that are used depending on circumstances. In all methods,
we use programs that measure reliability in the statistical sense.
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Reserve Evaluation Portion

Consol has what I consider the most powerful reserve evaluation
tool in the industry. It allows for the definition of physical
exclusions—any polygonal area that defines a non-minable constraint.
One can input multiple exclusions such as highways, pipelines, towns,
cemeteries, i.e. any non-minable barrier. It also allows semiexclusions
such as old works in a certain seam within a reserve that you may want to
apply different recovery factors. Also, logical constraints can be
applied such as no coal less than 31 or greater than 4% sulphur is to be
computed, etc., in the reserve run.

Looking at the next figure we see a series of polygons which in this
case represent tracts and/or properties—however they could be anything
which the user defines them to be over which the reserves are to be
computed. The blue line is a barrier of non-minable coal due to a
highway; the yellow area is a polygon demarcation of an old works that
was mined out on the third seam down, on this particular project, with a
25% recovery factor. The red polygon is a mined out area on the fourth
seam down that we applied a different recovery factor. The little green
area is a surface feature that represents a non-minable area with 0%
recovery. This program will go through a mathematical integration
technique using refinement steps that will take these constraint polygons
as well as logical constraints into account. One may want to look at
coal on seam #2 that's greater than 3 feet thick and with sulphur content
of less than 2% and with a BTU value greater than 12,000 on a dry basis;
this assumes that there are already existing grids that model these
particular seam parameters. This can be done for multiple seams up to
50. Also, one can put in additive constraints and cumulating constraints
(cumulative ratio, etc.). In this case the program will give a report
showing all of the individual properties that contain so many tons of
coal, so many surface acres which have been lost to physical and logical
exclusion, at certain recovery factor, with ash/sulphur content, and
ratios by individual property, etc., and then compute a summary report
for entire reserve.
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Also we can ask the program "What If" questions. It can use all
these physical and logical constraints and break down the tonnage by
ratios, for example: 0 to 2, 2:4, 4:6", etc. The report shows tons
mined by each ratio level. A break down by sulphur content can be
further specified as seen in the next figure.

RESERVE CALCULATIONS
r

h Sulfur

0.0-1.0

1:0-1.5

1.5-2.0

2.0+

Ratio 2-4

Tons (000) *

156.1

101.7

243.3
116.5

Total 617.6
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So at the 2 to 4 (overburden to tonnage) ratio, the sulphur is
further broken down by 1% increments or it can be broken down still
further by BTU increments of 1000 BTU, etc. A full tonnage report is
given for each breakdown. The program, as you can imagine, has enormous
calculation potential and great flexibility for the user. The engineer
"talks" \o this program in engineering oriented terms, and mining terms—
not compjter terms.

The last map is showing the area of integration which is the
graphical output of the mined area. It might be, for example, a 50 foot
overburuen level. The map is showing what areas, by color, on the
program was integrating over. It shows your domain space. The physical
exclusions are a white area which means there was no integration taken
there, so that if we think of superimposing over this map the properties
and the highways and exclusions from the previous maps, you would see all
of this as an overview and you would know what the area of integration
was, and what the constraints were. It's just another colorful graphics
technique for supplementing the computer report.
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UTILIZATION OF DATA PROCESSING AS A TOOL IN MINERAL EXTRACTION
by

Fred W. Stuart1

ABSTRACT

The development of a system for the reduction and
utilization of gamma log data for uranium ore bodies is
described. This system, available from Western Nuclear, Inc.s
on a source license basiss has proved to be extremely effective
for the reduction of gamma log data. Highlights of a new system
which is being developed by Phelps Dodge's corporate regional
data center are also discussed. This new system designed to
more heavily utilize geostatistical concepts and hexagonal
prisms for block modeling, will also provide the necessary
interface to the mine haulage equipment dispatching systems
developed by Phelps Dodge. This will allow for load by load
analyses of material profitability, which will significantly
enhance the economic benefits of the dispatching systems.

INTRODUCTION

The advances in computer technology, both hardware and
software, over the past decades, has allowed for the
imp1imentation of data processing systems to support many
functions in the mineral extraction industry. These application
areas range from exploration data logging and manipulation
through the final goal of real time on line production control
systems. One of the typical problems associated with the
development of effective data processing systems in this field

Director, Information Resource Management-West, Phelps Dodge
Corporation, Phoenix, Arizona.
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With such an approach,a significant reduction in the
required amount of disk storage to run the system is realized.
The only disadvantage of the system is that it requires more
computational time due to the fact that blocks are dynamically
rebuilt as needed. To minimize this computation time, a least-
recently-used buffering method has been proposed which will
allow for the possibility that 90% of all blocks requested will
be built by the time the computational algorithm needs them.

In addition, the system will incorporate the latest
technology in the area of graphics input/output design. We are
planning now to design the software in such a way that the
graphics generation and input functions can be offloaded to
intelligent terminals thereby releasing the central computer
from generating output vectors or rasters. Thus, in addition to
the raw data data bases and the virtual orebody data base, we
will develop a graphics data base language which will allow for
higher level graphic entities to be described on the host
processor and downloaded to the intelligent terminal. This will
significantly reduce the amount of communications traffic
associated with generating graphics displays. It will also make
it possible for local manipulation of the data on the
intelligent terminal with updates only going to the data base
when the mine planning engineer or geologist feels the
information is accurate and correct. This provides significant
flexibility for both the end user and the systems manager, by
reducing the overhead associated with the storage of large data
bases on the central processor, and reduced communications
traffic.

One of the final goals of this system is to allow for the
dynamic retrieval of ore grades from the data base by the pit
production dispatching systems. Phelps Dodge is developing
advanced, state of the art, computer dispatching systems. It is
currently projected that by the end of 1983, we will have the
necessary technology in place in the mobile haulage and loading
equipment to allow for dynamic assignment of ore grades to the
individual truck loads from a geostatistical data base. This
will then allow us to develop an economic load by load analysis
of the material being mined in the pit to make the final
decision as to whether a material should go to the crusher and
be considered ore or go to the dump.

Although a geological ore body is fixed in space and time,
the economic ore body is dynamically changing both on a
strategic time frame with major economic trends, and tactical
time frames as operational problems develop within the pit and
processing facilities. Thus, an ore control system which does
not dynamically respond to short term operational upsets will
result in the mining and processing of material which at that
instant in time is not economically justifiable.

25



Specifically, personnel at the Wellpinit Mine near Spokane,
Washington, the Jeffrey City operation near Casper, Wyoming, and
the exploration group in Sparks, Nevada, all can utilize the
system via telecommunications access. In addition, the
engineering staff located in the headquarters complex uses the
systems on a local basis. The package of programs currently is
marketed by a local service bureau located in Denver, Colorado.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT PLANS

A new more comprehensive system is now being contemplated
for development to allow for utilization of much of the newer
technology which has evolved since the original system was
developed. Also, with the new corporate emphasis that all
systems designed should be as adaptable and global in nature as
possible, the new system will be designed to handle not only the
uranium type problem but also the problems associated with the
exploration of other minerals, and the operation and mine
planning needs of our large copper mining locations. Thus the
new system, will have a much wider use than the current energy
systems developed at Western Nuclear. These systems will be
developed at Phelps Dodge's corporate regional data center in
Phoenix, Arizona.

One of the main features of the new system is the
utilization of hexagonal prisms instead of rectangular prisms
for the development of block models. Extensive work was done in
conceptualizing the problem by the Management Services
organization at the corporation's Morenci branch. Hexagonal
prisms, it is felt, will allow for the development of much more
realistic block model contour results by utilizing hexagonal
prism blocks which are half a bench width wide. In the process
of developing the block models, geostatistical and/or closest
hole grade assignments will be utilized for the assignment of
grades to the blocks. The removal of blocks during the block
modeling analysis will be accomplished by insuring that all
adjacent blocks to a given block on a given level are intact,
thereby insuring that a clear route is available around the
outside of the removed block. This has typically been the
downfall of most rectangular block modeling systems, since the
system tends to remove blocks which cannot be physically mined.

One of the tactical problems associated with utilizing such
small blocks is the tremendous amount of disk storage typically
required to hold a block model. Tentatively, the system will be
designed not to store blocks, but rather to store a chronology
of typography which is used to regenerate blocks as needed.
Multiple versions of future typography will be allowed so that
mine planning engineers can perform sensitivity analyses on the
proposed mining plans. The algorithm associated with the
development of such a system has been named the "Dynamic Orebody
Model System (DOBS)".
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COMPUTER UTILIZATION OF DRILL HOLE DATA
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is that they often attempt to automate functions which logically
occur after other functions. This often results in significant
interfacing and retrofitting problems to add other subsystems to
existing software.

In order to develop an effective data processing system for
the mineral extraction process, it is best to start at the
beginning of the process. Thus before considerations for block
modeling and pit production control are finalized, a careful
analysis and design must be made of the exploration data logging
and manipulation requirements to insure that the information
will flow through a system from preliminary exploration through
final production control. This was the approach taken by the
programming staff at Western Nuclear, Incorporatedj a subsidiary
of Phelps Dodge.

Prior to the expenditure of a large amount of programming
effort, a careful review was mr«de of the information processing
requirements for the exploration data logging and manipulation
functions, mine feasibility study requirements, mine planning
functions, and pit production control functions. These
requirements, when coupled with the knowledge of the information
processing tools available (i.e., computers, graphics,
input/output devices, software languages, etc.) allowed a system
to be designed which could be implemented with the first
subsystem and evolve without change through the mine planning
and control functions. During this analysis and design process,
every effort was made to streamline the system in such a way as
to provide the maximum benefit while minimizing development and
hardware cost.

WESTERN NUCLEAR'S COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ENERGY APPLICATIONS

The application library generated for Western Nuclear's
computer (a Univac 90/30) was developed to allow exploration and
production personnel to conveniently reduce and manipulate
geological information. The programs were primarily designed
around the need to handle information associated with uranium
ore bodies. The system includes programs which perform updating
and maintenance of drift and grade files, the analysis of the
raw drill hole data base, the plotting of drill hole and cross
section maps, generate polygonal ore reserves, grade thickness
contour maps, grid block reserve estimates, uranium cash flow
analysis and gamma log contour maps. In addition, several
analysis routines are available for the generation of
variagrams, polynomial curve fitting, and handling of other
geochemical and rock analysis data. The core of the system is
designed around the gamma log data files.

Figure 1 summarizes the schematic flow of information within
the gamma log and supporting subsystems. The process of data
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reduction begins with the encoding of the gamma log data,
transferring this data to diskette, and editing the gamma log
data for corrections prior to having it input to the gamma log
data files. During the processing of the raw gamma log data,
the gamma log data files are updated, the file of drifts for the
holes are entered and the system outputs a plot of the
individual drifts and a listing of the gamiut logs. At this
point then, the gamma log data files have been updated to allow
for the information to be handled by other analysis programs.

Printed reports are then generated directly from the gamma
log data files to produce a stratification summary of the gamma
log data, formatted listings of one-half foot grades and drift
summary for the gamma log data, and summaries can be printed of
the grade and drift associated with the raw data base. In
addition, there is a file maintenance program which will allow
for direct updating of the gamma log data files should it be
deemed necessary to, for instance, remove or update data which
is felt to be inappropriate for the analysis.

Data from the primary gamma log data base can be selected
for specific analyses. This selected gamma log data can be
analyzed for stratification with a file of stratification data
being output for further analysis. The selected gamma log data
and strat file are used as input to most of the more advanced
analysis programs. These include a grade thickness program
which outputs to the plotter a grade thickness or thickness
contour map of the selected data. Also, drill hole maps, and
cross-section maps can also be generated from this data. For
the analysis of reserves, two options are available within the
system. One developes polygonal ore reserve estimates and
plotter maps. The other produces an estimate of reserved based
on block ore grades using either closest hole or inverse
distance squared methods of grade assignment. The block reserve
system also includes a grid reserves map which can be used for
mine planning work. Finally, there is a general purpose
contouring program which will allow the input selected gamma log
data to be contour plotted for analysis of data which might be
erroneous or error prone. This is extremely helpful for the
spotting of anomolous data, and is generally performed prior to
the generation of reserves estimates.

All of the programs associated with the gamma log system and
the other use of the utilities are summarized in a publication
entitled "Computer Programs for Energy Applications (Abstracts)"
compiled by Roger L. Larsen and Susan A. Foster from Western
Nuclear, Inc., in Lakewood, Colorado. This publication contains
all the necessary information to understand and utilize all of
the programs contained in the system.

This collections of programs is made available to the
engineers and geologists of Western Nuclear at all of its major
operating locations in addition to its headquarter offices.
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WESTERN NUCLEAR INCORPORATED

MINE LOCATION

WILLPINIT, WASH.

MINE LOCATION

JEFFREY CITY,
WYO.
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DISTRICT OFFICE

SPARKS, NEV.

WESTERN NUCLEAR INCORPORATED
CORPORATE OFFICES
LAKEWOOD, CO.

CORPORATE
COMPUTER CENTER

MINE LOCATION

THOREAU, N.M.
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SUMMARY

The design of exploration and mine planning tools must
recognize the needs associated with the reduction and
utilization of information by the engineers and geologists. The
system developed at Western Nuclear for the reduction of gamma
log data has proved to be the model for the development of new
systems in this area. By taking care in the design and
documentation of such a system, development costs can be
recovered in the sale of such software.

The evolution of new mine planning systems must recognize
the advances and the technology which are currently taking
places in the areas of graphics input/output hardware, central
processing capabilities, and in the need for tactical
operational data. Finally, the job of the Information Sytems
specialists in this area will not be completed until a system
has been developed which allows for the dynamic optimization of
the differential of cash flow with respect to time (d$/dt).
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MINE PLANNING - STATE-OF-THE-ART

by

MILT T. PANA

Mine Planning is an essential function of this business. Mining

companies have been doing it one way or another as long as they have

been mining.

Three categories of mine planning are recognized: long range,

intermediate range, and operational mine planning. The objective of

each plan determines the category into which it fits. Figure 1 provides

an overview of an Open Pit Mine Planning System.

The long range mine plan, illustrated in Figure 2, defines the size

and shape of an open pit mine at the end of its life. It is often referred

to as Che ultimate pit, because it encompasses all of the mineralization

in a deposit that is economically mineable by open pit methods.

The development of the long range plan must take into account all

Che pertinent physical characteristics of the deposit, mine engineering,

and legal constraints as well as long term economic projections of metal

prices, operating, and capital costs.

The long rarge plan is not static but is, in fact, highly dynamic.

New drillhole and geologic data change the interpretation of an orebody.

Long range projection of prices and costs are also subject to change as

arc engineering and legal constraints. A company's objectives may simply

change with a change in management. A change in any of these variables

can significantly alter the plant.

The objective of the long range plan should be set by the highest

level of management. This requires that the plan should represent the

developnent of a final pit which maximizes the total net value of the

orebody. This plan is then used by operating management for optimal

location of waste dumps, shops, and processing plants.
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The long range mine plan is the backbone of a mining company's

strategic planning process. It defines the ore reserves of a deposit of

mine in terms of total metal content and net value, as well as the associated

waste tonnage. The plan, therefore, defines the life of the orebody.

It is also an indicator of future capital and downstream plant requirements

and serves as a guide to future exploration and research direction.

The intermediate range mine plans, illustrated in Figure 3, define

the mining strategy or sequence by which the long-range plan is going to

be achieved. In this example the sequence is given in 5-year increments-

It could have been expressed in terms of annual production.

From the intei-mediate range plans, annual production forecasts are

developed and projects of financial performance in terms of annual Return

on Investment and cash flows.

The intermediate-range plans are also the key to the timing of

capital and technological requirements.

The operational plan, illustrated in Figure 4, defines the mining

strategy for achieving the first intermediate range plan in the overall

mining sequence. It guides the day-to-day activity at the present surface

of the mine. In terms of the scheduling of men, material, and equipment

to achieve the objective of thft plan, and is the basis of ninthly and

quarterly production forecasts.

The entire planning process is highly dynamic. Now mine planning

is the driving force behind the three stages of a company's overall

planning process:

• The Strategic Plan,

• The Resource Plan

• The Operating Plan.
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Prior to 1963, mine planning throughout the industry was done by a

variety of traditional methods which required manual calculations. These

hand methods had many limitations. First, it took so much time to develop

a long range plan that it was often obsolete by the time it was complete,

e.g., it took two men two years to develop a final pit plan for Kennecott's

Utah mine. Second, the volume of data that went into a plan was so

immense that compromises had to be made which sometimes distorted the

true potential of an orebody, e.g., the grade distribution of the by-

products of a multimetal orebody, such as the Bingham pit, was excluded

from the planning process. And finally, the procedure was highly limited

in its ability to evaluate alternative strategies based on possible

changes in objectives, physical characteristics, metal prices, costs, or

the introduction of new technology.

In 1963, Kennecott developed the industry's first functional computerized

mine planning system. It was first developed as a means of rapidly

evaluating the potential of exploration projects and alter applied to

the operatingmmines. The use of this system has added tens of millions

of tons to Kennecott's ore reserves, e.g., the first application of this

system Co planning the Ray (Arizona) orebody added 70 million tons of

ore to the reserves which had a net value at the time of $130 million. __

Computerized mine planning systems are a vast improvement over Che

traditional hand methods. The advantages that are potentially offered

are many:

o Provide more comprehensive plans

• Provide a consistency to planning and results

• Respond quickly to changing conditions

» Evaluate alternatives

• Improve strategic, resource, and operating plans
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Significant advances have taken place since 1963. The use of computerized

long range mine planning systems is now commonplace throughout the industry.

Many companies have developed their own systems, while others choose

purchased software packages which are also readily available. The moving

cone algorithm is the most commonly used for long range planning. The

Lerch Grossman algorithm is also used but on a more limited basis. Developing

a long range mine plan for a large deposit, even by computer, may take

several days; consequently a great deal of- emphasis is placed on improving

the efficiency of these systems to reduce running time and cost.

Significant progress has also been made in automating the intermediate

range mine planning process. Many mining operations now have their own

on-line graphic terminals and plotter interfaced with either large central

or smaller local computers. Operators on-site can now rapidly outline,

sequence, and evaluate many alternative mining cuts to develop intermediate

range mine plans. The algorithms used tend to simulate traditional hand

methods. Progress is also being made towards the development of more

automated techniques that allow for the specification of the objective

and design parameters followed by the automatic generation of the best

planning sequence that satisfies the objective of a given long range

plan.

The application of computer technology to operational mine planning

fas not progresssed as rapidly because:

• The application of the technology has followed the normal planning

sequence.

• A higher level of technology is requied to support the operational

planning process.

These two factors are no longer obstacles and some progress is now

being made, but in a piecemeal fashion. Truck dispatching has been

automated in some operations; others have developed computerized drilling

and blasting schedules, maintenance schedules, etc., but a cohesive

computerized operational system does not exist.
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The potential for improving operating efficiency and productivity

in this area is enormous and is being vigorously pursued throughout the

industry.

Clearly, a lot of progress in developing computerized mine planning

systems has been made, but as with most new technologies, it takes a

long time to fully realize Che potential that a given technology has to

offer. That iss the capabilities of computerized mine planning systems

are not being fully utilized. Using long range mine planning systems as

a case in point,

• The variability in the quality of the data generally is" not

adequately taken into account.

• Alternative objectives are rarely evaluated.

Figure 5 illustrates the inputs and interactions in an Orebody

Modeling System.

The end result is that executive management is not taking adequate

advantage of the strategic planning potential of this technology - primarily

because they are not truly aware of the tools available to them.

In the future, the strategic planning potential of computerized

long range mine planning systems will be realized.

• Hierarchical systems will develop mine management will use the

detail oriented systems they now have.

e Strategic mine planning systems must and will be- developed for

executive management that will allow then to ask "what if" questions;

the answers to which will serve as a guide to major investment

decisions.
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• The introduction of a probabilistic approach to long range mine

planning will also take place.

In the area of intermediate range planning systems, the initiated

development of techniques that fully automate the planning process are

emerging. These systems will also be integrated with the strategic mine

planning systems and made available to executive management.

More of the key elements of the operational mine planning process

will be computerized. The wider use of mini computers will accelerate

this process, but the development of a fully cohesive operational planning

system for a large scale mining operation is a long way off. The control

of this activity will remain at the operating level - where it belongs.
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Figure 1

Mine Planning System Overview
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Figure 3

Intermediate Range Mine Plans
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Figure 4

Operational Mine Plan
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Figure 5

Orebody Modeling System
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KIDD CREEK GRAPHICS - AN UPDATE

by
Jerome McManus, and Steve Walasek

INTRODUCTION

In late 1972, Kidd Creek Mines acquired a Line Drawing System
(LDS-2) from Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation . Between 1973
and 1976 a great deal of effort was directed at solving the
technical considerations of using interactive graphics in miningc

A status report outlining the progress made to 1976 was
written by Mr. Roger A. Harris and presented at the 14th APCOM
Symposium in Pennsylvania* In that report Mr. Harris wrotes "The
Mine Engineering System is a large undertaking and although all the
major technical problems surrounding graphical interaction and
storage have been solved, it is too early to draw conclusions as to
its overall effect." [1]

Five years have passed since then and some conclusions about
graphics can now be made. This paper will update the status of
graphics at Kidd Creek as of 1981 and, in the process, explain the
conclusions that have been drawn.

ADVANCES IN HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

The Multi Picture System

Not surprisingly, the graphics hardware available on the
market today is considerably better than the hardware of 1972. In
January, 1981, Kidd Creek installed a new graphics system from
Evans and Sutherland (E&S); the Multi Picture System.

The new hardware boasts many improvements over the LDS-2.
Three of the most important ones for Kidd Creek ares

(a) Colours
The shadow mask colour scope is capable of displaying 449

colours. The effect of colour is to vastly increase the range
of things that can be done through graphics. When done in
black and white, certain applications can cause users to get
the feeling a scene is cluttered,. When this occurs, they must
increase their level of concentration in order to be fully in
control of what is happening. The result is earlier onset of
fatigue. With colour, the same application can be performed
easily; the mind is able to "unclutter" the scene by grouping
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things according to their colour.

(b) Refresh memory:
The LDS-2 shares memory with its host computer. Besides

using up memory/ this procedure requires an excessive number of
computer cycles; so much so that a second user on the same
system either gets very slow response time or causes
unacceptable delays in the "responsiveness" of the graphics
hardware. With the extended memory option of the Multi Picture
System, these problems become much less of a concern since

• refreshing of the picture is done independently of the host.

(c) Increased line drawing capacity:
The Multi Picture System is capable of drawing between

five and ten times as many lines as the old graphics hardware,
before flicker becomes apparent. (Flicker occurs when so many
lines are being drawn that the phosphor begins to fade before a
new refresh cycle can be started). This allows programs to
present more information on the screen for design work, thereby
easing the user's task.

Of course, hardware technology continues to advance. Already
E&S has announced its next generation of line drawing systems: the
PS300. Its greatest advantage from the customer's point of view,
is that all the repetitive software required to handle
transformations has been incorporated into the firmware of the
PS300; programming is a much simpler task. From the vendor's
point of view, the PS300 is considerably more independent of the
host computer and of its operating system.

The Minesite Computer Data System

At the time of Mr. Harris1 report, the data base software had
one severe limitation: it could only handle one user at a time.
When the programming staff was small and there were few production
programs in the system, this restriction was bearable. However, as
time passed a single user data base system became unacceptable.

In late 1978, a completely re-written multi-user system was
installed: MCDS (Minesite Computer Data System). MCDS is now the
single most important piece of software used at the Kidd Creek
mine.

Whereas the old data base software had its graphics processing
capabilities intricately interwoven with all its other functions,
MCDS is modular in design and can operate on any PDP-11 system
running RSX-llM, with or without graphics hardware.

User Systems

Harris1 original description of Kidd Creek's computer
applications focused on the various mine engineering tasks that had
been computerized. This section will describe the current status
of those same systems.
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However, before proceeding, it is worth pointing out that a
sweeping change to the inner fabric of all user systems was made
which was both time consuming and completely undetectable from a
user point of view.

The change relates to the way sections through the mine are
handled. In Kidd Creek's number 1 mine, the only sections of
interest are those that "fit" the mine grid - that is, cross
sections looking North, long sections looking East, and horizontal
plan sections.

As the orebody increases in depth and enters number 2 mine, it
twists so that a typical "cross" section looks Northwest* This
rather innocent behaviour of the orebody precipitated a complete
refurbishing of all applications relating to graphics. Whereas
there were only three kinds of sections to be concerned about in
number 1 mine, now there are potentially innumerable others.
{Since it is quite conceivable that the orebody will continue to
twist, it is also quite conceivable that future "cross" sections
will look West-by-Northwest)= In short, the software had to be
changed to handle any section regardless of its orientation.

Diamond Drilling System (DPS); There has been a significant
renovation in DDS in the last five years. Kidd Creek has
progressed from entering drill hole logs in batch mode to
interactive mode. This brought about three major changes.

First, the onus of editing drilling information shifted from
the Computer Services department back to the user. Also, because
everything is interactive, making corrections has been greatly
simplified.

The second major change is that during the conversion from a
batch system to an interactive one, it became feasible to
generalize things to the point where almost any kind of drilling
could be handledc This widened the use of the system to include
all prospects being studied by the Exploration group located in
Timmins. The combination of this with extensive plotting software
saves Kidd Creek employees countless hours of manual effort.

Finally, the new interactive system made it possible to
eliminate two of the graphics tasks required under the batch
approach. The first of these was used to examine assays in 3-
dimensions for ore/waste classification; the second, to categorize
each sample by its geological "domain".

Justification for the retirement of the graphics tasks
originates from two considerations. Firstly, the process of
examining each assay was time consuming? users wanted an easier
method of accomplishing their task« Secondly, because there can be
only one user on the system at a time, contention for resources
encouraged development of alternate approaches to the
classification and domaining of assay samples.
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Each of these functions is now done directly through a regular
video terminal. When an assay sample is entered interactively/ it
can be flagged by the user as ore or waste and assigned a domain
code. An additional program allows samples to be recalled for
assay averaging. If ore/waste classification is to be changed
based on this, it is a simple matter to go back to the "edit"
program to effect the changes.

Geological Interpretation System (GIS): The effect of the
Geological Interpretation System on the computer model has not
changed. However, one significant improvement has been made:
automatic 2D polygon generation.

Under the old scheme, a representative of the geology
department had to build up the domains by pointing to each of the
edges of the polygons implied by the geological interpretation.
Because each curve or line segment forms a boundary between two
polygons, selection was a "two-pass" process and was painfully slow
for the user.

Consequently,, in late. 1980, an upgrade of the software was
implemented which performs this tedious polygon generation
automatically. The geologist's task is now reduced to doing the
interpretation proper, and to identifying the geological domains.

Excavation Design System (EDS): Designing stopes and pillars (or
laying out pre-designed blocks), remains one of the most powerful
uses of interactive graphics at Kidd Creek, Except for the
handling of rotated sections (and hence of rotated stopes and
pillars), EDS has not changed.

Ore Reserve System (ORS); As with the Excavation Design System,
there is nothing new in the way mining reserves are calculated.

Drilling and Blasting System (DBS); At the time Harris wrote his
report, the graphics task needed to handle blast hole layout was
well into development and was fully expected to be completed.
However, with personnel changes and budgetary considerations, the
entire project was suspended. To this date it has not been
resumed.

Production Planning and Control System (PPCS); In the 1976 report,
PPCS was referred to as the Interactive Mine Planning and Control
Task. It was described as having the following functions (the
first two of which had been implemented):

(1) To monitor and record the current status of the mine.
(2) To provide semi-automatic short-term scheduling for grade

control.
(3) To maintain up-to-date historical records.
(4) To automatically produce status and activity reports.

PPCS now performs all these functions and is the most
frequently used of the applications at Kidd Creek.
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BACKFILL REPORTING SYSTEM (BRS): PPCS is primarily concerned
with the flow of ore at Kidd Creek. Recently, a subsystem to PPCS
was installed to consolidate the reporting of activity in the
backfill operations.

Since PPCS already records the name, location and geometry of
all stopes and pillars, much of the information pertinent to the
backfill system is already available*

COMPUTERS, GRAPHICS AND MINING

Strengths of Computers

What are computers best used for? As difficult a question as
this is, few would argue the fact that computers are excellent
devices for storing and manipulating models«> The greatest returns
in using computers for this purpose are derived when software is
provided to allow interaction with the models - ostensibly, to
gather quantitative support for decision making«

When the processes being modelled are themselves stable and
completely deterministic - such as an accounting system or a
payroll system - the computer's cost effectiveness is seldom
challenged. However, when the "real" system is stochastic, the
usefulness of a computer model is much less demonstrable. The
reason for this is explained as followss since there is a random
element in the process, it is impossible to guarantee a given
action will evoke a specific response or effect. However, actions
are the cesult of decisions based on quantitative and qualitative
factors. Even if a computer model is the major source of
quantitative information backing the decision, there is still no
way of "proving" the action caused a change in the physical system
and hence no way of relating the effectiveness of the model to
"improvements" in that system.

Strengths of Graphics

The word "graphics" connotes different things to different
people. Here, it is meant to be a system involving hardware
similar to the Multi Picture System (i.e. three dimensional and
interactive) and a plotter capable of preparing good quality plots.

When used in the above context, the
include at least the following four items:

strengths of graphics

(a) Ease of input:
Wh<=»n the graphics hardware is equipped with a digitizing

tablet, the input process from the user's point of view is
natural and almost effortless. Consequently, people untrained
in the use of data entry equipment or computers find no
difficulty in using the graphics system.
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(b) Digital representation of subjective processes:
There are times when a feature or characteristic of a

computer model is the result of a very complex and often
subjective process. (An example at Kidd Creek is the
interpretation of the orebody's geological structure which
forms the basis for the calculation of mining reserves).
Before a mathematical model can be programmed to derive such a
feature, the process would have to be described in very
accurate and precise terms. However, because of the subjective
underpinnings, nearly any model would be of only limited
usefulness.

Interactive graphics allows the user to enter a digital
representation of the feature without having to specify exactly
how or why it is done. (In the example of geological
interpretation, it is the interpretation itself that is of
importance; it does not matter to the computer model how the
curves were derived, nor why they are in one place as opposed
to another).

(c) Efficient interaction:
It is said a picture is worth a thousand words. Surely

then, interactive real-time graphics says volumes about the
computer model being maintained - at least from the user's
point of view. If there is something wrong with the model, the
user can see it and make necessary corrections very easily.

(d) Flexibility and reassurance of output:
Because graphics allows the development of a pictorial

computer model, and because the computer has a completely
digital "understanding" of this model, there is a large
flexibility available to the user in asking for visual hard
copy output. (An example would be the preparation of a drawing
showing multiple views of an underground stope. As much or as
little other information as desired can be added - e.g. drill
hole information, mine grid overlay, geological interpretation,
lateral development, etc).

This gives the user something tangible to take back to a
desk, and, in addition to saving a lot of manual plotting,
gives him or her the psychological comfort of knowing that the
model is, in some sense, "real".

Realities of Mining

Experience at Kidd Creek has shown that no matter how mature
the computer model becomes, the "business" of mining serves as a
continual reminder that it is just a model, not to be confused with
reality.

An example of one of these "reminders" happens when ore being
mined is found to have a grade significantly different from what
had been predicted by the model. Compiling a list of possible
reasons for such discrepancies is a career in itself and beyond the
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scope of this discussion. What is important, is to recognize these
occurrences as failures of the model to accurately predict
behaviour of the physical system.

Basically, these failures can be classified into two
categorieso The first consists of events and realities that make
it impossible for either a computer model or the physical system
itself to include enough information to ever consistently and
accurately predict future behaviour. (For example, if there is
insufficient drilling or if it is not representative, no method
imaginable will correctly predict the expected grade of a stope in
the area). The second category is made up of events that occur
after the model has been built. Such events cause the model and
the physical system to diverge from one another in their account of
what is "really" happening. (An example would be the building up
of "paper tonnes" created through production reporting).

Theoretically, with enough effort and ingenuity, a computer
system could be made to cope with the second category by adjusting
the model to be re-synchronized with the "real" world whenever
appropriate. However, the cost of such a system may not justify
its added credibility - especially given that the first category
cannot be influenced by the computer.

Can It All Work Together?

It can be said that even after eight years, 3-dimensional
interactive graphics has not been fully accepted as an everyday
tool of mine engineering at Kidd Creek. It is viewed by most as
R&D work, rather than as a viable and efficient means of
manipulating data and conveying information. From Computer
Services1 vantage point, evidence suggests that both management and
users feel interactive graphics isn't really necessary for
extracting the Kidd Creek deposi*; that the mine would do just as
well without it. Therein lies the paradox: only the rich orebodies
can easily support development of the more sophisticated (and
usually costly) computer models, but it is in the marginal deposits
that their cost effectiveness is most justified.

If there has been a reluctance to push graphics then part of
the blame must rest in the Computer Services department and in
areas where no one has ultimate control. To some degree, each of
the following factors has hindered the development of graphics at
Kidd Creek:

(a) Unreliable hardware?
The LDS-2 hardware was maintained on a "per call" basis

rather than on contract, with the closest customer engineer
living on Long Island. When hardware failures did occur, it
was not uncommon to be "down" for two weeks at a time. Then,
as if to add insult to injury, the frequency of these problems
increased as the equipment aged. This kind of sporadic
availability of hardware resources has made it necessary to
continue a parallel manual system, and seriously jeopardizes
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the feasibility of integrating interactive graphics with
mining.

(b) Unreliable software:
Because the PDP-11 is only a 16-bit machine, accurate

representations of such things as planes in three dimensions
become very difficult. Consequently, software cesting for
equality must treat "zero" as a small range rather than as a
point. Unfortunately, this has sometimes led to the
determination that two values are "equal" when they were not
intended to be. Usually, this results in program failures and
increased user frustration.

(c) Constraints of the graphics hardware:
The premise upon which the graphics applications were

developed was that actual design work could be done at the
graphics workstation. In fact, it was found that the people
who do this work make use of vast amounts of information which
the hardware cannot present in pictorial form - either because
it is not pictorial in origin or because the vector generator
does not have the capacity.

(d) System structure:
One of Kidd Creek's major user systems is the Ore Reserve

System. It depends very heavily on the graphical
interpretation of the deposit: the computerized system must
have a digital representation of the geological domains of the
orebody. As a result, the requirements of the computer model
are served first, and user requests for graphics applications
remain on the list of backlogned work.

(e) Other priorities:
As more and more systems entered "production", there was

an increasing requirement for maintenance of these systems in
the form of modifications and enhancements. Because the
department's staff did not grow proportionately, there was less
time available for new developments of any kind.

What is the recipe for successfully applying computers and
graphics to mining? Whatever it is, the following ingredients will
have to appear in some measure:

(a) Management support:
Obviously, without some management support there can be no

system at a l l . To be truly successful, however, a system must
have the active support of management.

(b) Talented people:
The understanding, programming, and application of 3-

dimensional graphics are not trivial , nor routine. Although
the major technical problems are solved, there remains a
constant need for competent and innovative people to get the
most out of graphics. This need is not restricted to computer
types; it involves people from management, the user community
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and the computer department.

(c) Team effort:
Once good people are available, the approach must be one

of collaboration. Forcing an unwanted system upon reluctant
users smacks of failure, even before it has a chance to prove
itself.

(d) Flexible and adaptable model:
Recognizing that the model (whether graphical or not) is a

representation of "reality", it must be designed with liberal
amounts of flexibility and with the capability of being "reset"
from time to time to more faithfully reflect the true status of
the physical system.

(e) Realistic expectations;
Graphics is a powerful tool. However, it must be viewed

as the means to an end, not an end in itself. It must be
skillfully integrated into a larger system only in the amount
and proportion required by the system. Because of the capital
expense and the aesthetic nature of graphics, the tendency is
to apply an overdose and lose sight of the fact that one does
not do graphics just for the sake of doing graphics-

Also, the system must be perceived in its proper light?
it is a model, not reality. If outputs or predictions of the
model do not always exactly coincide with reality, the entire
system need not be forever condemned as ineffective. Instead,
it must be accepted for what it does well and used as a dynamic
organism able to change and improveo

CONCLUSION

Kidd Creek has pioneered the application of 3-dimensional
interactive computer graphics in mining. As with any pioneering
effort, some percentage of the investment did not yield an adequate
return? that work has been identified and eliminated or replaced.
Throughout this process, the foundation upon which the endeavour
was built, has been strengthened and improved.

The book is far from closed on the application of computer
graphics at Kidd Creek. So far, only the most obvious areas
capable of benefiting from graphics have been considered. Still on
the list of desirable applications are: (i) recording of all
development activity within the mine, and, (ii) automatic
preparation of ring drilling layouts, including necessary plots.
Other less conventional applications might includes (i) simulation
of complex blasts showing delay patterns and breaking sequences of
the rings, and, (ii) strategic positioning of vent raises or rock
passes to minimize stress and avoid weak ground.

These examples by no means exhaust all possible uses of
interactive graphics in mining. As time goes on, an ever
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broadening base of "tried and accepted" graphics applications will
emerge, serving both as a standard for new companies, and as a
challenge to everyone to continue expanding the frontiers of the
technology. Kidd Creek is committed to accepting that challenge.
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MAINTENANCE RECORD-KEEPING AT THE KENNECOTT MINERALS COMPANY

by

John Jonkman

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of a company's maintenance function is to
keep equipment available for production so that plant output can
be at a maximum level and the capital investment in equipment
can be kept at a minimum., During the last decade, a comprehen-
sive maintenance information system has been developed at Kenne-
cott Minerals Company to assist the maintenance department in
meeting its objectives.

This paper provides an overview of the functions of this system,
the state-of-the-art technology that has been applied, the
results and benefits of using this system, and future applica-
tions that are scheduled=

Kennecott Minerals Company (KMC) is a division of Kennecott
Corporation, which is wholly owned by the Standard Oil Company
of Ohio, KMC operates three active open pit copper mines and
associated reduction plants in Utah, New Mexico, and Arizona.
KMC also operates a copper refinery in Maryland* The three open
pit mines currently yield about 300,000 tons of copper a year
from 55 million tons of ore. The stripping ratio is more than 3
to 1. These mines also produce silver, gold, molybdenum, and
other oy-products. Table 1 lists the major pieces of equipment
at each mine.

Manager Production Systems, Kennecott Minerals Company Comput-
ing Center, Salt Lake City, Utah
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• TABLE 1.

SHOVELS
25-27 cu-YD
15-17 CU-YD
6- 8 CU-YD

HAULAGE TRUCKS
150-170 ST
100-120 ST
35-65 ST

WATER TRUCKS
LOCOMOTIVES
DOZERS
LOADERS
GRADERS
CRAWLERS
CRANES
DRILLS

MAJOR EQUIPMENT LIST
OPEN PIT MINES

BlNGHAM

11
24

83
4
11
12
55
18
11
14
37
21
22

OF THE KMC

KAY

6
4

8
34
8

6

10
12

19
11
6

CHI NO

8
10

35
36

5

11

8
9
9
13

Effect of Maintenance on Plant Productivity

Equipment maintenance is the highest cost activity at most
mining companies. It is not unusual that 40-50% of the total
operating expense of a mine or reduction plant is spent on
maintenance, and that half of the plant work force is engaged in
maintenance activities. The effect the maintenance department
has on equipment availability and, as a result, on total plant
output can be significant. Since most mines and mineral process-
ing plants operate around the clock, production lost due to
equipment downtime will be lost forever since it cannot be
compensated for by working overtime.
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KMC management has realized for a long time that an effective
maintenance department is a requirement for efficient plant
operation and high productivity. Because of the nature of the
work, maintenance activities are labor intensive. Therefore,
programs that have been implemented to improve the maintenance
department's effectiveness usually have focused on improving the
productivity of the individual maintenance person. This has
been done through improved planning and scheduling of jobs,
ongoing training programs, and by providing the work force with
all necessary tools and resources needed to be effective.

The Need for Information

Information about the equipment is considered an important
resource in support of an optimum equipment service program. The
quality and effectiveness of a maintenance program depend heav-
ily upon the decisions being made throughout a workday by the
maintenance supervisors« Decisions that are based upon
incorrect assumptions can have a substantial impact. It has been
recognised that the quality of a decision is much higher if all
relevant data are available in an orderly fashion at the moment
that the decision needs to be made.

The objective of using computers throughout Kennecott's mainten-
ance facilities always has been to support maintenance in con-
trolling the management and efficiency of its efforts by col-
lecting and providing pertinent data. Computers are not running
the maintenance operation by automatically scheduling the person-
nel and their activities. All decisions are made by qualified
supervisory personnel, but the computer has eliminated a lot of
the paperwork the supervisor otherwise had to concern himself
with and also has reduced the amount of time he needs to spend
on clerical activities, such as collecting and sorting through
information in support of his decisions and analyzing historical
data. As a rasult, he has more time available to perform his
job, which is controlling his area of the maintenance organiza-
tion .

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTERIZED RECORD-KEEPING FOR MAINTENANCE
AT KENNECOTT

Computers were used first for maintenance record-keeping in 1964
when a service scheduling and component monitoring system was
installed in support of the maintenance of the haulage trucks at
the Bingham mine near Salt Lake City. On a daily basis,
information, such as hours on equipment and maintenance that
was performed was punched into cards, batched up, read into a
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card reader at the mine, and sent to the central computer in
Salt Lake City for processing. Reports then were printed at the
mine showing the new schedules for servicing the haulage trucks
and updated information for the components. A similar system
keeping track of haulage truck tires was installed at the
Bingham mine in 1969 and subsequently installed at the Ray mine
in Arizona and at the Chino mine in New Mexico. A lubrication
and component system was implemented for the Chino mine in 1970.
It was not until 1977 that the concepts that were developed for
haulage trucks were extended to locomotives when the service
scheduling and component monitoring system was implemented for
locomotive maintenance at the Bingham mine.

Over the years, these systems have been expanded to include
other types of equipment and additional components. Until the
mid-seventies, no systems were implemented in support of the
maintenance efforts at the reduction plants, although the main-
tenance departments did have access to voluminous computer print-
outs that were by-products of other systems, such as the work
order cost system and the inventory system. This approach was
costly and generally ineffective, since the reports were cumber-
some to use and often out of date when distributed.. Another
disadvantage of this method was that the reports were designed
to support the accounting function and did not always meet the
needs of the maintenance departments.

SMELTER MAINTENANCE ASSIST PROGRAM

To meet the requirements of the Clean Air Act of 1970 {as
amended), new facilities for the control of smelter emissions
were required at the smelter of the Utah Copper Division near
Salt Lake City. The reverberatory furnaces were replaced with
continuous smelting vessels and a massive and complex gas han-
dling and acid-making facility was built. A total of 1,200 new
pieces of equipment were installed, and 800 existing pieces of
equipment remained in place. In order to keep the gas handling
systems on stream with a minimum of pollution control outages,
it was thought essential by the smelter planning team that a new
and well organized maintenance information system be implemented
to assist the naintenance personnel in the performance of their
duties. Many alternative systems were reviewed by the planning
team, and it was concluded that computer assistance was needed
in order to meet all the requirements of this maintenance
information system.
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Planning the System

In the fall of 1975, a task force was established consisting of
the planning superintendent (for the new smelter), the smelter
maintenance superintendent, a maintenance engineer, five general
foremen, and three members of the company's Computing Center.
The group drafted a proposal that went through several cycles of
review and redrafting. After five months of part time involve-
ment by each member of the task force, the details, such as data
requirements, data presentation methods, data update procedures,
security, etc., were agreed upon and the design of the system
was finalized. Programming commenced in the spring of 1976.
The smelter assigned two people full time to collect the data
and enter these data into the system. The Computing Center
assigned three programmers to this project.

The Smelter Maintenance Assist Program was designed to be an
interactive system with all information being available on
visual display terminals within seconds after being requested.
The system has been designed in such a way that the overall
structure is modular. This has provided a high level of
flexibility in its use and in upgrading the programs. As the
maintenance department became experienced with the system, many
suggestions were made for improvements. These improvements
could easily be made to the programs that were affected without
interfering with the rest of the system.

System Description

Segments of the system relate to equipment, inventories, work
orders, costs, preventive maintenance, and job standards= When
designing each segment, it was kept in mind that the objectives
of the system were to reduce the amount of paperwork and paper
flow needed to run the maintenance department, to dramatically
expand the amount of information available to maintenance, and
to make this information available instantaneously when it is
needed to make decisions. The system has been designed around a
unique self-prompting and simplified operating technique so that
people with no computer background and very little training in
the use of the system can easily have access to all their
information. Experience has shown that about an hour of demon-
strations and "hands on" experience is generally all that is
required for training. Figure 1 highlights tha inquiry proce-
dure .
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Step 3: The computer displays a list of all
equipment within the work center, plant area or
fleet that was selected. The user will now select
an equipment number.
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Figure 1. Example of the self-prompting operating technique
used by Kennecott's computer programs.
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The following is a description of each one of the major sections
of the system:

(1) Equipment Information. The equipment information section
consists of the equipment specifications, bills of mater-
ials, equipment and parts cross-referencing, equipment his-
tories, and equipment availability statistics.

The equipment specifications originally were extracted from
the manufacturer's handbooks but can be updated when the
equipment is modified. Identifications such as the manu-
facturer, model, serial number, drawing reference, and
descriptions of the major components are included for each
piece of equipment. Easy access to the latest specifica-
tions has been of great value to the planners and the
maintenance foremen in support of planning and scheduling
repairs. This program also is used by plant operations in
establishing production goals because the specifications
also state the purpose for which the equipment was origin-
ally designed.

A list of the spare parts belonging to each piece of
equipment also is available. For each spare part, this
bill of materials shows the inventory (M&S) number, the
manufacturer's part number, and a detailed part description
(see figure 1). Parts now can be identified without refer-
ence to outdated vendor's parts books and without having to
search through the warehouse trying to match up parts.

A piece of equipment can be cross-referenced by various
reference items. For example, by keying in an equipment
type such as "conveyor," a listing of all conveyors in the
plant will be retrieved. Similarly, the entry of a spare
part number will call up a list of all equipment using this
particular part. Within seconds, a replacement part, such
as an electric motor, can be found on another piece of
equipment if none are available in the warehouse. This
feature has been valuable in emergency situations.

Also available is the history for each piece of equipment.
This equipment narrative is in free format and pertains to
maintenance performed on the piece of equipment. It can be
called up to review repairs during any desired period. It
is up to the maintenance personnel to decide how much
detail for each piece of equipment should be stored in the
data bank.

When maintenance is being scheduled, the equipment specifi-
cations, the spare parts list, and the history will usually
provide the maintenance planner with all the information he
needs to plan the repair and order the appropriate parts
from the warehouse.
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Availability statistics and downtime records also are
available for each major piece of equipment or for
components of this equipment. This part of the system
allows plant management to isolate problem areas in the
facility, since causes for downtimes can be determined
based on facts instead of opinions.

(2) Inventory Information. The maintenance assist program
is interfaced with KMC's inventory control system. As
a result, stock item inquiries are available to the
maintenance person through his on-line terminal. Infor-
mation, such as quantities on hand, warehouse location,
purchase order data, usage history, and parts costs, is
available by part name or by inventory number. The
capability of instantaneous access to this inventory
information has significantly increased the produc-
tivity of each person in the maintenance department.
Fewer jobs are delayed because of parts unavailability
since the planners now have access to the parts status.
Supervisors spend less time trying to identify parts
and obtain parts from the warehouse. Maintenance crews
waste less time waiting for parts to arrive. Warehouse
personnel are more effective in managing their inventor-
ies, since they have to spend less time answering ques-
tions about what is in stock because this information
now is available on the shop floor.

(3) Work Order Information. The use of interactive com-
puter technology has enabled smelter maintenance person-
nel to implement an innovative approach to work order
scheduling. Once a week all open work orders are review-
ed by the work center supervisors and by plant manage-
ment. Priorities for the outstanding work orders are
set on an area level by the work center supervisors and
immediately thereafter on a plant level by plant manage-
ment. As soon as the work order priorities have been
established and entered into the computer, they are
available on all 22 terminals throughout the plant. The
maintenance supervisors then can schedule their crews
to work on the most important jobs, and the operations
supervisors can make sure that the equipment will be
available to maintenance. The jobs with the highest
plant priorities are completed first, followed by those
that have a high area priority. The computer system
also has a powerful cross referencing capability that
allows outstanding jobs to be searched and listed in se-
quence by plant priorities, plant areas, or maintenance
supervisor responsibilities. This approach to job
scheduling has helped in establishing common goals for
the people in maintenance and operations, and that is
to get the high priority jobs done first.
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Each work order is identified by a unique number. Labor
costs and materials issued for the repairs are charged
against these work order numbers. To retrieve the
latest list of open work orders for a piece of equip-
ment, a foreman simply types the equipment number into
his terminal. This program has eliminated a lot of
paperwork, and wrong charges have been reduced signifi-
cantly. This feature has also eased the handling of
the backlog and assures that all the necessary work has
been completed before the equipment is made available
to operations.

(4) Cost Information. The Kennecott Minerals Company has
an extensive labor reporting system through which labor
costs are assigned to the work order numbers. When a
part is issued at the warehouse, the inventory system
charges the cost of the part to the work order for
which the part is ordered. Both the labor reporting
and the inventory system provide data to the cost
information system that was originally designed for use
by Kennecott's accounting function. The maintenance
system now retrieves data from the cost files and makes
these data available to maintenance management, in a
format that is useful to them. With this tool, the
maintenance department can quickly review maintenance
costs, spot problem areas in the facility, and take
appropriate action. Special reports are generated for
the annual budgeting process.

(5) Preventive Maintenance. A complete summary of preven-
tive maintenance requirements is available for each
piece of equipment. The summary allows maintenance
personnel to quickly review the P.M. program estab-
lished for any individual piece of equipment. A
detailed task list with manpower requirements and step-
by-step guidelines for each task that needs to be
performed also available for each preventive mainte-
nance job. A special feature of the system balances
the P. M. workload by scheduling the jobs throughout
the year depending upon the frequency of each job and
the time and crafts necessary to perform the job. All
the preventive maintenance jobs scheduled for any week
of the year can be displayed for a specific area at the
plant. A summary of man-hour requirements for each
week of the year also is available by work center.

(6) Overhaul Standards. Standards for major repairs or
ma]or overhauls can be developed on-line. These
programs will assist in planning, scheduling, and mon-
itoring the progress of jobs for which standards were
developed. Step-by-step task lists describe the detail
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and the scope of the work that needs to be done on each
job. Man-hours by craft and maintenance area for each
day or week of the job can be entered to provide a
means of forecasting and evaluating labor allocation
and availability for the overhaul.

MOBILE EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE INFORMATION

Even though the Maintenance Assist Program was implemented first
at the UCD smelter, it was designed so that many parts of the
system would be applicable to other plants. As a result, the
concepts and experience that were developed over the last few
years now are being utilized by applying the system to support
mobile equipment maintenance at the Chino mine.

The equipment, inventory, and cost information programs will be
almost identical. Equipment narrative and spare parts lists
also will be available by major equipment component. The
preventive maintenance system is being modified substantially to
reflect the needs of mobile equipment service. New sections of
the system will deal with equipment operating hours statistics,
component changeout histories, and haulage truck tires. A
discussion of the modified and new system segments follows:

(1) Preventive Maintenance. Preventive maintenance for
mobile equipment Ti based upon operating hours. Check-
point values are set for each type of maintenance. For
example, lubrications are performed every 100 hours and
inspections are due every 200 hours. Operating hours
are accumulated daily against each type of P. M. When
the operating hours reach the checkpoint value, this P.
M. is flagged for service. At any time, the planner can
review the hours accumulated against each P. M. and
schedule the equipment to be serviced. The computer
will print a service schedule for each area of the
maintenance shop. A materials list also will be gen-
erated in the warehouse, requesting the appropriate lub-
ricants and parts to be delivered to the shop. When
maintenance has been performed, a code then is put into
the system against each service function that has been
completed and the accumulator for the operating hours
for that particular P. M. is reset to zero. The system
also makes an automatic entry into the history for this
piece of equipment, noting the work that was performed
and the service date.

(2) Equipment Operating Hours Statistics. Equipment operat-
ing hours are collected for each piece of equipment.
Operating hours are computed from equipment use cards
that indicate start, end, and delay times; fuel usage
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records; or equipment utilization as recorded by the
shift supervisor. This information will be entered into
the system at the mine operations office on a daily
basis. These hours are accumulated against each function
of the preventive maintenance and are stored in the data
banks for later analysis, such as productivity and cost
analysis.

(3) Component Changeout Histories. Major components of haul-
age equipment, such as engines, transmissions, wheel
motors, and radiators, have been classified and identifi-
cation information, such as component type, manufac-
turer, model, description, and serial number, have been
stored in the data files. Service history such as change-
outs, equipment numbers, and operating hours, are accumu-
lated against each component. Components of a certain
type then can be analyzed for performance by manufac-
turer, by equipment type, by failure reason, etc, A list
of all component changeouts for each piece of equipment
also will be available. When a component is changed
out, the system will automatically make an entry into
the free-format history for that piece of equipment
stating the serial numbers of the components removed and
installed, and the changeout date.

(4) Haulage Truck Tires. Haulage truck tires wear out rela-
tively fast in hard-rock open pit mines, such as those
operated by Kennecott. Since tires can be obtained from
many competitive sources and a large amount of money is
involved in replacing tires, the performance of tires is
monitored closely. An on-line tire performance mon-
itoring system has been installed recently for the
Bingham mine and the Chino mine and will be installed
for the Ray mine in Arizona in 1982. Operating hours,
collected from the field on a daily basis, are accumu-
lated against each tire; and tire changeouts are
recorded in the same fashion as component changeouts.
This information is used to obtain credit from the tire
vendors against guaranteed number of operating hours if
the tire did not perform as expected. Statistics also
are available on performance by tire type, tire size,
and tire manufacturer. This information includes failure
analysis and cost per operating hour. The Purchasing
Department uses these data for the quarterly awards to
the tire vendors. Generally, the manufacturer with the
best performance and the lowest cost for a certain type
of tire would get an order for the largest number of
tires of that particular type. The tire vendors use
this information to assist them in designing customized
tires that will withstand the operating conditions at
each one of our mines.
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FUTURE APPLICATIONS

Parts of the system that have been developed for the Utah smelter
have been applied to all other plants of the Kennecott Minerals
Company. Figure 2 shows the telecommunication network that
Kennecott has in place to support these maintenance systems and
the number of terminals at each location„ In the near future,
more programs will be applied to other plants, particularly as
new plants are being built. For example, a new concentrator at
the Chino Mines Company will become operational in September
1982. Equipment specifications and bills of materials for the
equipment to be installed in this plant are currently being
collected and entered into a data bank. When the plant becomes
operational, all this information will be available instan-
taneously to the maintenance people and will be very valuable to
them when they have to start maintaining equipment that is new to
them.

The preventive maintenance system will be expanded to include a
backlog of P. M. that has not been performed. The work order
system will be modified so that work orders can be generated
on-line from the shop floor. The craft requirements of the work
order system, the overhaul system, and the preventive maintenance
system will be combined to provide a craft requirements forecast-
ing system for plant management. The mobile equipment mainte-
nance system that is currently under development for the Chino
Mines Company will be implemented at the Ray Mines Division in
Arizona and eventually at the Bingham mine in Salt Lake City,
where it will replace the batch system thatis now in place.

The component system developed for mobile equipment also will be
implemented to track components, such as ballmill heads and
linings, conveyor belts, etc., in our concentrators. Table 2 is
an overview of system implementation in support of the mainte-
nance activities.

Automatic Spare Parts Ordering

A major improvement in maintenance crew productivity and a reduc-
tion in equipment downtimes can be achieved by implementing an
automated spare parts ordering system. Figure 3 is a schematic
representation of this system that currently is being designed.
Actual use of the spare parts segment would be as follows: When a
field repair mechanic is called out to repair a shovel, he might
discover that a bearing for the shipper shaft needs to be
replaced. A call will be made by radio to the material coordi-
nator stating what equipment he is working on and which component
needs a part. The material coordinator then will enter the equip-
ment number into his terminal, select the shipper shaft from the
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TABLE 2. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW OF MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

AT KMC
1960 COST AND WORK ORDER SYSTEM

1964 HAULAGE TRUCK SERVICE SCHEDULING AND COMPONENT MONITORING
(P.M.) SYSTEM

1969 HAULAGE TRUCK TIRE ANALYSIS SYSTEM

1971 MATERIAL AND SUPPLY (INVENTORY) SYSTEM

1972 EXPANDED P.M. SYSTEM

1975 BEGINNING OF DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS

1976 EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
SPARE PARTS LISTS (BILL OF MATERIALS)
EQUIPMENT CROSS REFERENCING
SPARE PARTS INVENTORY STATUS

1977 EQUIPMENT HISTORIES
OVERHAUL STANDARDS
WORK ORDER BACKLOG
WORK ORDER CROSS REFERENCE
LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE SCHEDULING AND COMPONENT MONITORING

1978 ON-LINE COST ANALYSIS

P.M. REQUIREMENTS (SMELTER)

1979 P.M. CRAFT"LEVELING (SMELTER)
P.M. MANHOURS SUMMARIES (SMELTER)
ON-LINE HAULAGE TRUCK TIRE AND RIM ANALYSIS SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT DOWNTIME STATISTICS

1980 EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS
LUBRICATION SCHEDULING AND ROUTING (REFINERY)
PURCHASING SPECIFICATIONS INQUIRY
ELECTRIC MOTOR CROSS REFERENCING

1981 P.M. SCHEDULING (SMELTER)
ON-LINE MINE EQUIPMENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
MINE EQUIPMENT COMPONENT FAILURE FORECASTING
OIL ANALYSIS TRACKING SYSTEM

1982 AUTOMATIC SPARE PARTS ORDERING
P.M. BACKLOG TRACKING (SMELTER)
OVERTIME TRACKING AND CALLOUT SYSTEM
PLANT EQUIPMENT COMPONENT CHANGEOUT SCHEDULING AND

ANALYSIS (CONCENTRATOR)

FUTURE ON-LINE WORK ORDER GENERATION
CRAFT REQUIREMENT FORECASTING BASED ON SCHEDULED WORK

ORDERS, OVERHAULS, AND PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
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component and subcomponent group lists that are displayed next,
and then receive the bill of materials for the shipper shaft. The
material coordinator will enter the quantities needed for each
part, along with the work center, work order number, his payroll
number, delivery location, and remarks. The system will
immediately print an issue list in the warehouse. The warehouse
clerk will fill the order, and a service driver will deliver the
parts to the repair site. The warehouse clerk then will call the
issue list up on his visual display terminal and for each part
enter the quantity issued. This will result in an automatic
update of the inventory and an automatic charge against the work
order.

CONCLUSION

The sections of the system that have been placed in production
currently are being used about 30,000 times each week from the 75
terminals that have been installed at strategic locations through-
out our maintenance facilities. A result of this high usage is
that productivity of maintenance personnel has increased drama-
tically. The system has assisted them in implementing .orderly
procedures for control, optimization of maintenance resources,
and coordination of support services. The effects on plant
productivity have been significant, since equipment downtimes
have been minimized. Unscheduled repairs for our mobile equip-
ment also have been reduced since component failures now can be
predicted.

The maintenance organizations today have access to more infor-
mation than they ever had before. This information is made
available rapidly and in a manner that is simple to understand
and use. At Kennecott, the computer does not run the maintenance
organization, but it certainly supports the decision making
process and it hc*s proven to be a vital contributor to improving
overall plant productivity.
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ABSTRACT

In what is known as the man/machine interface of computer tech-
nology, Murphy's law has, in the past, reigned supreme. "What could
go wrong did go wrong!" We have all heard about those computer
efforts that really never quite accomplished their objectives.
Today, however, this has all changed with the availability of new
technology.

Current technology utilizing direct on-line communication
between the user and the computer coupled with the use of Data Base
design methods truly puts the computer into the hands of the user.
In effect, application of this technology increases the power of the
computer and simplifies its use. In contrast, the skills and capa-
bilities required from the computer professionals have escalated
sharply in order to provide this new systems technology.

INTRODUCTION

Computer communications networks will vary from company to
company. One company may use the distributed method of putting
dedicated computers into Plant and Mine locations. Other companies
may use a centralized concept with many locations sharing a central
"host" system.

At U.S.BORAX, we have a centralized concept with an IBM S3031
providing a full range of computer services to all users at all
locations for many different applications.

In addition to computer communications technology, Data Base
is becoming a standard systems design concept. The whole idea of
Data Base is founded on the use of a single record or source of
information. An example of this could be Purchase Orders where, in
our new Data Base system four different Purchase Order files pre-
viously maintained and controlled by several different functions now
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reside in a single Data Base. This one set of data will directly
provide an authorized individual all the required information
regarding that Purchase Order. You as operating managers are now
able, by use of this new technology, to dictate your specific
computer support systems requirements and, get exactly what you
need.

PAMMS Systems Architecture

Using Data Base/Data Communications technology, U.S.BORAX has
developed and installed a major new operating system called PAMMS.
As shown in the "PAMMS WHEEL", the systems architecture is modular.
This means that the two subsystems can operate independently or
interact with each other as required. With the exception of the
Work Order module, PAMMS is now installed and operating to user
requirements. The Work Order module design is completed with
development and installation planned over the next few months.

Using a menu-driven approach to systems design, a user can
access PAMMS with no prior knowledge of codes or numbers. By
going to a menu, the user is directed through the steps needed to
access the required information. However* if a code such as a spara
parts stock number is known, access to the information will be
expedited. You will see this facility in the slide presentation of
"Unplanned" and "Planned" Work Order processing. Before moving
into that review, perhaps a snap-shot of U.S.BORAX will put our
operating environment for PAMMS into perspective.
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PAMMS Operating Environment

U.S.BORAX is primarily a mining, refining and distribution
company with its major operations at Boron, located in the Mojave
Desert in California. Chemical Week described us in a recent
article as "Big on Borax and Bullish on Molybdenum." We are just
beginning to develop a world class find of molybdenum in Alaska.
However, we are probably best known to the public by our 20 Mule
Team consumer products.
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Since Maintenance
at Boron absorbs over
one-third of the total
operating budget and
constitutes over twenty
five percent of the
total work force,
agreement to look at the
application of current
computer technology to
that critical area was
readily available. The
adjacent cost analysis
taken from a recent
issue of Chemical Week
fully describes what
is happening to main-
tenance costs at
U.S.BORAX and elsewhere
in industry today.
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PAMMS Operating System Highlights

To better illustrate PAMMS Data Base/Data Communications
technology some selected examples of functions available to the
users are included in this section. These examples are directed
to both a theoretical "Unplanned" and a "Planned" maintenance
situation.

Unplanned Maintenance

At U.S.BORAX, unplanned maintenance includes any repair or
replacement action not a part of preventative or otherwise
scheduled maintenance activity. The term "emergency" is often
heard in the unplanned context.

In order to demonstrate some of the interactive capabilities
of PAMMS, we are assuming a hypothetical series of events
involving a malfunctioning motor in a critical line of a process
in the Refinery at Boron.

Let us assume that a line at the Plant has gone down and
every minute of down-time is costing the company money. A
Mechanic is dispatched to the problem area immediately. Once
at the problem area, he finds that a motor has burned out. He
copies down the equipment number tagged on the piece of equip-
ment and goes to a terminal station.
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FPIITFMFNT IDENTIFICATION INQUIRY (02-3)
(l) J.EQUIP NO: 3201259 1 CLASS: MOTORS

MAINT: ELECTRIC MOTOR
DESC

10/09/81 1257 PACE 01

INSTALL DATE:
DRAWING

JOB
MFC

NO:
NO:
NO:

10-07-81

00006

DELETE

PROJECT
SERIAL

DATE

NO
NO

STATUS:

EP/LP
STY! F

01
PRODUCTION

I USB STOCK NO: 07-64-2530 I
MFC ST:

(JJ I GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. I
PI A.T.T: TYPE: K

(*} I SIZE: 1 HP I CAPCTY:
KrG MODEL: 5KL82HG3477V LOC: 05 23539 05 03 02 202
MTCE COND: CODE: UNITS: 0 DIRECT EQUIV:

OPTION: 1 NEXT EQUIP
SEARCH FROM: 1 00006

(O-END 1-TECH DES, 2-LOC INQ, 3-HIST, 4-EQUIV)
TO: 1 00006

EQ60 1 LT06

He calls up the Equipment Data Base using the equipment
number (1)* and sees that this is a one horsepower (2), General
Electric (3) motor with a warehouse stock number of 07-64-2530 (4).

* In each example, the numbers in parenthesis refer back to the
corresponding information in the preceeding sample screen. For
example, "equipment number (1)" cross-references to
"(1) |EQUIP NO: 3201259 1 " on the Equipment Identification Inquiry
above.
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196.000 PRI WHSE: 1 MAIN STAT: NORMAL INV: 0

WAREHOUSE STOCK ITEM GENERAL INFORMATION (1) 10/09/81 12:38 PACE 01
STOCK NO :_O7-64-2530i MOTOR, 1 HP TYPE: 1 SER NO: N REWORK: Y

UM: EA U/COST
SUBSTITUTES:
PLANT INVENTORY: ON HAND. ON ORD£B_ 0/S REPAIR

0
IN TRANSIT

0
NEW

0
MAIN WAREHOUSE

COMMITTED
0

TOT INV •
0

TOTAL

MTD DEMAND
3

LAST CYCLE COUNT PRIME LOC REWORK
309CO3

PRIME LOC NEW
309C01

REWRK 2ND LOC 309C04
NEW 2ND LOC
NEXT WAREHOUSE: 1
NEXT STOCK NO: 07 64 2530 NEXT OPTION TYPE: 04

PS10 1 LT06

The Mechanic inquires into the Warehouse Data Base for this
stock number (1) and finds that the motor has an on-hand quantity
of zero (2) and five on order (3). He then contacts the Main-
tenance Planner who checks the status of the motors on order.

'"•EN PURCHASE ORDERS (4)
I STOCK NL ' : 07-64-25301 MOTOR, 1 HP

Urt: EA U/COST: 106.000 INV: 0
(NOTE: » INDICATES BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER)
P.O. NUMBER LN VEND ORD DATE DUE DATE RCVD DATE

09-23-911 |10-07-B1lf5)

10/09/81 12:59 PACE 01
TYPE: 1 SER NO: N REWORK : Y

(£)\ C418100082000?
NEXT PACE? N
NEXT STOCK NO: 07 64 2530 NEXT OPTION TYPE

MSC095-END OF OPEN PO' S FOR STOCK ITEM
04

0/0 QTY BUYER
5 03

PS25 1 LT06

In seconds, the Maintenance Planner has entered the stock
number (1) and inquired into the Warehouse Data Base. He checks
the status of open Purchase Orders for the stock number (1) and
finds that Purchase Order Number C418100082000 (2) was placed
with vendor number 00063 (3) on the 23rd of September (4) and
was due on October 7th (5). The order is past due.
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PURCHASE DRDEK; INQUIRY (06-2) 10/09/81 13 00
(0 I PH NO: C41B1oqofl20P0l PLOC : LOS ANGELES' SLOC BORON

. TYPE: STOCK REPLENISHftftfUYER: CHARLIE DICKENSl ORDERED
(3) I VENDOR: 000631 GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

LINE NO 002 RQD DATE 10-07-8< COMPL DATE CANCEL DATE
CHANGE 10-07-81 PR NO A567000001 LN 002 ENTRY DATE 10-07-81

PLANT 1 STOCK NO 07-64-2530
TECH DESC MOTDR, ELECTRIC G.E. 1 HP 1730 RPM (4 POLE)

440 VOLTS FRAME 1B2
CHARGE NO. 1A060430 REO HARRY WATERS LOC 01 EXT

ISSUE- LIM EA QTY ORD 5 QTY RCVD 0 QTY OPEN
BUY - UM: EA QTY ORD 5 QTY RCVD: 0 QTY OPEN
ISS UNIT COST: 123.000 BUY UNIT COST 123.000 INV UNIT COST
PRICE UM: EA PACKAGE QTY 1 ISS UNITS PER ONE BUY UNIT
RCV TOL X .00 TAX CODE T COMM CODE 3699 BACKORDER Y DEX CODE

RELEASE OTY 0 QUOTE N
ENTER OPTION. _ LINE NO 1- MORE LINES 2- LINE DETAIL

3- FOB, SHIP, TERM, COMMENTS 4- INV DETAIL 5- REL DETAIL
4- CHRG NO, PRICE LINES,COMMENTS 7- LINE DELIVERIES 8-LINE RECEIVES

PN20 1 LT06

PAGE 1

09-23-81

1534
5
5

.000
1.0000

N

The Maintenance Planner then inquires into the Purchasing
Data Base using the purchase order number (1) from the warehouse
screen. He obtains the Buyer's name (2) and contacts the Buyer.
The Buyer brings the same Purchase Order up on his own terminal
and obtains the vendor number 00063 (3).

())
VENDOR MASTER INQUIRY (93)
1

I VENDOR NO : 000631 GENERAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.
P.O. BOX 2859, TERMINAL ANNEX

i nr awr.Fi
I CONTACT MATT ESPJI
•

STi. SHIP VIA:
STD. F.O.B. POINT

STD.TERMS
COMMENTS

NEXT: 00 VENDOR NO

°t3)

10/09/81 13 01 PAGE 01
SORT-KEY; GENERAL EL

STATUS: ACTIVE
BACK ORDER CODE: Y
CENTRAL VENDOR-

)AREA CD: PHONE:
AREA
AREA CD:
AREA CD:
AREA CD

BEST WAY
DESTINATION
2.00 7. 10 DAYS,

PHONE
PHONE.
PHONE:
PHONE:

572-5374IEXT
EXT
EXT

EXT
EXT .

NET 30 DAYS

AP NO NAME:

PV40 1 LT06

Using the vendor number (1), the Buyer calls up the Vendor
Master Inquiry. He immediately sees that he should contact Matt
Espe (2) at 213/572-5374 (3). The Buyer makes the telephone call
and expedites the order.
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FniJIPMFNT DETAIL TECH DATA INQUIRY <3-2)
EftUIF NO 3301259IELECTRIC MOTOR

IQ/12/B1 It 18 PAGE 01

•FIELD
HORSEPOWER

—FIELD DATA— SEQ —FIELD NAME—

.VOLTAGE
CODE
ICYCLE
'ERVICE FACTOR
UPE
PE ENCLOSURE

I*SUL CLASS
RATIO

ING SFT El

FORM • ) : 6 1 0 : 51

. . RPM
4. FULL LOAD AMPS
6. PHASE
p. TFMP RISE

—FIELD DATA
1730
1 .6
3
55

|10. MANUFACTURER
12.MODEL
14. FRAME
16. DESIGN
18. TORQUE
20. BEARING OP END

00006 I
5KLHG3477V
182

OPTION: A tJg
(S) I SEARCH KEY FROM: 1

EQUIP
ISL. 00006 I

O-END, 1-NEXT PAGE, 2-FREE FORM DESC, 3-NEXT EQUIP, 4-EQUIV SEARCH

EQ15 1 LT06

While the Buyer is expediting the motor, the Maintenance
Planner can search the Data Base for a possible replacement. He
will perform an "equivalency" search based on equipment class and
technical specifications predefined by the Maintenance Planner
and automatically maintained by the system.

To perform the "equivalency" search the Maintenance Planner
calls up the Equipment Detail Technical Data Inquiry screen using
the equipment number (1). The equivalency formula (2) was pre-
defined by the Maintenance Planner. It means that horsepower (3)
will be used for six positions and manufacturer (4) will be used
for five positions. The system has already set up this information
in the "Search Key From" block (5). To provide a range for
searching, the Maintenance Planner enters a "2" (horsepower) in
the search "To" block (6) and 00006 to indicate the same manufacturer.
Now PAMMS will display all motors between one and two horsepower
for manufacturer 00006.
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EQUIPMENT EQUIVALENCY SEARCH
EOUIP DESCRIPTION

_ 320135? ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA: 03 CC 23339 PV 03 SE: 03 SS 02 FN

. 3206452 ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA 08 CC 21346 PV: 03 SE : 01 SS • 01 F"N

. 3205783 ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA: 08 CC 21546 PV:

_ 3205792 ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA 08 CC 21346 PV: 04 SE 01 SS• 01 FN-

64 SE: 01 01 FN

iZ) I L 320A216| ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA: 07 CC 22712 PV: 41 SE 01 SS 01 FN

_ 3206715 ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA 08 CC 21546 PV: 04 SE 01 SS 01 FN

_ 3203793 ELECTRIC MOTOR
MA 08 CC 21546 PV: 04 SE 01 SS 0'. FN

ENTER 'E* IN SELECT FIELD FOR EQUIPMENT DETAIL, 'I'

14 19 PACE 01
STATUS

PRODUCTION
(1 00006

PRODUCTIO
302 (1 00006

PRODUCTION
304 (1 1/2 00006

10/12/81

302

305 (1 1/2 00006
PRODUCTION

402 (t 1/2 G8O06
PRODUCTION

303 (1 1/2 00006
PRODUCTION'

306 (2 00006
FOR LOCATION DETAIL

NEXT PACE? Y SEARCH KEY FROM 2 00006
MSG080-TRANSACTI0N UAS COMPLETED
MSC093-C0NTINUED NEXT PACE

TO 2 00006

EQOO 1 LT06

This "equivalency" search indicates that all "like" motors are
"in production" (1) in the Plant. (This unlikely situation would
mean that there were no equivalent motors in the warehouse or on
standby.) In our example, the Maintenance Planner must find a
replacement motor in production. To do this, he enters an "L" (2)
in front of a motor that he believes to be in a standby line.
Entering the "L" calls up the Function Inquiry,

FUNCTION INQUIRY (03-2) 10/12/81 14 56 P^CE 01

MftINT AREA
COST CENTER
PROCESS/VEHICLE
SECTION
SUB-SECTION
FUNCTION

(l) [TYPE OF SERVICE
SEL FROM

07 BORIC ACID PLANT
22717. THICKENERS AND POLISHING FILTERS

PRECOAT 4. ADMIX SYSTEM41
01
01
482

1100370 SCREW CONVEYER
3206216 ELECTRIC MOTOR!
4401131 SPEED REDUCER

T-77<ADMIX BIN)THRU P-2QA«.B (, P-29A iB(PUMPS)
T-77(BIN,TU-2<FEEDER)MC-7(GATE) HC-B & HC-9
SCRFW CONV. PRECOAT Tf) TANK LOCATED HC-B

LINE ON STAND-ITI
TO: INSTALLED

10-07-81
10-07-81
10-07-81

NEXT PAGE'? N

NEXT MAINT 07 COST CTR: 22712 PRO/VEHC: 41 SEC: 01 SUBSEC 01 FUNC. 402

EL20 1 LT06

The Maintenance Planner sees that the type of service for this
motor is "LINE ON STANDBY" indicating that motor is not currently
being used. The Maintenance Planner enters an "X" in front of the
electric motcr (2) and PAMMS displays the Equipment Identification
Inquiry*
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, Pianipppfff TnFMTTFTraTTnu INQUIRY (02-3)
(I) I EQUIP NO 320A216I CLASS' MOTORS

MAINT: ELECTRIC MOTOR
DESC

10/09/81 18 45 PACE 01

INSTALL DATE:
DRAWING NO

JOB NO:

MFG NO:

CLA.T.T

10-07-81

00096

DELETE DATE

PROJECT NO:
SERIAL NO

ELECTRIC CO.I
NP

iZJLsiUL.
MFG MODEL:
MTCE COND:

1 1/2 HPl
5K184HG2817

TYPE:
CAPCTY

STATUS 01
PRODUCTION

EP/LP
, . , STYLE
M IUSP STOCK NO :

MFC ST

CODE UNITS:
LOC 07 22712 41 01 01 402

0 DIRECT EQUIV

OPTION: UNEXT EQUIP:
SEARCH IfKM: 1 1/2 00006__

<0-EMP|1-TcCH DES.1 2-LOC INO, 3-HIST, *-£QUlVl
0 1 1/2 00006

For this equipment number (1) the Maintenance Planner verifies
that the potential replacement is a 14 horsepower (2), General
Electric (3) motor. He notices that there is no stock number (4)
for this motor. To ensure that this will be a satisfactory re-
placement, he enters option "1" (5) to view the technical des-
cription and PAMMS returns the Equipment Detail Technical Data
Inquiry.

CO
EQUIPMENT DETAIL TECH DATA IN8UIRY (3-2)

| EQUIP NO: 3206216IELECTRIC MOTOR
SEQ —FIELD NAME —FIELD DATA SEP —FIELD NAME

(g)M. HflRSFPClUFft : 1 1/2 I &) | 2. KPM
lt)\ 3. VOLTAGE : 440 J ' '

10/09/81 18-43 PAGE 01

—FIELD DATA
1730 I

w ;. CODE 6. PHASE
B. TEMP RISE

3
35

9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
19.

SERVICE FACTOR :
TYPE :
TYPE ENCLOSURE
INSUL CLASS :
RATIO :
BEARING SFT END :

1 .0
K
TEFC

110 MAMIIFflPTIIRFR
12. MODEL SK184HG2B17

FRAME 182 I
16. DESIGN
18. TORQUE
20. BEARING OP END

FORM: 1: 6 10: 5

OPTION: 1 NEXT EQUIP:
SEARCH KEY FROM: 1 1/2 00006 TO
O-END, 1-NEXT PAGE, 2-FREE FORM DESC, 3-NEXT EQUIP, 4-EQ.UIV SEARCH

EQ15 1 LT06

For the same equipment number (1), the horsepower (2),
RPM (3), voltage (4), full load AMPS (5), cycles (6), manufac-
turer (7), and frame (8) are all acceptable. Each of the critical
techniral data are the same as the motor to be replaced except
horsepower and full load AMPS which exceed their respective
technical requirements.
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Now the Maintenance Planner contacts the Maintenance Foreman
responsible for the standby line to get approval to pull the
motor. The Maintenance Foreman gives the go ahead to the Main-
tenance Planner. The replacement motor is then removed from the
Boric Acid Plant and installed in the line where it is needed.
The line is back in production!
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Planned Maintenance

Now that you have seen PAMMS in action in an emergency situ-
ation, let's see how it can assist in doing a planned maintenance
job. A powerful feature of the Work Order module enables a Main-
tenance Planner to quickly access the file of closed Work Orders
and select one that duplicates closely the work to be done through
the new Work Order.

Working directly on the video display terminal, the Planner
can make only those modifications required to fit the new Work
Order, develop new cost estimates and schedule the completed Work
Order all in a very short time period.

In the case example chosen to demonstrate the use of PAMMS
in a planned maintenance situation, a tank in the primary process
in the Refinery was found by inspection to be leaking. The side
plates are rusted and it is leaking at the bottom weld seams.

Since the repair must be done "off-line", the work is now
being planned and scheduled. The Maintenance Planner, working
with PAMMS at a video display terminal, brings up the first
screen by entering the equipment number affixed to the tank.
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VOBK REQUEST-£UTBI sa/oo/ri na-.an P»GB___
HUMBE11 0300276 I StjUIPaEMI I H I TAKK-PR1MARY . . . .

LOCATION: BICE *RE1 "fll COST CEHT jTffiTI PBOC/VEB 91_ SiSC 01. SSEC 0± C '» 10J_
OF P/L T<̂  THICKENERS

HTCE C r C l E : CONOITIOH QJ. "ARBApTY
STATUS 2 L P.

COD6 2 2 . DAYS UIIIIS J
DATE LI S I BEIC 0 2 / 16 / 81 TBH:aETB« PSBTIOUS 112345 BEZEB eMBSeUT 123456

PBOetEB D E S C i l P I I O H REPAIR TAWR-INSPECTION IWDICATES PLATES (SIDE) RUSTED TMROUGH
LEAKINC AT BOTTOH MELO SEAMS OLD/HE* i iuPT HO

aillTEIiHCS COHDITiOH-SELECTID BI BEUUESIOB:

00 EaEBSEHCi
03

_ Ob OSai/SESi/OTHEB
09 BliBiHII
12

01 HSPECTIOIi/IESt
01
07 S P E C l i t STUDIES
10 BO01FIC1TIOM

02 PEE»,flIC2 (P

08 S i fEII
11 2NG PiOJKJ

QSIjo
4TB JJ

BEPtlB aEUUIBEHENT: OK U S E QSIjorT I.1H& X I SHUTDOWJI HECESS1BX _
BEQOBSTOf HkBt ABC_ fiEaUISI D4TB JJJ /J i / lL B»IE JOB «i»'UI«ED BI

BEfEBBIICE PBET10US KSBK OlOEB - ( I OB H) ;

iOBlt OBOEB NO 0400466

BQg« OllUgg lUflBEJi

HTfilT OWE

After identifying the Equipment Number (1) with its location (2)s

the system will validate to insure that the equipment is actually
assigned to that location and return this screen with basic equip-
ment information. The Planners will indicate the type of work. (3)
to be performed along with a short description of the problem (A).
The planner may reference the last Work Order for this type of
work for this equipment number or any previous Work Order (5)
to obtain assistance for estimating the labor and materials.

HOBK EBQUEST-PLlUIIIHe-SEBTICES

HOBK OBDE8 HO 040046ft
E/J. PSOJECT SO
L0C:8t 07 C/CTB 21341 P/» Jl SEC 01. SS 01. fU« .103
O»TE SlXilEO ^ 2 / i i / H ° * T I BEUUIBEO 04_/22/jll
BTCB CONO CODE O0ITS

EQU1PBEHT MO 0300276
EQUIPBBIIT STilUS
BETE* PB2TIO0S
BBIE8 Pg£SC»T

nose oao^s STITOS
P l » » UOAE DESCBIPTIOI REPLACE ONE SHELL SECTIOli-REPAIR BOTTOM-CHECK ALL
WELD SEAHS—OBSERVE LOCKOtfr7HA2AKD/PRECAtmONS OLD/UBV EQPT «O_

0)

I R D I O T E TBB SEBTICES THAT BILL BE
I P PEBfOBB THIS KOgfl:

1 USB LIBOB
X | 2 U1BEH00SE ailEBIiLS

3 lOCS/EQUIPBEIT
I « PEBBITS/LICENSKS/rXES

5 OUTSXilE S 6 8
~ 6 DIBBCT POBCfUSBS/OTHS*

The Planner selects the services to be planned (1) on this
screen. He will then proceed to either eater the necessary work
plan and estimates or alter the actual plan and costs copied from
the previous Work Order referenced. Since labor and warehouse
materials have been selected, the Planner will proceed to the
labor planning screen next.
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iOSK aEQOBST-PLA«HI«a-USa LABOB
MOgk OaDBR HO 0400466 SEBTICE DO 1

B/L PBOJECT MO BULTIPIE iO 01_~OF £ 2
LOC:SA SI C/CTB 21341 P / f 9± SEC 01_ SS 01_ FUK .±03
DATE STAHTEO _ _ / _ / _ DATE REQUIRED .04/22yjH
8TCE COND .04 REfAIR CODE OH ITS

na:aa
NO

EOUIPaENT SIAIU5
«£XB* PSEHOUS
BETES PJiESiHI I25ZT

I.OBK OBDEB SIAIUSPLAB H02K DESCRIPTION RE?AtR OME SHELL SECTION-REPAIB BOTTOM-CHECK ALL
WELD SEAMS-rODSERVE LOCKOUT/HAZAKD/PRECAUTIONS OlO/HEK EQPX H0~

ESIIdlTEl)
COPES CB*n- y;ri.E no COST

310-OU
310-020
31O-O2S
310-026

LABORED
ELECTRiCIAN-
HILLURTGHT U
OILER

(3)

I0I1L LISOi

S3LECT IF APPLICABLE:

X nasBooss aiTiai*LS
_ roOLS/EOOIPBEKI

PSiaiTS/UCENSES/FESS
_ OUTSIDE B « 8

0I1ECI POBCUASBS/OTHEB
IPPBOTti. SOfiHJtRI

39 US

<4>

Labor requirements are planned by entry of the craft codes (1)
with the number of craft people (2) qnd hours estimated to perform
the job (3). Using an average hourly rate obtained from the craft
Data Base, PAMMS will calculate the estimated total labor cost to
perform the maintenance job (4).

UOBK aEQUESI-PLAJilIIi**1iA£Ei(0USB BATEBIALS BH/DD/IY aU:flB PAGE
tfOBK OBDEB HO 0400466 SEB7ICE NO 2. EUUIP/IBUI HO 0300276

E / l PHOJECT HO I HULTIPLE »O 02 OF 21 EQUIPflEHT STATUS 0_l
LOCIflA 2L C/CTB 21341, P /» 01. SEC JU SS QJ FUN 101 HEXES PBETIOUS U23Ai_
DATE STABTED __/__/ DATE HEQOIBEO 04/22/81^ H2TEB PiESEM 1234^
HTCE COUD ^ 4 REP f̂R CODE OMITS VOBK OBOEB STATUS p ^ .
PLAN IOHK DESCBIPIIOII

ISTIBAIEB
STOCK HO DESCBIPTIOII 0T*

22411984
33411300

/} 4441106C
554IO75H

66415030

BANDING STRIP
BOLT
BRACKET (2
3 X 3 FT 1/8"
STEEL
STEEL PADS 5 IN
SQ.

TOTAL, 8ATE8IAL

The Planner may indicate the spare parts requirements for the
Work Order being planned by simply entering the stock item number (1),
quantity required (2) and unit of measure (3). The estimated cost
of the spare parts will be calculated by the system using the
current unit cost from the Stock Item Data Base (4).

After each of the work plans are entered and altered to meet
job requirements, the Work Order is sent through various levels of
approval depending upon the approval criteria established by the
user departments.
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HOBK OBSEB/BEQOEST MENU

SELECT OPTION TIPS BEQUIBED: 3

OPHOMS

1. - HOBK
2. - VOBK
3. - HOBK
t. - BOSK
5. - aOBK

BEQUEST -
BEQUSSI -
OB DEB
OBOES
OBDEE

ENTBI
PLANNING
SCHEDULING
STATUS
AODIT

BETUBII TO SIGH OK

When approval is obtained, the Planner may complete the
scheduling process of the Work Order. All related purchasing
activity for spare parts replenishment and direct buys will be
tracked through the PAMMS System. Planners will be constantly
updated by PAMMS on the status of materials required for the
Work Order.

By providing immediate information to the Planner, the
integrated technical design approach makes scheduling work more
of a reality rather than an illusion which can turn skilled
Maintenance Planners into clerical expediters and stock
chasers.
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HOBK OBDEB-SXAtUS-SUBHASX HS/DD/II HH:HH PAGE
MOBK OHBEH HO 0400466 EQHIPMEHT NO 0300276~

Z / l PIOJECT KO flULTIPLE 8 0 06 OF 06 iQUI?«EIII STiIUS~£T
LOC:Ht .07 C/CTB .2.1.341. P /» 91_ SEC 01 SS~2L " " • -122 MKTEE PBEI1OUS 112345
DATE STABTED J)4/_r7/Bl CITE figQUIBEO ^ 4 / l i / ^ i BETES PBESEM 12345ft
HTCE COSID 04. REPAIR CODE UMITS VOBJC OBOBB S l i l U S O7_

—ESTIMATED— —BEPOBTED D*TE I.SI
SS&I »O EXPEHSB OBSCBIPIIOII HOUMS COST BOPBS COST tCIIflU

USB LABOR
USB MATERIALS
TOOLS/EQUIPMENT
PERMITS/LICENSES/FEES
OUTSIDE R & M LABOR
OUTSIDE R I H MATERIALS
DIRECT PURCHASE OTHER

TOTAL TO D U E

39 315
330

370
540

04/18/81
04/17/81

39 645 910

As the Work Order progresses, the Plant Superintendents,
Managers and Maintenance Planners can track its progress through
various status displays at summary and detail levels. Since this
Work Order Subsystem is designed to directly interface with the
accounting systems, accuracy is very important. Periodic moni-
toring of the Work Order status will help in obtaining a higher
degree of accuracy.

Each Work Order may be audited ut-on completion. The post-
completion audit will allow all or specifically selected Work
Orders to be scrutinized for accuracy of reported costs and
material requirements depending on the audit criteria established.
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CONCLUSION

PAMMS was our first majcr development project using the new
information systems technology. The learning curve has been steep.
The results, however, are gratifying. For the first time in the
history of data processing at U.S.BORAX, computerized Plant and
Mine operating systems are successfully achieving planned
objectives:

o Improved spare parts availability - Service levels
have improved from 82% to a current 97%.

o Expedited purchasing - Approximately 50% of the
active stock items are ordered, shipped and re-
ceived within two days. The Purchasing Manager
refers to his system as a "paperless purchasing
system".

o Increased productivity - Maintenance Planners are
able to direct more effort to the planning of jobs
and much less to parts expediting. With the
planned availability of the Work Order module,
estimating, entering and controlling Work Orders
will be greatly simplified ana improved.

o PAMMS is structured tc provide a planned method to
maintain Plant and Mine equipment in a "ready"
position. Work Order history is instantly avail-
able for cost analysis and measurement of per-
formance in meeting maintenance requirements.
With this Work Order history, future maintenance
requirements can be much more accurately fore-
casted.

Operating in the Data Base/Data Communications mode places
most of the responsibility for performance of the system on the
users. Data integrity can become a significant problem that can
ultimately destroy the usefulness of the system.

Spare parts inventories, Plant and Mine equipment identifi-
cation, and Purchase Order status must all be highly accurate to
make the system a valuable operating tool. Constant management
attention must be placed on the integrity of this data with
corrective action an ongoing requirement.

The technologies are proven. The opportunities to success-
fully apply the technologies are many. The pay-off can be
outstanding.
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AUTOMATED MINERALS INFORMATION SYSTEMS

by

Jon Stone

I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to talk to you about the

Automated Minerals Information System (AMIS) today. AMIS, first of all,

is a strategy to improve information systems in the Bureau of Mines.

Second, it is a program that is charged with the development of state-

of-the-art information systems in the Bureau, with the development of a

sound data management program in the Bureau, and for improving the sta-

tistical standards in use with data in the Bureau. AMIS is an integrated

data base system designed to support the data collection and data analy-

sis activities in the Bureau (slide 2).

AMIS will provide the Bureau of Mines with the most comprehensive

source of minerals information available anywhere in the world when it's

fully operational.

A system such as AMIS that is supporting the data collection and

the data analysis activities in the Bureau must have a series of charac-

teristics to meet these goals (slide 3). The first of these, it must

provide a wide range of minerals data to the users.

Let's take a look at a couple of slides that attempt to show what

kind of, what we mean by a wide range of data coverage. Slide 4 por-

trays the coverage of data in the AMIS. Information is available from

the reserves all the way through the products of mineral production.

Imports, exports, secondary utilization information is also included.

Both historic and current information is available. This corresponds to

the coverage of Bureau data in general.

Another view (slide 5) of the wide range of coverage in the system

is availabLe by taking a look at the commodity coverage. This is the
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first set of 34 commodities that have been selected for initial coverage

in the AMIS. A commodity was placed on this list depending on the Unit-

ed States dependence on imports of this commodity, and/or the relative

importance of this commodity in the economy.

We are implementing these commodities roughly in the order shown.

Copper was our prototype and was completed two years ago. Last year,

ending in September, we completed the critical imports and the ferrous

metals groups, During this year we'll be working on the ferrous metals

and alloys, the agricultural chemicals, and the building materials

(slide 6).

To meet the needs of the Bureau and the goals of the system (slide

7), we had to have a system that incorporated modern information system

technology to allow for rapid access of data, to allow for effective

analytic capabilities, and to allow for the display of information in

the system to be designed primarily by the user to meet the user's own

requirements. Lastly, the system had to be built on the Bureau's solid

foundation of data collection. There is relatively little new Bureau

data involved in this system. It's taking it and packaging it in a more

flexible format.

The developmental efforts of the AMIS follow two overlapping phases

(slide 8). The first phase will basically build a data base consisting

of summary information for the first 34 commodities. This activity will

be completed by the end of 1983. Phase II will go back and look at the

source systems and work on those to improve their quality and provide

the linkage to the Phase I. The Phase II activity lags behind the Phase

I, and will be completed by 1984.

The primary difference between Phase I and Phase II is the detail

of data. Let's take a look at another couple of slides which I think

will help understand that. Phase I (slide 9) again is building summary

level information. The usage of this data is primarily for the data
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analysis function within the Bureau. Primarily, what we're doing is

taking information from widely divergent types of information systems

ranging from manual through batch oriented systems to systems like the

MAS which is operating very close to the state-of-the-art, and bringing

it together in one common data base management system. The result will

be the itegration of the Bureau's data. Information in Phase I that has

a time series will be maintained for a minimum of five years. We are

also augmenting Bureau information by bringing in information from out-

side sources, sources such as the United Nations, and the International

Monetary Fund. Phase I is also involved with the construction of tools

to easily use this data resource.

Phase II (slide 10) goes back into the source systems, systems, the

systems that handle the commodity canvasses. These systems maintain

very detailed data; for instance, copper smelter information migh^ bc> on

a monthly basis. It will take these systems - in some cases they're

manual, in some cases they are automated - and bring them up into the

current state-of-the-art in technology. It will also result in the good

positive links between Phase I and Phase II.

Now, I'd like to focus the rest of this presentation on the Phase

I, particularly describing what is in the data resources and how the

user interface operates, speak a little bit about what is in the data

resources at this point, and to describe a little how the user interface

operates.

The Phase I data resources (slide 11) are divided into a series of

data bases, that can be used in combination or singly. They can be

accessed by any number of users. To give you a flavor of the kinds of

information that is available, I will describe each of them briefly.

The Mineral Industry Location Data Base contains identification and

location information from the Mineral Industry Location System. Cur-

rently there is somewhere on the order of 186,000 locations described,
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both domestic and world-wide. The Minerals Availability Data Base con-

tains summarized data from the Minerals Availability System, a very high

level summary for the deposits that contribute to the supply of a com-

modity.

The Mine and Quarry Data Base contains information descibing mine

production, development activity, and exploration activity as tracked by

the Mine and Quarry Canvas of the Bureau. Virtually all commodities are

covered or the years 1974 through 1979.

The Lode Mine Data Base contains information describing the mine

production of gold, silver, lead, zinc, and copper in terms of recovered

content, and recovered values. Data is available for the years 1974

through 1980.

The Placer Mine Data Base tracks domestic production from placers

of gold, silver, and platinum recovered.

The Domestic Commodity Data Bases are the primary repositories for

mineral production information, tracking information through the mineral

cycle, from the smelter, the refinery, or any similar types of process

plants that are involved. Eleven commodities (slide 12) are available

at this point.

Moving now to the foreign coverage (slide 13), there are two data

bases containing foreign data. The first, the Country Profile Data Ase

maintains descriptions for those countries that are contributing to or

might impact the world mineral supply/demand. Basically, socio-economic

information, financial information is available for each of these coun-

tries. This data base is nearing completion and should be available in

the first of the fiscal year.

The second data base maintaining foreign information is the World

Trading Production Data Base which tracks the trade of mineral com-

modities between countries. It also tracks the production at a country
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level for various mineral materials. This information is at the country

level.

The GSA Stockpile Data Base tracks information describing the Gen-

eral Services Administration stockpile. Information is available cover-

ing the shipments in and out of the stockpile, inventories, goals, and

disposal activity. This information is maintained on a monthly basis.

The Commodity Prices Data Base is also one that is nearing comple-

tion. It will have price information for all significant markets for

the commodities that covered in the AMIS. Price information will be

available on an annual basis from 1950 and on a monthly basis from 1970

through the present.

The Economi: Data Base has a series of end-use information for all

non-fuel mineral commodities. Information is summarized at the national

level for the years 1960 through the present. Also available is a ser-

ies of 50 macro-economic indicators for the same time period.

The Respondent Data Base is an identification data base for the

domestic production/consumption information: the Mine and Quarry, the

Lode Mine, the Placer Mine, i1Ttd the Domestic Commodity Data Bases. It

can also be used to answer questions like "Where are the copper smelters

in the United States?" or "Who's responding to the Bureau's lead smelter

canvas?"

The final component of data resources is one that has data about

the data in the rest of the AMIS, the Data Dictionary (slide 14). It

has information such as definitions of data, cells where you might find

a particular piece of data in the AMIS, gives you information about the

physical characteristics, meaning whether it's in short tons, long tons,

or metric tons, security aspects - whether the data is proprietary or

can be released to the public - and finally the sources of data. This

is obviously a very valuable data management tool, but even more so, it

is a cool to help users understand the AMIS data resources.
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That's all I'd like to say about what's in the data resources. I'd

like to move on now to how they are used, the kinds of tools that are

available for users to gain access to this warehouse of information.

The AMIS uses three interface (slide 15) functions available to

users: the first is an inquiry function, which can be used to answer

questions. A user can pose a question in a couple of ways.

The user could use a library of predefined inquiries that have been

stored with the data in advance of the user getting on line. If one of

these inquiries provides the needed answer, a minimum of work is re-

quired to get it.

In the second case, the user is required to a little bit more work.

The user must write his own inquiry. The user language is available is

very easy to learn, and usually within half a day or so, users can be

providing their own answers to their own questions.

The graphics display function provides the capability of displaying

data in a graphics display formats. This is a growing area that will

continue to be expanded. The location information in the Minerals In-

dustry Location Data Base can be plotted against political boundaries at

a country level, state level, county level.

While the user language used in the inquiry function has a wide

range of mathematical functions available, the user interface also in-

cludes a statistical function to expand on the data analysis capabili-

ties. Information may be extracted from the data resource and made

available to a statistical package such as SAS for more detailed data

analysis.

As a design criteria, we felt that the AMIS must be user-friendly

(slide 16). Let's take a look at what we mean by that. First of all it

means that AMIS is paperless. Information is maintained online, and is
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available through terminals as opposed to using stacks of computer out-

put. Second of all, we are facing the same problems I'm sure everybody

is in getting access to programmers, so the system had to be as much as

possible programmerless. In other words, the user had to be able ask

his own questions of the system.

Leu's take a look at an example from each of the kinds of functions

to see if it is indeed user-friendly. This example (slide 17) uses the

graphics display function, and will display the locations of the active

copper mines in Grant County, N»w Mexico. The system works by asking a

series of questions (slide 18). Menus are provided to select among the

options. In this series of slides that portray what is going on between

the user and the computer. We have used blue to indicate the response

from the computer and yellow to indicate what the user provides, in this

case, only a couple of digits. After you answer a few questions like

this, you will get a display that looks something like this (slide 19).

Moving on to the kind of thing a user would do in a user-written

inquiry, this (slide 20) is an actual inquiry that produces a list of

the copper smelters in the United States. After locating the informa-

tion in the data resource, the OPEN command gives you access to it.

"BEGIN" says that I want to enter a user-written inquiry, following that

is a series of User Language Statement that find the needed records and

prints some information from those records. In ^is case we know that

smelters respond to canvas C19. We find the records information, then

we set up a loop to print informtion from those records: the respondent

ID, the company name, city narie, and the state name. After ENDing the

inquiry, this is the resulting display (slide 21), listing all of the

copper smelters in the United States.

The next inquiry (slide 22) example shows the use of a predefined

inquiry. A library of predefined inquiries are available for use. They

are easy to use. (Slide 23) Again, what is expected of the user is in

yellow. In this case the user is asked to provide the name of the re-

port (slide 24). This example it, from the World Trade anc' Production
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file and shows the Mine and Mill Production for all the countries in the

world for copper for the years 1974-1979. This is the first of about

six pages that are produced in this report.

Early on we mentioned (slide 25) that we needed to take advantage

of modern information systems technology. We selected hardware and

software to fit the requirements. We're using over a billion characters

of on-liae storage. We have a telecommunications network that allows

local access from any Bureau location, and we support a wide variety of

the terminals that folks might have. In the software, among our most

important software selections was the data base management system that's

employed to both manage the data, to provide the user language that

supports user-written inquiries. The data base management system se-

lected was Model 204 marketed by Computer Corporation of America.

Where possible we use off-the-shelf software such as SAS for the

statistical analysis functions. The graphics functions are supported by

a combination of DISSPLA and SAS/GRAPH.

The computer facilities used by the AMIS (slide 26) are those oper-

ated by the Geologic Survey. The Amdahl equipment is operated by the

Survey in Res ton, VA. The IBM equipment is machines operated by Ameri-

can Management Systems, Inc. in Arlington, VA. The telecommunications

network is TELENET and gives local access in all Bureau locations.

(Slide 27) User documentation is currently available in two forms.

The System Summary provides a detailed presentation of the material I've

been talking about here. The User Manual describes the system compo-

nents and how tc use them. The data resources are described in detail.

The user language is presented at a level which allows a user to log on

to the system, and to pose simple questions. Finally, the User Manual

documents the predefined inquiries.
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We have a couple of terminals set up in the lobby, and I'd be de-

lighted to spend some time talking to you about specific questions, or

to show you these examples and others. We will be available through

the remainder of the day and through all day tomorrow.
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AUTOMATED MINERALS INFORMATION
SYSTEM (AMIS)

SYSTEM FEATURES

• WIDE RANGE OF MINERALS DATA
RESOURCES

• RAPID RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS
CAPABILITIES

• FLEXIBLE INFORMATION DISPLAY

• LINKAGE TO DATA SOURCES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

DATA COVERAGE

©
00

RESERVES MINES
PROCESS
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

COMMODITY COVERAGE
CRITICAL IMPORTS

o

NONFERROUS METALS

FERROUS METALS &
ALLOYS

BAUXITE/ALUMINUM
CHROMIUM
COBALT
MANGANESE
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LEAD
SILVER
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

COMMODITY COVERAGE
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BUILDING MATERIALS
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LIME
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CLAY
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SYSTEM FEATURES
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PHASE I DATA RESOURCES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
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PHASE I DATA RESOURCES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

PHASE I DATA RESOURCES
MINERAL INDUSTRY LOCATION DATA BASE
MINERALS AVAILABILITY DATA BASE
MINE AND QUARRY DATA BASE
LODE MINE DATA BASE
PLACER MINE DATA BASE
DOMESTIC COMMODITY DATA BASES
COUNTRY PROFILE DATA BASE
WORLD TRADE AND PRODUCTION DATA BASE
GSA STOCKPILE DATA BASE
COMMODITY PRICES DATA BASE
ECONOMIC DATA BASE
RESPONDENT DATA BASE
DATA DICTIONARY
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

DATA DICTIONARY

• AN INVENTORY OF THE AMIS DATA RESOURCES
— DATA ELEMENT DEFINITIONS

— DATA STRUCTURES

— PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES OF DATA

— SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

— SOURCES OF DATA

• A VALUABLE AID TO THE USER
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

USER INTERFACE

• INQUIRY FUNCTIONS
- PREDEFINED INQUIRIES

- USER WRITTEN INQUIRIES

• GRAPHIC DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

• STATISTICAL FUNCTIONS
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

EXAMPLE: GRAPHIC DISPLAY FUNCTIONS

DISPLAY THE LOCATION OF ACTIVE
COPPER MINES IN GRANT COUNTY,
NEW MEXICO

BUREAU OF MINES
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fO

ENTER FIPS CODE FOR COUNTY

1 BERNALILLO
3 CATRON
5 CHAVES
7 COLFAX
9 CURRY

11 DEBACA
13 DONA ANA
15 EDDY
17 GRANT
19 GUADALUPE
21 HARDING
23 HIDALGO
25 LEA
27 LINCOLN
28 LOS ALAMOS
29 LUNA

ENTER; 17

31 MC KINLEY
33 MORA
35 OTERO ^
37 QUAY
39 RIO ARRIBA
41 ROOSEVELT
43 SANDOVAL
45 SAN JUAN
47 SAN MIGUEL
49 SANTA FE
51 SIERRA
53 SOCORRO
55 TAOS
57 TORRANCE
59 UNION
61 VALENCIA

BUREAU OF MINES
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AMIS MINERAL INDUSTRY LOCATION (MILS) DISPLAY
COPPER
PRODUCERS SURFACE MINES
STATE: NEW MEXICO (035) COUNTY: GRANT (017)

CO
+ 0131
+ 0016

+ 0015

BUREAU OF MINES
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? OPEN OMISBCF

*** FILE OMISRCF OPENED

? BEGIN

? 1 FIND ALL RECORDS FOR WHICH CANVASSCOD = C19

? 2 FOR EACH RECORD IN 1

? PRINT RESPID AND COMPANYNAME AT 15 AND CITYNAME
AT 47 AND STATENAME AT 65

?END

? CLOSE ALL

BUREAU OF MINES
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0200023 PHELPS DODGE CRP

0200151 MAGMA COPPER CO SAN MANUEL
0200197 KENNECOTT COPPER CRP
0200198 ASARCO INC

0200199 INSPIRATION CONSL COPPER CO
0200201 MAGMA COPPER CO
0200202 PHELPS DODGE CRP
0200203 PHELPS DODGE CRP
2000371 COPPER RANGE WHITE PINE COPER
2400075 ANACONDA CO

2600048 KENNECOTT COPPER CRP NEV MINE
2800271 AMER METAL CLIMAX US METALS
2900014 KENNECOTT COPPER CRP CHINO
2901517 PHELPS DODGE CRP
4000603 CITIES SERV
4100917 ASARCO INC

4200186 KENNECOTT COPPER CRP
4500414 ASARCO INC

MORENCI

HAYDEN
HAYDEN
MIAMI
SUPERIOR
AJO

WHITE PINE
ANACONDA
MCGILL

CARTERET

EL PASO

TACOMA

ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
ARIZONA
MICHIGAN
MONTANA
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO

TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH

WASHINGTON

BUREAU OF MINES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

EXAMPLE: PREDEFINED INQUIRY

UTILIZE A PREDEFINED INQUIRY TO
PREPARE A REPORT OF FOREIGN MINE
AND MILL PRODUCTION OF COPPER FOR
THE YEARS 1974-1979

BUREAU OF MINES
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REPORT TITLE

? MINE AND MILL

TITLE IS MINE AND MILL PRODUCTION

$$ YES OR NO

?YES

BUREAU OF MINES
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MINE AND MILL PRODUCTION

00

COUNTRY

ALBANIA
ALGERIA
ARGENT
AUSTRAL
AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
BOLIVIA
BOTSWAN
BRAZIL
BULGAR
BURMA
CANADA
CHILE
CHINA P

1974

7750
375
315

251340
2687

0
8130
2380
3075

50000
70

821381
902100
100000

1975

90Q0
400
380

218961
1983

0
6391
6490
1822

55000
85

733826
828300
100000

1976

10000
370
265

218480
1138

0
5100

11927
54

57000
92

730930
1005200

100000

1977

10000
345
169

221579
0
0

3738
11788

25
57000

45
759423

1056200
100000

1978

11500
157
220

219765
0
0

3266
14615

0
60000

56
659380

1035500
150000

1979

13000
500
200

228000
0
0

1797
15000
5000

63000
100

643754
1060000

150000

BUREAU OF MINES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

MODERN INFORMATION SYSTEM
TECHNOLOGY

HARDWARE
• LARGE SCALE COMPUTERS
• HIGH CAPACITY DATA STORAGE
• TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
c USER TERMINALS

SOFTWARE
• DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (MODEL 204)
• STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SAS)
• COMPUTER GRAPHICS

BUREAU OF MINES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

o

USER
TERMINALS

AMDAHL
470V7

IBM 370
SAS H IBM 3033

MODEL 204

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NETWORK

D.OX COMPUTER CENTER
RESTON, VA.

BUREAU OF MINES
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AUTOMATED MINERALS
INFORMATION SYSTEM (AMIS)

USER DOCUMENTATION

• SYSTEM SUMMARY

USER MANUAL

BUREAU OF MINES
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The Minerals Availability System of the

U.S. Bureau of Mines

The Minerals Availability System (MAS) of the U.S. Bureau of Mines is a

program designed to systematically measure and classify known domestic and

foreign resources according to their respective extraction technology,

economics, and commercial availability. Our primary objective is to provide

data and analyses of the worldwide availability of nonfuel minerals. To

accomplish this, detailed geological, engineering, and financial information

for the selected deposits is systematically gathered, documented, evaluated,

and retained on a computerized data base. This data base is comprised of the

following major categories of deposit-specific information:

I. Identification 2= Owner/operator

3. Location 4. Geographic and Environmental

Characteristics

5. Exploration 6. Rock Description

7. Economic and Gangue Minerals 8. Deposit Characteristics

9o Grade-Quantity Resources 10. Underground and Surface Mine

Description

II. Transportation Methods 12. Beneficiation and Refining

Description

13. References 14. Comments

The flow of the MAS evaluation process from deposit identification to the

final availability analysis, is shown in Figure 1= Identification of deposits

is the initial phase of the process; this information is derived from a

variety of sources such as publications of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the U.S.

Geological Survey, State geology departments, and other professional

organizations. Variaus periodicals dealing with the mining industry, along

with inspection reports of the Mine Safety
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and Health Administration (MSHA) on currently operating properties, are also a

constant source of current information to be incorporated into the

identification and location section for domestic deposits.

Currently, there are about 185,000 deposit entries on the MAS data base,

of which approximately 6500 are foreign. Domestic entries vary from raw

prospects which may vary from a claim location to a current producer. Entry

of foreign data is more selective, concentrating on the more publicized

explored, developing, or producing properties. A product of these data is the

Mineral Industry Location System (MILS), a location subsystem of the MAS* A

"mineral industry location" is defined as a metallic or nonmetallic

occurrence, prospect, mine (both present and past producers), geothermal well,

and mineral processing plants such as a mill, smelter, and refiner. The MILS

has become widely used by the minerals industry, as well as, organizations

with land use planning and land management responsibilities. Information

included in MILS is the deposit name, owner/operator, location, minerals

persent, type of operation, and references.

Selected from the deposits contained in MILS, based upon their contained

tonnage and grade, domestic import dependence, and likelihood of production,

are those deposits, which are further considered for an engineering and cost

evaluation and economic analysis. Included are deposits currently in

production, and those not in production but for which sufficient information

is available to perform an economic feasibility study. These additional

deposit data are entered into the computerized data base and used to develop

individual deposit reports containing details supporting the engineering and

cost studies. About 2400 deposits of the total 185,000 entries will be

studied through to the economic feasibility stage.
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Deposit tonnage and ore grade determinations are computed partly from

specific measurements, samples, or production data, and partly from geologic

estimates. This information, combined with deposit descriptive data, is used

to derive the mine description, and to estimate capital and operating costs

for undeveloped deposits.

Capital cost estimates include predevelopment as well as development

expenditures for exploration, acquisition, development, plant and rolling

equipment. Infrastructure costs are included.

Total operating costs is a combination of direct and indirect costs.

Capital and operating cost estimates are based on detailed engineering

type data, which is most likely to be available for operating and developing

properties, and on development plans and schedules for those properties for

which the detailed data are not available. In all instances, the final

results are compared to actual data obtained from 10K reports, published

articles or company representatives. For those deposits for which comparison

data are not available, a comparison is made with the available costs for

deposits having similar characteristics such as the mining and beneficiation

method and rate of production. When possible, actual cost data are used.

To assist in the estimation of costs the Bureau handbook titled "Capital

and Operating Cost Estimating System Handbook - Mining and Beneficiation of

Metallic and Nonmetallic Minerals Except Fossil Fuels in the United States and

Canada" was developed under contract. The system, based on an average of the

costs for existing operations in the U.S. and Canada, covers operation of

different sizes. Conditions which were unique to an operation and influenced

the cost were factored from the actual cost to obtain the average cost;

factors are provided to adjust the average cost to reflect more severe
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situations. The objective was to develop a method for the preparation of

feasibility type estimates for capital and operating costs of mining and

beneficiation of various types of mineral occurrences using state-of-the-art

technology. The handbook was developed for a user with knowledge and

experience in both mining and estimating procedures. The expected variance of

the estimated total capital and operating cost and the expected actual cost

for an operation is plus or minus 25 percent. There may be a wide variance

for any single component (ie., loading, crushing, etc.) between the handbook

derived cost and the expected actual cost. To date, more than 2500 copies

have been distributed worldwide; there have been numerous comments from

recipients indicating the usefulness of the publication and some have

suggested areas which need improvement. The procedure is now computerized.

Also, we are experimenting with a procedure which will enable us to adapt the

handbook for use in estimating the costs for deposits located in about 95

foreign countries.

The collection of data, preparation of an engineering feasibility study,

and preparation of a report for the individual deposits used in the

availability analysis is done in the Bureau's Field Operation Centers.

Similar tasks for the foreign deposits are done under contract monitored by

the personnel of the Minerals Availability Field Office, Denver, CO. Also,

contracts have been awarded to collect specific information on smelters and

refinery locations, capacity and process costs, and country specific tax

regulations, productivity factors, inflation rates, specific economic indexes,

and general cost of doing business indicators. All domestic and foreign

information is reviewed, verif'«=d, prepared for financial analysis, analyzed,

aggregated, and presented in availability reports in the Minerals Availability

Field Office.
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Economic analysis is performed using a computerzed simulation model

(MINSIM-OPEN) which, using the estimated capital and operating cost, the time

flow of investments and revenues, state and federal tax routines, and

depletion and depreciation allowances, computes the net present value and

required discount-cash-flow-rate of return based upon revenues generated by

the recoverable minerals for a specific deposit. The Bureau uses the model to

determine the price required for a specific recoverable commodity from the

deposit for a required rate of return. (Credits are allowed for all

associated recoverable commodities). This commodity price is defined as the

"incentive price" necessary for a firm to develop the property including

recovery of, and return on, capital investments.

With price/quantity data determined for each deposit, total resource

availability analyses are performed with the results presented as tabular

and/or graphical data. The aggregated data can be presented on a world,

regional, or country basis; the need to protect company proprietary data is

the controlling factor.

These results can be modified to show the impact of legislation at the

local, state, or federal level which may impact costs either directly or

through taxation. Analyses can be made to determine the impact of changing

severance taxes, depletion allowances, investment credits, tax holidays, and

other economic considerations.

Individual deposit tonnage - price data are aggregated to construct

resource - availability curves. Three general types of resource availability

curves with further categorization based upon degree of certainty and

geographic coverage are currently used. One type of curve (figures 2, 3, and

4) does not consider time but is a representation of the total available

recoverable quantity of reserve at a unit cost and at a specified rate of
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return on capital. Curves of this type, developed through economic analysis

of worldwide deposits, would define the worldwide reserves for particular

commodities as a function of cost. The unit cost on the curve, compared to

current market unit cost, permits the classification of each deposit's

material as economic, subeconomic, or marginally economic at a specific point

in time. The deposit information also is categorized as to the degree of

certainty of the geologic knowledge concerning the resource, (ie., measured,

demonstrated, or identified). The system allows these data to be updated for

inflation, production, and price changes to provide the results for a future

time period (i.e. 1979 data can be updated to reflect the situation in 1981).

The total availability curve is a discontinuous function relating the

level of average total cost for individual deposits to the cumulative level of

production from the deposits throughout their lives. This kind of curve is

different from a traditional economic supply curve. It is the sum of total

potential production from each deposit at a certain commodity price which

covers the full (rather than the marginal) cost of production for each

deposit. It is assumed that the given price and associated level of output

(or capacity) would remain constant over the entire producing life of the

mine. The curve shows the availability of a commodity at specified long-run

prices.

Figure 5 presents tht total available quantity indicating the impact of

byproduct credits upon the required price of the commodity.

An annual curve is a disaggregation of a total curve to an annual

production basis (figures 6, 7, and 8).
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Current plans are to have the following minerals completed by 1985:

1. Copper 7. Zinc 13. Potash 19. Tantalum
2. Aluminum 8. Lead 14. Fluorine 20. Mercury
3. Chromium 9. Nickel 15. Tungsten 21. Gold
<4 . Cobalt 10. Platinum 16. Asbestos 22. Silver
5. Manganese 11. Iron 17. Titanium 23* Molybdenum

6. Phosphate 12. Tin 18. Columbium

To date, analysis reports have been completed and published for domestic

copper, aluminum, and cobalt. Preliminary reports have been prepared for

domestic chromium, manganese, and phosphate, as well as world copper,

aluminum, and platinum. Domestic property evaluations have been completed for

zinc, lead, nickel, iron, and tin and work is in progress on domestic potash,

fluorine, and tungsten. Contracts are in effect for the evaluation of

selected foreign deposits containing chromium, cobalt, manganese, phosphate,

zinc, lead, nickel, platinum, iron, tungsten, titanium, gold, and silver.

Available products

There are several products resulting from the program that are available

to the public, including MILS and MAS type data as well as the products

developed during the program.

Available MILS output consists of magnetic tape&, map overlays, and

hardcopy listings.

Magnetic tapes which contain the previously described MILS data are

available upon request, at a cost covering the tape and computer time.

Currently, it requires four (4) tapes to provide the domestic MILS

information, the cost per tape is $80.00.

Clear nylar overlays can be generated to overlay maps of various

projections and scales; the most frequently requested are for the U.S.

Geological Survey topographic maps of 1:250,000 scale and the 1:500,000 scale
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state maps and U.S. Geological Survey geologic maps. The type of data

indicated on the overlays include locations and status by commodity (figure

9). Each location, due to density of occurrences, may represent more than a

single occurrence. A listing of the MILS type data, indexed to each

occurrence, is provided with each overlay (figure 10). The originals of

overlays prepared for specific commodities are maintained as an open-file

library service at the Bureau of Mines Field Operations Centers in Denver,

Co.; Juneau, Alaska; Pittsburgh, PA; and Spokane, WA. Each office maintains

the material for those states in their work areas (figure 11). Specially

designed listings are available upon request but are potentially costly as

programming and computer time on a custom basis are involved.

A Bureau of Mines publication, Information Circular 8815, contains a more

detailed explanation of the MILS subsystem of the MAS program.

The principal MAS type data available to the public are minerals

availability information aggregated in a manner which does not compromise

individual deposit proprietary information. The information may be presented

graphically and/or tabularly on a geographical basis; the principal means of

information dissemination is the Information Circular (I.C.) publications of

the Bureau. Currently, available are I.C. 8809 - Domestic Availability of

Copper, I.C. 8848 - Domestic Availability of Cobalt, and I.C. 8861 - Domestic

Availability of Alumina.

The Cost Estimating System Handbook is available upon request at a cost of

$7.50; the procedure has also been computerized in a basic language on a WANG

VS system and a listing may be obtained.

The MINSIM-OPEN economic simulation program, written in FORTRAN 4 and

COBAL and compatible with most major computer systems, is also available upon

request as either a card deck or on tape. A nominal cost is involved.
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FIGURE 9, - MILS lead and zinc locations in six Western states reduced
from 1:1,750,000 scale.
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3660
1J93 NAME - CALAOAY REFERENCE NUMBER • 016079024b

STATE - IDAHO COUNTY - SHOSHONE ELEVATION - 1097 M£TEf>S
LATITUDE - 47 27 44 N PRECISION - 500 METERS
LONGITUDE - 115 56 26 W REFERENCE POINT - MAIN ENT.
UTM: ZONE 11 NORTHING 5256660 EASTING 579850
PUBLIC LAND SURVEY TOWNSHIP • 048 N RANGE - 004 E

DESCRIPTION SECTION - 16 NONE
RIVER BASIN • 76AA LOCHSA RIVER 7627 DOMAIN - PRIVATE
STATUS - EXPLORED PROSPECT OPERATION TYPE - UNDERGROUND
MESA 10 NO. YEAR FIELD CHECKED -
MAP NAME - WALLACE TYPE - IS MIN USGS TOPO
1:250,000 MAP NAME - WALLACE 23B MINERAL PROPERTY FILE - 00.000
PRIMARY NAME - 1293 CALAOAY
COMMODITIES - UNDETERMINED
3 MI SE OF OSBURN
USBM LIAISON OFF REPT MNG OP 1972

3661
1293 NAME - COEUR PROJECT REFERENCE NUMBER - 0160790040

STATE - IDAHO COUNTY - SHOSHONE ELEVATION - 0951 METERS
LATITUDE - 47 29 25 N PRECISION - 100 METERS
LONGJTUDE - 115 59 33 V REFERENCE POINT - MAIN ENT.
UTM: ZONE 11 NORTHING 5259920 EASTING 575890 ,
PUBLIC LAND SURVEY TOWNSHIP - 048 N RANGE - 004 E

DESCRIPTION SECTION - 19 E 1/2
RIVER BASIN - 76U COEUR 0 ALENE RIVER 7621 DOMAIN - PRIVATE
STATUS - PRODUCER OPERATION TYPE - UNDERGROUND
MESA ID NO. " YEAR FIELD CHECKED -
HAP NAME - WALLACE TYPE - 15 MIN USGS TCPO
1:250,000 HAP NAME - WALLACE 238 MINERA.. , ROPERTY FILE - 37.176
PRIMARY NAME - 1293 COEUR PROJECT
OTHER NAMES -
COMMODITIES - SILVER COPPER LEAD

ZINC GOLD
FRYLUND V C 1964 USGS PRO PPR 445 P 70

3662
1293 NAME - GALENA MINE REFERENCE NUMBER - 0160790010

STATE - IDAHO COUNTY - SHOSHONE ELEVATION - 0951 METERS
LATITUDE - 47 28 40 N PRECISION • 100 METERS
LONGITUDE - 1>5 57 58 U REFERENCE POINT - MAIN ENT.
UTM: ZONE 11 NORTHING 5258560 EASTING 577900
PUBLIC LAND SURVEY TOWNSHIP - 048 N RANGE - 004 E

DESCRIPTION SECTION - 29 E 1/2
RIVER BASIN - 76U COEUR D ALENE RIVER 7621 DOMAIN - PRIVATE
STATUS - PRODUCER OPERATION TYPE - UNDERGROUND
HEAS ID NO. YEAR FIELD CHECKED -
MAP NAME - WALLACE TYPE - 15 MIN USGS TOPO
1:250.000 MAP NAME - WALLACE 238 MINERAL PROPERTY FILE - 64.013
PRIMARY NAME - 1293 GALENA MINE „
COMMODITIES - LEAD ZINC COPPER

ANTIMONY SILVER
MINF.-TONNES/YR - ORE -254016 LEACH • WASTE- 1975
PLANT - TYPE-FLOTATION TONNES/YR- INPUT-254016 OUTPUT- 1975
FRYKLUND V C 1964 USGS PP 445 (GOOD)
IDA BUM & GEOL BULL 16 (GOOD)

FIGURE 10. - Example of computer printout of lead and zinc
occurrences In six Western States.
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AUTOMATED OPEN PIT MINE DISPATCHING AT TYRONE

James Wm. United), Michael J. Arnold(2)
and

Jeffrey G. Clevenger(3)

ABSTRACT

The computer-based truck-shovel DISPATCH system
currently operating at the Tyrone Mine of the Phelps Dodge
Corporation is an excellent example of successful
application of Information Systems Technology in an
operating mine environment. Mine production has increased
substantially; on-line information and operating statistics
are readily available in real-time for management use;
operating personnel are quite pleased with the system.,
Here, with the aid of straightforward examples, we define
basic terminology, cover briefly key algorithms embodied in
the system software and address system hardware
considerations. Implementation benefits in the areas of
production improvements and report generation are presented
and discussed as are possible future system enhancements.
The 193O's should see ever increasing mining industry
utilization of this proven though still developing
technology.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of computer-based dispatching is now over a
decade old. Nonetheless, few truly successful installations
have been reported. It is generally agreed that the two
principal objectives of any such system are maximum shovel
utilization (i.e., minimum shovel idle time) and maximum
truck utilization (i.e., minimum truck queue time).
Secondary benefits include minimization of load misrouting
and generation of timely and precise production reports on
demand.

Most modern open pit mines use radio/visual dispatching
methods though computer-based systems are gaining rapidly in
popularity and acceptance. As reported by Himebaugh(J_),
computer-assisted and computer-dispatched systems vary o"ver
an extremely broad range of power and capability^,3^** ,5^ 6̂) .

(1)Exec. Vice President, Modular Mining Systems, Tucson, AZ
(2)President, Modular Mining Systems, Tucson, AZ

Superintendent, Phelps Dodge Corp., Tyrone, NM
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Dispatching trucks by radio in an open pit mine
presents a complex optimization problem for any dispatcher.
Generally, the objective of all dispatching philosophies is
to maximize mine production with available equipment. Truck
dispatching to meet this objective is a dynamic operation
which requires continuous monitoring of route selection,
truck status and shovel status in order to determine optimal
truck assignments. An important consideration in
implementing a viable dispatching strategy is route
selection to provide an optimal truck flow pattern based on
continuously changing mine parameters. Substantial
increases in mine production can be realized with a well
designed and easy to maintain computer-based dispatching
system.

OPTIMAL ROUTE SELECTION

In its strictest sense, 'optimal' here refers to
truck-shovel route selection in the context of minimization
or maximization of a properly formulated system performance
functional. Nonetheless., some have stated that optimal
truck-shovel assignments can be determined wholely through
use of heuristics based on current shovel need. We disagree
and choose to use a Linear Programming or 'LP' model (cf.
7.,̂}) based on digging rates, dump times and travel times
calculated in real-time to generate the optimal feasible
routes for the current pit configuration. Heuristics based
on shovel need are then applied in an attampt to enforce the
LP solution. Before introducing the LP model, let us define
some basic terminology and consider qualitative]y a simple
example.

Basic Concepts

We choose to view a pit as a fixed (at any snapshot
point in time) number of muck load (source) and dump (sink)
points called 'nodes' connected by valid transaction routes
called 'paths'. Some nodes are considered rats limiting
(e.g., the shovels; and occasionally the crusher unless a
temporary ore stockpile is provided near the crusher)
whereas others (e.g., all leach and waste dumps) are assumed
capable of handling all dispatched transactions. In the
most general case where a shovel could dig in an M-way split
(e.g., 3 way = ore, leach, waste), we consider that s.iovel
to represent M distinct nodes. If there are N nodes _n a
pit, then there are N*(N-1) directional paths
interconnecting these nodes. Many of these paths (e.g.,
shovel-to-shovel) are not used under normal operating
conditions though a truck approaching a shovel which just
entered a '"own state might be reassigned to the nearest
available shovel. Other paths (e.g., dump-to-dump) are
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seldom used. In this context, consider the simple four node
pit configuration of Figure 1 where shovel 1, which is in
close proximity to the waste dump, digs only ore and shovel
2, which is in close proximity to the crusher, digs only
waste.

WASTE
DUMP

SHOVEL 1
(ORE)

CRUSHER SHOVEL 2
(WASTE)

FIGURE 1. - A simple four node example. All possible paths.

Though there are twelve directional paths in this
simple pit, only the six paths shown ara feasible or
'possible' candidates for normal dispatching. Let us now
postulate travel and transaction times for this
configuration (cf. Table 1).

TABLE 1. - Four Node Pit Travel and Transaction Times

o Shovel 1 to Crusher
o Crusher to Shovel 1
o Shovel 2 to Dump
o Waste Dump to Shovel 2
o Crusher to Shovel 2
o Waste Dump to Shovel 1

12
03
12
03
OH
03

rain
rain
min
min
min
min
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o Load at Shovel 1
o Dump at Crusher
o Load at Shovel 2
o Dump at Waste

03 min
01 min
03 min
01 min

All too frequently, an inefficient 'closed-ouc'
configuration, like that illustrated in Figure 2, is used in
practice.

WASTE
DUMP

SHOVEL 1
(ORE)

I 1 I
CRUSHER SHOVEL 2

(WASTE)

FIGURE 2. - The four node example. Closed out.

Assuming we wish both shovels covered with no truck
queueing, we would need eight trucks to service each shovel
for a total of sixteen for the pit (e.g., for one shovel,
trucks required = travel:(1/3)*12 + (1/3)*8 + at shovel:1 +
at crusher:(1/3) for a total of % trucks). Note that if
this calculation had resulted in a fractional number of
trucks, then the required truck count should 3lways be
rounded to the naxt highest integer. Though this results in
some truck queueing, shovel coverage is assured.

However, given the proximity of the crusher to the
waste shovel and the proximity of waste dump to the ore
shovel, the dispatching scheme of Figure 3 (which,
incidentally, is optimal in the LP sense for the numerical
values of Table 1) yields significant benefits. In this
case, only 13 trucks are required for ideal shovel coverage
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with no queueing (e.g., trucks required = travel:(1/3)*12 +
(1/3)*3 + (1/3)*12 + (1/3)*^ + at shovels:2 + at dump and
crusher: (1/3)*2 = 13). Thus, identical coverage and
production have been achieved with three fewer trucks by
taking advantage of the so-called 'synergy' potential (i.e.,
nods/node interactions) inherent in the pit topography and
equipment placement. We should note in passing that if the
processing rates of the shovels were significantly
different, then the LP solution would yield a different
synergized haulage scheme.

WASTE
DUMP

SHOVEL 1
(ORE)

CRUSHER SHOVEL 2
(WASTE)

FIGURE 3. - The four node example. Dispatched.

In cases where a pit is 'undartrucked' (which is all
too often the case), the dispatching scheme of Figure 3
yields a significantly higher production rate than the
closed-out configuration of Figure 2. For example, suppose
only ten 150 mt trucks were operational during a particular
shift. Given that the cycle timas in the configuration of
Figure 2 are both 24 minutes, assuma that five trucks haul
1? loads of ore in 403 minutes and that five trucks haul 16
loads of waste in 334 minut;s. This yields a total
production of 24,750 rat/shift. Now, given that the global
cycle time in the configuration of Figure 3 is 36 minutes,
assume that 10 trucks each haul 11 loads of ore and 11 loads
of waste in 395 minutes. This yields a total production of
33,000 mt/shift - a significant increase.
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Admittedly, this example and the numerical values used
are idealized. Nonetheless, the clear benefits of synergy
exploitation are evident.

LP Model Formulation

As the previous example demonstrates, minimizing the
number of trucks required for shovel coverage without truck
queueing is equivalent to maximizing overall production
rate. Proof of this statement in general is beyond the
scope of this work.

In setting up the LP model, only normal transaction
paths are considered. The DISPATCH .ystem LP module is
called whenever:

o The rate of a rate limiting noie changes
significantly.

o Any node is added to or removed from
service.

o Any normal transaction path travel time
varies significantly.

Conceptually, our LP approach is straightforward and
automatically maximizes synergy. The LP functional to be
minimized is the total number of trucks required to maintain
all rate limiting nodes at their maximum production rate
subject to continuity, rate limiting and non-negativity
constraints. The LP solution yields the desired path
capacities in trucks/min for each valid path. The DISPATCH
executive then dispatches trucks to and from source nodes to
maintain the flowrates indicated by the LP algorithm as
closely as possible.

Mathematically, the general problem of allocating
resources (trucks) to activities (node transactions) can be
formulated as follows:

Minimize: NT = SUM(I=1; NP) of PI*TI
+ SUM(J=1; NS) of PJ*SJ
+ NO (1)

Subject to the constraints of continuity:

SUM(NODEI INPUTS) - SUM(NODEI OUTPUTS) = 0 (2)

and limiting rates:
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SUMCLIMITIMG MODEI OUTPUTS) - RI = 0 (3)

and, finally, non-negativity:

PI .GE. 0 (4)

where:

NT is the performance functional; number of trucks
NP is the number of feasible paths
NS is the number of non rate limiting sinks
MO is the number of rate limiting nodes
PI is the average rate over path i, trucks/min
TI is the average travel time over path i, min
PJ is the sum of all sink input rates, trucks/min
SJ is the average sink processing time, min
RI is the limiting node rate, trucks/min

Let us now consider the six node pit illustrated in
Figure 4 where there are actually 5*5 = 30 global node
interconnections. Only twelve of these interconnections (P1
through P12) are illustrated as these are the only feasible
or possible paths used during normal production. If we
assume that the transaction rate at the three sinks (the two
dumps and the crusher) is large compared to that at the
three sources (the shovels) then, clearly, there are three
limiting rates (trucks/min), viz., R1 (waste shovel), R2
(leach shovel) and R3 (ore shovel). This assumption in no
way affects the generality of our procedure. Note though,
that if any sink becomes rate limiting, then overall
production irvariably declines.

If we let S1, S2 and S3 represent the processing time
of waste dump, leach dump and crusher sinks respectively,
then the pit performance functional for this case becomes:

NT = P1*T1+P2*T2+ . . . +P11*T11+P12*T12
+ P1*S1+P5*S2+P9*S3
+ 3 (5)

The ore shovel continuity constraint yields:

P3 + PH + pio _ pq = o
(6)

The limiting rate constraint for ore is:

P9 - R1 = 0 (7)
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The non-negativity constraints simply state that all
path rates must be equal to or greater than zero. Path
rates equal to zero in the final LP feasible solution flag
paths not considered for truck dispatching during this LP
solution cycle.

SHOVEL 1
(WASTE) P11

P12

SHOVEL 2
(LEACH)

WASTE
DUMP

FIGURE 4. - A six node example. All possible paths.

Figure 5 shows but one of several possible solutions
for this pit topography. It is clear from this figure that
two distinct 'regions' exist in this pit: one consisting of
the waste shovel and dump operating in a closed out
configuration and one consisting of the ore and leach
shovels, the crusher and the leach dump operating in a
synergized or dispatched configuration.
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SHOVEL 1
(WASTE)

CRUSHER

SHOVEL 3
(ORE)

SHOVEL 2
(LEACH)

WASTE
DUMP

LEACH
DUMP

FIGURE 5. - The six node example. Dispatched.

Application to Tyrone

Any typical mine layout is, of course, much more
complex than the two examples discussed. Figure 5
illustrates a typical layout of the Tyrone mine and shows
all feasible routes for that topography. Thase routes
include routes from the crusher and all dumps to all shovels
and routes from all shovels to the crusher and all dumps.
Bear in mind that feasible routes from shovels to dumps at
any given time are always limited by the material type(s)
that the shovel is currently digging.
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Still, fifty possible or feasible routes remain in this case
for dispatcher consideration.

MINE DIVISION
COMPUTER DISPATCHING SYSTEM

ALL POSSIBLE PATHS

FIGURE 6. - The Tyrone mine. All possible paths.

Figure 7 illustrates the optimal routes as determined
by the LP model for a given set of travel times and shovel
digging rates.

Route selection is a dynamic process which must be
periodically updated to reflect changes in mine operating
conditions. Changes which necessitate route selection
updates include shovel and truck breakdowns or delays,
shovel moves, route hazards, travel time increases or
decreases, shovel digging rate changes, dump and crusher
downs and changes in muck type. Thus the synergized routes
of Figure 7 may best be viewed as a steady state flow
pattern which is updated as frequently as mine operating
conditions dictate.
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MINE DIVISION
COMPUTER DISPATCHING SYSTEM

ALL POSSIBLE PATHS - SYNERGIZED

cnusxn

FIGURE 7. - The Tyrone mine. Dispatched.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

DISPATCH is indeed a 'system' in the truest sense of
the word. Principal hardware components include a central
computer system, custom microcomputer-based control panels
for each piece of field equipment and the dispatch tower,
high quality radios for digital data transmission and
several dedicated terminals for use by the dispatcher and
mine office personnel. System software is modular in design
and includes several concurrent detached real-time processes
as well as several interactive user-oriented sub-systems for
use by operating personnel and management. Let us now
consider these key system components in more detail:

DISPATCH Hardware

After careful consideration of several medium scale
central computing systems, a Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) VAX 11/730 computer with 512 kilobytes (KB) of memory,
later upgraded to 3.0 megabytes (MB), was purchased and
installed in the Tyrone Branch general office building.
Copper clad (for gopher protection), underground cables
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connect four asynchronous RS-232 ports on the computer to
the dispatch towar located 3.2 koi away. Two of thase linas
drive high speed (9600 baud) CRT terminals (DEC VT-100).
The first CRT outputs computer generated key transactions
and error messages to the dispatcher. The second CRT is
available for use by the dispatcher to access system utility
programs and status displays. The third port (1200 baud)
drives a Diablo printer with full vertical backspace
capability. During the shift, the Diablo maintains a
current operations log similar to that kept manually by the
dispatcher prior to installation of DISPATCH. A shift
summary is automatically printed by the Diablo at tha close
of each shift. The fourth port (2U00 baud) drives tha
Motorola 5802 microprocessor-based DISPATCH master panel.
All communication between the DISPATCH panal and the
computer is in the form of ASCII character strings.

Each truck and shovel as well as the crusher use a
Motorola 5302 microprocessor-based control console and
Motorola Mitrek UHF FM radio to communicate with a repeater
tower which in turn communicates with the radio-equipped
master DISPATCH panel. Each microprocessor-based control
console includes 2KB of erasable programmable read-only
memory (EPROM) for program storage and 123 bytes of random
access memory (RAM) for temporary storage. Field messages
are 8 bytes in length and are transmitted at 500 baud.
Control console beards and components are military grade to
provide maximum field service life. Figure 3 shows sn
overview of the Tyrone Branch DISPATCH system hardware.
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COMPUTERIZED TRUCK DISPATCHING

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION
CRUSHCft M K L

OEC*V»K 11/7(0

3H 1TTES Of MEMORY

VMS
OrJMTCM 90FTWWIC

I-INSTALLED CS TRANSMIT

SHOVEL PANELS J-MSTALLCO

MOTOKL* U O I U K

2K 1VTEJ CPftOM

121 »TTE5 M M

•MTomx.* u o : <mt
!K rAts EPIKW

i2t avres ««y

mSP*TCH SHUCK i-msnuiEO
I- SPME

SO- INSTALLED
7-tfUC

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

FIGURE 8. - DISPATCH hardware configuration at Tyrone.

DISPATCH Software

Software for all field panels was written in Motorola
6309 assembly language, developed and debugged using a
Futuredata microcomputer development system, burned in EPROM
snd installed. Minor modifications will be necessary if
additional system field features are added in tha future.

The key to successful DISPATCH operation, however, is
the high level software executing in real-time on the DEC
VAX 11/780 central computer system. DISPATCH programs
(e.g., the interactive PITSET sub-system) and tasks (e.g.,
the detached DISPATCH executive) were developed in VAX 11
FORTRAN - a superset of ANSI 1978 FORTRAN- All software
sub-systems are modular and well structured. Over 50,000
lines of commented source code and system command procedures
constitute Version 2.0 of DISPATCH. Figure 9 presents an
overview of system functions and field interaction.
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I
OISPATCM

CXECUTtVE

FIGURE 9. - DISPATCH system overview.

Central to all DISPATCH detached processes and
interactive, user-friendly sub-systems is the installed
global data base. Key information (e.g., detailed
equipment, route, muck, employee and fuel parameters,
current and cumulative production and time statistics, node
queues, action sequencing and the LP model solution) is
maintained here for rapid access by all sub-systems. Note
from Figure 9 that two copies of this data base are
maintained on disk - a master copy refreshed by 'dirty page'
(i.e., a memory page of 512 bytes whose contents have been
altered by field transactions or user input) update every
ten seconds and a complete backup copy written to disk every
five minutes. The former is inaccessible by the user; its
primary function is to restore the current memory data base
at system boot. The installed global data base is accessed
by mine planning to effect changes in pit topography and
other key system parameters which should not be modified by
the dispatcher. DISPATCH also maintains shift and monthly
data files for use in report generation and production
performance analysis. As indicated by Figure 9, there are
five 'detached processes'. These processes are priority
based real-time tasks whose execution is initiated by
VAX/VMS on system boot. Thus, DISPATCH begins execution
automatically whenever the computer is returned to service
from a down condition, e.g., periodic hardware maintenance.
The DISPATCH executive handles all field transactions and
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coordinates execution of these subordinate tasks.

Let us now consider briefly the functions of the two
tiajor interactive sub-systems.

The PITSET Sub-System: This sub-system serves four
principal functions, viz.:

o Initial pit layout or pit reconfiguration.

o Set up of a proposed pit layout for
simulation and production forecasting.

o Restoration of a DISPATCH shared global data
base from disk.

o Modification of shared data base parameters.

Thus, using PITSET, the mine planning engineer can
create, delete or modify any pit node. He can also modify
travel times and distances, print all or part of the data
base and/or parameterize probability distributions for use
in simulation studies.

The UTILITY Sub-System: The individual components of this
sub-system can be accessed by entering a one word command on
a terminal or through use of a custom keypad display on a
DEC VT-100 CRT. These support utilities are used to monitor
mine operation, monitor and control DISPATCH operation or
assign DISPATCH startup and operating parameters. Certain
utilities, e.g., the MANAGER report generator, use an
additional level of password protection to restrict access
to authorized personnel only. Let us now consider just a
few of the DISPATCH utilities, (Note: The keyword used to
invoke the utility is shown in caps).

The BIAS utility allows the operator to examine and set
shovel bias factors. The bias factors provided for each
shovel allow the operator to set shovel biases ranging from
'most' to 'least' coverage. When a shovel is assigned a
high shovel coverage, DISPATCH assumes that the shovel needs
a large allocation of trucks and biases assignments towards
the shovel.

The DUMP utility outputs a summary of all ore, waste
3nd leach dumps. Included in the summary are the pit
locations of all dumps, the dumping intervals in seconds and
the dump status as 'up' or 'down'.
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The FUEL utility displays the most recent time that
each truck in the mine has been fueled. FUEL tabulates the
time and date of the most recent fueling and ths number of
gallons that each truck required.

The LINEUP utility lists mine equipment status and
associated operators for the current shift. The lineup
report is output in large, bold type in the mine office and
notifies operators of truck tiedown locations and shovel
splits. In addition, the report indicates the current load
of each truck.

The LOCK utility allows the user to lock any truck to
any shovel. Once a truck is locked to a shovel, DISPATCH
only assigns the truck to its locked shovel.

The MANAGER utility allows authorized personnel to view
production data for the current date and cumulative
production data for the current month to date.

The MINE utility outputs a mine summary of the current
shift. MINE displays tables of idle, down, delay,
travel/lunch and spare times for both trucks and shovels.
For shovels, MINE outputs the total loads of ore, waste and
leach dug by each shovel during the current shift. For
trucks, MINE displays late times, truck factors and fuel
usage in addition to the total loads of ore, waste and leach
hauled by each truck.

The MUCKBIAS utility allows the user to examine and
specify favored muck types. DISPATCH assumes that shovels
digging favored muck types need a larger allocation of
trucks and biases assignments toward shovels digging favored
muck.

The NAMELIST utility summarizes all employees
recognized by the DISPATCH system. Employee names are
tabulated in alphabetical order with associated employee ID
and assigned shift.

The NAMES utility allows mine foremen to assign
DISPATCH startup parameters before the beginning of the next
shift. NAMES summarizes and changes the following
information:

o Shovel and truck operator names
o Shovel and truck status
o Ore, waste and leach dump status
o Dispatcher assignment
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OPERATOR tabulates and modifies employee names, TD's
and shift assignments. OPERATOR is executed whenever an
employee is to be added or deleted from the DISPATCH data
base.

The ROUTE utility allows the operator to delete any
truck haulage route. Once a haulage route has been
selected, DISPATCH ignores the route for all truck
assignments.

The SETDUMP utility allows the user to set the dump
status for the current shift. The status for any ore, waste
or leach dump may be set as 'up' or 'down'. If the dump is
set 'down', DISPATCH will not send any trucks to this dump
until it is brought 'up'.

The SHOVEL utility outputs a table showing assigned
operator, digging level, loading interval and digging status
for each shovel* In addition, SHOVEL tabulates the total
number of loads of ore, waste and leach dug by each shovel
in the current shift.

The SHOWTIME utility summarizes travel times between
all shovels and crushers, all shovels and waste dumps and
all shovels and leach dumps. Travel times represent the
number of seconds that a truck requires to travel between
each shovel and each ore, waste or leach dump.

The STATUS report utility outputs the current status of
the pit. STATUS outputs the major routes and route travel
times by region along with the trucks within each region.
The report also includes the number of trucks suggested by
the LP model and the actual number of trucks within each
region. Also summarized are the deleted routes, locked
trucks and muck and shovel bias assignments.

The TRUCK utility outputs a summary of all trucks. The
truck summary includes driver name, current truck location,
load and action and total loads of ore, waste and leach
hauled by each truck during the current shift.

DAILY REPORT provides access to current mine Daily
Reports. The DAILY REPORT utility permits :nine office
personnel to obtain a computer printout of any Daily Report
for the current month or to access or modify information
contained in the DAILY REPORT data base. Reports are
generated only on user request. DAILY REPORT computes and
saves all information to produce these reports
automatically.
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In closing this section, we emphasize that Key input
data required by these utilities is maintained automatically
in real-time by the system.

SYSTEM OPERATION

DISPATCH computes current optimal route selections as
mine conditions vary and assigns trucks to achieve maximum
production for current mine operating conditions. Truck
assignments attempt to enforce the LP route selection
strategy while considering current projected truck-shovel
availability. Information necessary to measure current mine
operating conditions is input via microcomputer-based field
panels installed in all trucks, shovels and the crusher.
Loading travel cycle transactions of all trucks and shovels
are entered by the equipment operators. This information is
transmitted over a UHF FM radio link to the computer for
continuous evaluation and control. A truck driver requests
assignment at the crusher or a dump via the field panel in
his truck and receives his shovel assignment in the form of
a lighted, labeled button and light-emitting diods (LED)
display en the truck panel. Note that each truck assignment
remains displayed on the truck panel until the next
assignment is received. This reduces the possibility of
arriving at an incorrect destination.

At the completion of each load, the shovel operator
reports ths type of material in the load to the computer via
the field panel in the shovel. The computer returns the
appropriate dump assignment to the loaded truck. Other
necessary information entered via the field panels includes:
arrival at all established mine locations, loading at
shovels, delay, truck and shovel breakdown, ready after down
and gallons of fuel received. DISPATCH manages all truck
assignments including those to shops, fuel docks and
tiedown.

All communications to and from the various field panels
are processed by the DISPATCH master panel located in the
dispatch tower. This panel also allows dispatcher input, to
DISPATCH such as special assignments, dump openings and
closings, route hazards and field error corrections. The
routine functions of dispatching from shift start to tiedown
are performed by DISPATCH, enabling the dispatcher to better
attend to equipment problems and other incidents of a
nonroutine nature.

DISPATCH function from an operator's viewpoint
illustrates typical shift operation under computer control.
Sriefly:
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Foreman: Prior to shift start, the shift foreman enters
shift setup information on a hardcopy terminal (DEC LA 123)
in the mine office. The LINEUP interactive utility program
issues a series of prompts that guides the foreman in making
operator equipment assignments and mine status changes for
the coming shift. Examples of mine status changes include
changes in shovel availability and dump availability as well
as route hazard information. Because mine status does not
vary greatly across shift boundaries, status information is
entered by exception* At completion of shift setup, lineup
information is printed out in large, bold type and is posted
for the information of truck and shovel operators coming on
shift.

Dispatcher: The dispatcher is responsible for managing
shift operation. He also monitors DISPATCH transactions and
mine status information on terminals in the dispatch tower.
Shift setup is reviewed by the dispatcher. Corrections are
entered, if necessary, before the shift is released to
control by the DISPATCH system. Transactions are instantly
displayed on a CRT (DEC VT-100) screen as they occur. This
allows the dispatcher to monitor overall mine operation.
The system informs the dispatcher via audio alarm when
dispatcher intervention is required. Arrival of a truck at
a location other than the one to which the truck was
dispatched is one example of a field error requiring
dispatcher input. In such a case, the dispatcher signals
either that the displayed truck location is correct or that
the truck driver must reenter his information. The
dispatcher may also initiate system processing requests from
a list of available options. Examples include requests for
truck assignments, mine status changes (like shift setup)
and specialized reports. DISPATCH maintains control of all
dispatching functions including tiedown assignments at the
end of the shift with little dispatcher intervention.

Truck Operator: Truck operation under DISPATCH is a
straightforward process that can be learned in a shift. A
truck driver requests an assignment at the start of the
shift and DISPATCH designates an appropriate shovel or dump
site. All assignments require driver acknowledgement. An
audio alarm is activated five seconds after an assignment is
displayed if acknowledgement is not received. Upon arrival
at a shovel, the truck driver enters "arrive" followed by
"load" when the first dipper is loaded on the truck. When
loading is complete, the shovel operator reports the type of
material loaded to DISPATCH and the system determines the
appropriate dump site and displays it on the panel in the
truck cab. A driver requests an assignment after dumping
and the LP enforcement heuristic returns a shovel assignment
based on the synergized truck haulage scheme. Truck
breakdowns and delays are entered via the truck panels as
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they occur to inform DISPATCH. The dispatcher is alerted
and requested to enter problem description from a menu
provided by the system.

Shovel Runner; Shovel operators enter very few transactions
under normal operation. Basically, the operator enters the
material type on his shovel panel at completion of loading.
Even this action is necessary only if the material type has
changed since the last load because the system always
remembers the last muck type loaded. After the shovel
operator indicates that loading is complete, the system
assigns the loaded truck to the appropriate dump site.
Shovel operators signal delay or breakdown conditions as
they occur. The system redirects affected trucks *:o other
shovels. A shovel move request is entered when a move is
planned. The system informs the dispatcher of the request
and of the number of trucks currently assigned to that
shovel. Future truck assignments to the shovel requesting a
move are suspended. After the last pre-move assigned truck
is loaded, DISPATCH informs the dispatcher that the move may
begin. The microcomputer panel installed in the primary
crusher is used primarily to indicate crusher status. It
can also provide DISPATCH with information for checking
receipt of assigned ore trucks as well as arrival of
unassigned trucks carrying loads of waste or leach. Bear in
mind always that all system assignments can be overridden by
the dispatcher at his discretion - even if the dispatcher is
in error.

SYSTEM BENEFITS

DISPATCH Version 1.0 was released to operations in
early May 1980. Parameter tuning, algorithm upgrade, module
debugging and report module development continued through
November 1980. DISPATCH ran essentially without
modification from this date through May 1931 - the end of
the Tyrone Branch engineering staff evaluation period
depicted in Figure 10. DISPATCH Version 2.0 was then
installed at Tyrone in June 1981.

Figure 10 indicates the dramatic effect of
computer-based dispatching at Tyrone. Note that average
truck operating time increased from about 350 min/shift
(Pre-DISPATCH Evaluation: 10/79 through 3/30) to about 400
min/shift (Post-DISPATCH Evaluation: 12/80 through 5/81)
for a net increase of approximately 14/-,. Though
corresponding pre- and post- production data are not
presented, productivity increases due to DISPATCH are quite
comparable to that reported for truck operating time.
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FIGURE 10. - Tyrone truck operating time by month.

Many factors contributed to this overall increase in
truck operating time including, but not necessarily limited
to:

Reduction of empty miles traveled through
optimal route selection.

Reduction of unnecessary shovel and truck
idle time.

Improved response to pit disturbances such
as shovel delays, breakdowns and moves.

Reduction of shift-start and tie-down time
windows.
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Elimination of production differences dua to
various manual dispatching techniques.

In addition, the system monitors all truck and shovel
operations and alerts the dispatcher to developing potential
problems. Misroutes have been practically eliminated
because assignments are displayed on truck panels for the
duration of each trip. Another major advantage of DISPATCH
is its reporting capability. Mine status reports can be
generated on demand by authorized users at any terminal on
the system. Management is provided access to current mine
operating parameters never before available.

Possibly the raoi." important intangible benefit is in an
area which we initially felt might pose serious problems -
that of operator acceptance. As it turns out, quite the
converse is true. To quote one Tyrone truck driver (_9_) , "On
days when it's (i.e., DISPATCH) not working, I don't even
like to go to work. It's a good system. It really helps."

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As the DISPATCH system concept continues to evolve,
several system enhancements are under active prototype
development or functional evaluation. These include:

o Heavy duty, military grade, low power
battery operated endposts for positive
destination verification.

o Haulage truck speed card interface and
microcomputer-based throttle control override
to reduce "jack-rabbit" starts.

o On-board monitoring, asynchronous
transmission and remote evaluation of key
truck status parameters.

o Color graphics display in real-time of
current mine topography and current equipment
location.

o Integration of mine planning software with
DISPATCH.

Real-time computers are also finding application in
mines using rail systems for muck haulage (e.g., cf. 10);
indeed the 198Q's should see some interesting and productive
efforts in this area.
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CONCLUSION

Ws have seen that Information Systems Technology, as
reflected in part by the DISPATCH system installed at
Tyrone, C3n indeed generate definitive benefits in an
operating mine environment. Given the power, capability,
flexibility and maintainability of current mini- and
tnicrocomputer hardware components and operating systems
software, the decade ahead should see more and more
cost-effectivc and operator-accepted applications of this
technology throughout the mining industry.
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UNDERGROUND MINE DISPATCHING AND PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY

by

R. J. Bell,1 W. W. Burt2 and K „ L„ Hultman3

ABSTRACT

The use of c o m p u t e r s for data c o l l e c t i o n , m o n i t o r i n g of
c r i t i c a l mine f u n c t i o n s and a s s i s t a n c e to the human d e c i s i o n
p r o c e s s is an area w h i c h is r e c e i v i n g i n c r e a s e d e m p h a s i s in
the u n d e r g r o u n d m i n i n g e n v i r o n m e n t at Cli m a x M o l y b d e n u m C o .
T h i s paper p r e s e n t s d i s c u s s i o n s of two c u r r e n t l y o p e r a t i o n a l
a p p l i c a t i o n s of this t y p e . T h e s e a p p l i c a t i o n s " U n d e r g r o u n d
T-ain D i s p a t c h i n g " and " U n d e r g r o u n d P e r s o n n e l A c c o u n t a b i l i t y "
are p r e s e n t e d in de t a i l to p r o v i d e the reader with some
s p e c i f i c e x a m p l e s of c o m p u t e r u t i l i z a t i o n in u n d e r g r o u n d
m i n i n g . A d i s c u s s i o n of a plan for u l t i m a t e l y l i n k i n g t o g e t h e r
the i n d i v i d u a l c o m p u t e r s u t i l i z e d for c u r r e n t and fut u r e
m i n i n g a p p l i c a t i o n s t h r o u g h a data c o m m u n i c a t i o n s n e t w o r k is
also p r o v i d e d .

I N T R O D U C T I O N

D u r i n g the mid 1970s e x p a n s i o n of u n d e r g r o u n d m i n i n g at
the C l i m a x mine had taken p l a c e to the point that m a i n t a i n i n g
safe and e f f i c i e n t r o u t i n g of the n u m e r o u s t r a i n s o p e r a t i n g on
t h e m i n e ' s S t o r k e l e v e l b e c a m e an i n c r e a s i n g l y c o m p l e x
p r o b l e m . To a d d r e s s this p r o b l e m the co m p a n y u n d e r t o o k a
p r o g r a m to install a small c o m p u t e r system in the d i s p a t c h e r ' s
o f f i c e located at the S t o r k e level p o r t a l . T h i s c o m p u t e r w as
s u c c e s s f u l l y installed and has p r o v i d e d e x c e l l e n t a s s i s t a n c e
to the train d i s p a t c h e r s . H o w e v e r , time and o b s o l e s c e n c e took
their toll and it b e c a m e o b v i o u s in early 1980 that the system
would need to be rep l a c e d since it no longer p r o v i d e d r e l i a b l e
o p e r a t i o n and could not be exp a n d e d to meet new r e q u i r e m e n t s
at a r e a s o n a b l e c o s t . A p r o j e c t was u n d e r t a k e n to u p g r a d e and
r e p l a c e this s y s t e m . T h i s p r o j e c t is p r e s e n t e d in a d e t a i l e d
d i s c u s s i o n .

M a n a g e r , T e c h n i c a l and I n f o r m a t i o n S e r v i c e s , C l i m a x
M o l y b d e n u m C o m p a n y , G o l d e n , C o l o r a d o

S e n i o r S y s t e m s A n a l y s t , Climax M o l y b d e n u m C o m p a n y , Gel d e n ,
C o l o r a d o

S e n i o r P r o g r a m m e r A n a l y s t , Climax M o l y b d e n u m C o m p a n y , G o l d e n ,
C o l o r a d o
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The same expansion which created the complexities for the
train dispatchers presented another challenge for the Climax
mine. That challenge was to devise a method for rapidly and
reliably accounting for the location of numerous underground
employees in the event of a mine emergency. The company had
relied on a manual brass check system to provide this function
over the years, but the number of employees increased to the
point where fire drills indicated that excessive time was
needed to provide a complete accounting of all personnel. This
excessive time presented a potential safety problem in the
event of a mine emergency and resulted in significant
production loss during fire drills. To address this problem a
computerized system of accounting for underground personnel
was implemented during 1981. This system successfully reduced
the time required to account for underground personnel by over
7 5 J . Currently a project is underway to enhance the
reliability of this computer system by providing immediate
access to a backup computer. A detailed discussion of this
project is presented.

A study of overall computer requirements within Climax
Molybdenum Co. conducted in 1980 indicated that significant
improvements in the level of computer assistance provided to
the mining operation were desirable. Further investigation
showed that a major step towards providing these improvements
could be achieved through the utilization of new technologies
in microprocessors, data communications, and distributed data
processing. In 1981 a program was started to improve the
company's data communications networks and to integrate many
of the standalone computer systems, such as the train dispatch
and accountability computers, into the company's existing
computer network. This effort should provide greater
reliability, allow faster access to the data available in the
standalone computers, and ultimately provide mine management
with improved analysis tools to assist in their decision
process.
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COMPUTER ASSISTED DISPATCHING

Dispatching:

The efficient and safe routing of all rail traffic
throughout the Climax Storke production level is managed by
the Storke level dispatcher. A schematic diagram of the rail
system is shown in figure _1_. To effectively route all rail
traffic, the dispatcher must maintain a mental picture of the
rail system status including the present locations and routing
of all production trains, cement mixers, powder trains, and
maintenance traffic as well as the status of blocked sections
of track and potential routing conflicts. In addition, the
dispatcher should maintain records of rail traffic activity so
that subsequent analysis can be done to indicate areas
requiring improvement.

The dispatcher plays an important role in maximizing
production. His judgment is essential in routing traffic to
minimize delays due to congestion or to mechanical failures of
other vehicles. Also, his assignments of loading and dumping
areas must be carefully coordinated with the activity at each
loading drift and with the feed status of each crusher. The
reports that he can generate are vital to operations. His
knowledge of the up-to-the-minute status of the rail system
and haulage activity can provide production foremen the
information they need to identify the cause of delays in
production and to take immediate remedial actions. The
dispatcher can generate an end-of-shift summary of production
train totals and averages which allow crew foremen to assess
the productivity of the shift and individual crews.
F u r t h e r m o r e , the collection of production data by the
dispatcher can be used to generate long-term statistical
production averages and totals that can be used for production
projections .

Computer Assistance:

The possibilities for computer assistance of .he
dispatcher are enormous. A complete system could involve the
installation of automatic train location and identification
equipment, multiple train scales, direct production feedback
signals, non-production vehicle tracking, and extensive data
communication equipment. Software could be developed for the
automatic routing of all rail traffic to maximize production
and for the automatic collection of all production haulage
data by shift and by crew. Unfortunately, the cost and time
required to develop such a system are presently too great.
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As a compromise, a simplified computer assisted
dispatching system was carefully designed to meet budget and
time frame limitations while still providing the dispatcher
with a great deal of assistance. A large portion of the system
cost and implementation difficulties were averted by requiring
that all computer data collection was through manual data
entry at a dispatcher's terminal. As indicated in figure £,
twelve check-points were defined along the normal circulation
path of production trains from dumping site to loading drift
and back to dumping site:

1. start dumping
2. finish dumping
3. arrive at lights going into mine
4 . arrive at #1 switch going into mine
5. arrive at the assigned loading drift
6. start loading
7. 3/*» loaded
8. finish loading
9. leave the loading drift
10. arrive at #1 switch going out of mine
11. leave 91 switch going out of mine
12. arrive at portal going out of mine

In normal operation, as each production train passed a
check-point, the motorman called in by radio to the
dispatcher. Through his special keyboard, the dispatcher would
identify the check-point, the train number and the time each
such event was called in. Trains on delay for any reason also
calleo in the delay type and duration. This was entered by
the dispatcher. Data defining loading and dumping sites as
well as the number of cars loaded and hauled was also entered
manually by the dispatcher. The dispatcher was provided with a
CRT display from which he could call up displays of:

1. The last check-point and time for all production
trains.

2. The times of each check-point for the last cycle of
any given production train.

3. The number of cars loaded at any given loading drift
for the present shift.

Considerable effort went into developing software to make
recommendations for loading drift assignments and routing.
However, those routines required the dispatcher to manually
enter data for non-production traffic and the data rate soon
exceeded the limitations of the dispatcher.
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For report generation, a printer was located in the
haulage office. During the course of a shift, one line wa'
printed each minute listing in semi-graphical mode the last
entered status of each production train, the inferred status
of each active loading drift, and the inferred status of each
dumping site. The report was immediately available for the
foreman to monitor and act upon any abnormal conditions. At
the end of each shift, approximately one half hour was
available to generate end-of-shift and long term average
statistical reports before the next shift began.

Because the real-time nature of the dispatching problem
required a guarantee'' response time from the computer, it was
decided to install a dedicated minicomputer system on site. An
IBM Systera/7 machine was selected. It was a 16 bit machine
with 28 kilo-words of core storage and a removable media hard
disk drive. All software was developed in assembler code on a
separate machine with a cross-assembler.

Improvements:

The system as designed has performed admirably for some
five years of operations. Together with a recent request for
system enhancements and with the identification of a number of
problems with the system, a redesign was undertaken and is
currently being developed. The new system illustrated in
figure 3, retains, with only minor changes, the functional
operation of the original system. The major improvements are
in the replacement of the hardware and in the provision of a
link to a second processor to ultimately provide data and
operational backup in the event of a primary processor
failure. In particular, the problems addressed were the
following:

1 . Due to the dusty environment in which the System/7 was
operating, a numbe" of hardware failures occurred particularly
with the disk d'^ve and printers. The problems with the disk
drive were frustrating because of the occasional loss of as
much as 60 days of historical data. In addressing these
problems, we are installing all new processing and terminal
equipment. This equipment is to be located in an available
controlled environment computer facility at the site. The
processor is a Z-80 based microcomputer system with 64
Kilobytes of semi-conductor memory, a 20 Megabyte Winchester
hard disk drive, two minifloppy disk drives, and a 1200 baud
link to the DEC-2060 facility in Golden, Co. The software is
oeing redesigned so that a duplicate copy of the data base
//ill be maintained on the DEC-2060.
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2. Recently, a scale was installed near the Storke
portal. It is desired to correlate the scale data with the
production train activity data of the dispatch system. The
expansion to include train scale data would nave required
additional System/7 hardware that is no longer available. The
microcomputer being installed is supported by hardware and
system software available from a large number of suppliers.
The hardware utilizes an industry standard bus structure that
should ensure adequate expansion capabilities for a number of
years to come. Monthly maintenance charges are eliminated by
keeping a duplicate of the low cost system on hand and doing z
swap-out whenever any of the microcomputer components fails.

3. Because of the limited software support for the
System/7, the dispatching software was entirely written in
assembler code. In addition to the lengthy development time,
the code is very difficult to modify and requires a programmer
to be dedicated to supporting the machine. With the
microcomputer, application code is being written in FORTRAN by
the existing programming staff.

Future:

The possibilities for expansion of the dispatch system
are numerous but depend on future economic justifications.
There is considerable interest in installing automatic train
detection and identification equipment and more sets of train
scales as well as including assistance for the present manual
dispatching operations on the 600-level. As currently
identified, the dispatch system fits into a category of
real-time applications that would operate well as a separate
job on a minicomputer multijob system. The processor
requirement is modest, but the application demands guaranteed
operation. The capabilities of the latest minicomputer
networking systems are being evaluated with respect to the
application requirements for interprocessor file transfer and
automatic switching in event of a processor failure.

UNDERGROUND PERSONNEL ACCOUNTABILITY

Purpose:

The purpose of the Underground Personnel Accountability
(UPA) system at the Climax mine is twofold. First, under
normal operating conditions, the requirements are:

1. Who are the personnel currently underground?
2. Who are the visitors currently underground?
3. When did personnel enter or leave the mine?
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Additionally, and probably more important, are the
requirements at the time of either a fire drill or an actual
emergency:

1. Who are the personnel and visitors currently
underground?

2. Which ones have been accounted for?

3. Which ones are not yet accounted for?

4. What are the locations of those called in?

5. The ability to display emergency information for
personnel in any of the above situations.

Under both normal and emergency conditions (whether an
actual emergency or a fire drill), the above information must
be entered, displayed, and modified immediately as new
information on personnel becomes available. The value of an
automated procedure in this situation lies in its ability to
immediately respond to changes in information on personnel,
always showing the latest status of each individual. Such
rapid status revision is, of course, especially important
during an emergency situation, when the requirement for quick
data entry and accurate information is most critical. The UPA
system has now been running for over 10 months, and has been
performing as expected. A recent fire drill was completed in
significantly less time than in the past. As a result, the
mine was back in operation with much less lost production
time.

Original System:

Originally, the UPA system was developed to run on the
DEC-2060 computer located in Golden, some 90 miles from the
Climax mine site, using a configuration as shown in figure £.
In order for the system to operate, the following components
must all be operating:

1 . Computer terminal at the ;nine
2. Telephone system at the mine
3. Power at the mine
4. Modem at the mine
5. Telephone circuit between mine and Golden office
6. DEC-2060 computer o.n Golden
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Under normal conditions, all of the above are
operational, and the UPA system works satisfactorily.
Occasionally, however, one of the above components does
experience outages lasting from minutes to hours. In the case
of the DEC-206D computer, for example, regular maintenance is
performed weekly on Friday afternoon. This may take from one
to four hours, during which time the UPA system is unavailable
to the site. If an emergency situation occurs during that
time, provision has been made to transfer a disk pack
containing both program and data files to a backup computer
located in downtown Denver. About 30 minutes is needed to get
the system up after deciding to make this transfer. Mo such
back-up capability exists for the Denver-Climax telephone
circuit, and limited back-up capability exists for the other
hardware components.

Current Configuration:

Due to the critical nature of the UPA application, and
the importance of being able to continue UPA operations under
most unfavorable conditions, the decision was made to redesign
the system so as to provide back-up capability for all system
components. The new design has the following operating
characteristics:

1. The obvious requirement of high reliability for the
UPA system has led to its implementation as a dual system in
both hardware and software. The programming for the system has
been written to provide equivalent functional capabilities
independent of operating hardware - the user will enter
information and see displays exactly the same no matter which
hardware he is running on. Unlike the software, the hardware
being used is vastly different. The two computers being used
are a DEC-2060 mainframe timesharing system, and a Z80
microcomputer using a single-user operating system. Although
different in total capability, these two machines provide
almost equal functional capability for the UPA end-user.
Transparent to the user, however, the hardware and system
software capabilities of each machine are being used to
advantage, as will be described later. This design resulted in
the mine site configuration shown in figure 5.. T n e Golden end
of the network remains unchanged from figure 4_.

2. The DEC-2060 remains as the primary computer on which
the UPA system runs, when all components are working. Thi3
allows the DEC-2060 to be used to its fullest capability to
perform certain tasks which might be a burden to the
microcomputer if it were the primary operating computer.
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3. As personnel status information is entered into the
UPA system running on the DEC-2060, the resulting data files
are constantly being transmitted to the microcomputer so thsit
it maintains a current version of that data. Should the
microcomputer be required to assume operation of the UPA
system for any reason, the user would be able to resume
operations with little or no re-entry of information.
Communication between the DEC-2060 and microcomputer is
handled by separate software which operates completely
automatically and independently of the UPA system that the
user sees.

4. All functional capabilities have been written to look
exactly the same, regardless of which computer is being used.
The only difference between output is an occasional status
message which reminds the user which machine he is actually
running on, and the apparent operational status of the other
machine.

5. The user controls the switch which determines whether
his terminal is operating with the DEC-2060 or the
microcomputer. He may make the switch between machines at any
time, without destroying the integrity of either programs or
data. The svitch may be changed whether the DEC-2060 or
microcomputer is operational or not, and may be reversed at
any time after that. In any case, after the switch is changed,
the new host machine senses its new status and queries the
user as to whether any data files waiting to be transferred
between machines should be sent before UPA operation
continues. Such transfer would normally already be done, and
at most would require a few minutes time. Of course, if the
previous host were down then no further transfer would be
possible, and the user would have to continue from the point
at which the last transfer of data was made. The new host
provides information which allows the user to determine
exactly the status of both machines, at the time of cut-over.

6. The same computer terminal equipment operates on
either hardware configuration, without changing terminal
switches or parameters. This provides a quick and easy method
of changing from operation on one computer to the other.

7. Since the DEC-2060 is normally the host, the
continuous requirement for transferring updated data is easily
satisfied without degrading the performance of the UPA system
in s manner visible to the user. At those times when the
microcomputer is acting as host, the changed data files are
flagged when such changes occur, but are not transferred
immediately to the DEC-2060,, When the DEC-2060 resumes
operation as host, it immediately asks the user whether data
changes made while operating on the microcomputer should be
transmitted back to the DEC-2060. If this option is selected,
then further UPA functions are blocked until all updated data
files have been received from the microcomputer; this transfer
is usually completed in less than three minutes.
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8. If any communications components fail between the user
terminal at the Climax site and the DEC-2060, then operations
may be switched to the microcomputer. If power fails at
Climax, then both microcomputer and terminal may be put on a
standby local generator. The resulting hardware configuration
thus has the desirable feature that at least two components
must fail before the UPA system is not available for use.
When local power is available to run all necessary local
components, the more likely occurrence of a mine emergency
happening at the time of local power failure does not result
in the failure of the UPA system.

9. Since communications of updated data files is handled
automatically, the user does not have to be concerned with
specific commands to transfer files after modification.
Rather, the communication portion of the UPA system determines
when such transfer is necessary, which data must be
transferred, and handles all of the communications protocol to
ensure reliable transfer of error-free data between machines.

10. Use of a microcomputer as a backup machine provides at
least two advantages over a mirror-image mainframe computer.
First, the micro is very inexpensive to purchase, operate, and
maintain. Secondly, the compact size and portability of the
microcomputer allow it to be placed on site, where standby
backup power will be available, and communications failures
become non-critical. The possibility of dual microcomputers
backing up each other on-site has been explored, but the
additional requirement for transparent communications between
machines without apparent impact on the user is a significant
additional problem, and has not yet been solved.

INTEGRATION OF INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS

Requirements Study:

During 1980 an overall study was undertaken by Climax
Molybdenum Co. to estimate computer requirements for the next
five years. One outcome of this study was the identification
of several significant considerations in arsas where the
Company utilized or planned to utilize computer systems
located at mine sites to assist in production operations.
These considerations were:
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1. Support of existing mine site computers was becoming
increasingly difficult and expensive. Each existing computer
system was a different type utilizing unique software which
required specifically trained personnel for support. Existing
mine site computer support personnel tended to be trained to
support only one type of computer system and could not provide
support or backup for other systems. In some cases no in-house
expertise existed for particular systems. The net effect of
this utilization of several types of computer systems was an
increase in overall manpower requirements and unnecessary
reliance on outside vendors.

2.. Efficient mechanisms for obtaining data available
within the individual mine site computer systems for further
analysis on other computers did not exist. When additional
analysis was desired, manual re-entry of the data was
required.

3. Actual experience with utilization of computer systems
within the industrial environment indicated that reliable
operation was difficult to achieve. The presence of high dust
levels and other industrial contaminants causes frequent
failures of mechanical devices such as computer disk drives,
printers and keyboards.

4 . Facilities existed at all mine sites ana at the Golden
office for housing additional computer hardware in a suitable
computer environment if an adequate means of accessing these
facilities from the mine site work locations could be
provided.

5. Mine operating personnel where becoming more
interested and dependent on computer assistance as time
progressed. As a result they were requesting increased system
reliability and several new computer applications. Some of
these requests included plans for additional computers and the
construction of expensive facilities to house them.

6. Tight budget constraints necessitated the need to
attempt to utilize existing central computer facilities and
manpower wherever possible.
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Network Approach:

In answer to several of the considerations raised during
the computer requirements study, a decision was made to
implement a phased plan for upgrading the company's existing
data communications network. This upgrade was designed to
allow current and future mine site computer systems to be
linked to the large DEC-2060 computer system located at the
Climax Western Operations headquarters located in Golden,
Colorado. The initial approach selected was to provide a
simple asynchronous network which utilized existing telephone
lines for data transmission and microprocessor based
multiplexors to provide data concentration and error
correction. Later plans call for upgrading this network to an
advanced high speed synchronous network as the volume of
computer to computer data transmission activity increases. In
addition, the company plans to locate future mine site
computers requiring mechanical devices such as magnetic disk
and tapes in existing computer rooms where a proper computer
environment can be provided. Future systems placed directly
into the work areas will probably be micro-processor based
units which are sealed against the environment and contain few
moving parts. These small systems will transmit their data to
larger host computers located in the central computer
facilities where reliable operation of data storage devices
can be achieved. This approach provides the following
advantages:

1. Manual reentry of data already existing in a computer
is eliminated. In addition, critical production data will
become available for analysis and reporting on a more timely
basis.

2. Numerous backup functions for the mine site computers
can be provided by the central host computers such as the
backup functions previously discussed. This backup capability
eliminates the need to provide expensive dual processor
systems for critical applications.

3. Simpler, more reliable, and lower cost computers can
be used in the industrial locations since there is no need to
provide mechanical data storage devices.

4. Support of the mine site computers will become simpler
and less costly as the computer network becomes more
integrated and standard types of computers and software are
phased in.

5. Utilization of a major investment in centralized
computers and support personnel will be maximized.
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6. More effective production management tools can be
developed since the power of the large central computers and
their sophisticated software can be more directly applied to
production data.

Network Status:

Currently the proposed computer network is being upgraded
to provide the enhanced asynchronous capability needed to link
the Underground Personnel Accountability and Dispatch
computers to the DEC-2060 host computer located in Golden,
Colorado. In addition it should be possible to link other
existing mine site computers such as mill process control
computers to the DEC-2060 through this initial network
implementation. Figure 6_ contains a simplified network
diagram of the initial implementation.

Future phases of the network plan call for placing small
host computers with a considerable amount of data storage
capability in the computer rooms existing at the mine sites.
These computers would replace existing equipment located at
the mine sites which is utilized in support of the centralized
accounting, payroll and other applications. They could also
serve as host data storage and backup computers for the
numerous small computers located in industrial locations
around the mines,, The communications network would be
upgraded at this time to support high speed synchronous data
transmission between the mine site host computers and the
large scale central computers in Golden. Figure 7, contains a
simplified network diagram of the final network.

CONCLUSION

Several years of practical operating experience utilizing
computer assistance in the underground mining environment has
produced satisfactory results. Two such applications, Train
Dispatching and Underground Personnel Accountability, were
presented in detail.

Experience has also indicated that it is advantageous to
devise an overall plan cr structure prior to placing numerous
small computers into ope. ations. This is necessary in order
to avoid high support cost and assure reliable operation.
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Recent advances in computer technology, such as the use
of microcomputers, now make it possible to install and support
at reasonable cost c own plex computer data communications
networks. These networks will allow simple, reliable and
inexpensive computers to be used in industrial environments
while still providing tihe user with the advanced data storage
and analysis capabilities available on large scale centralized
host computers. This capability is accomplished through
computer to computer data links.

With the new computer technology now available the mining
industry can certainly look forward to computer assistance in
many new areas, for we have only just begun to explore the
possibilities.
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Real-Time Monitoring in an
Underground Coal Mine -
Production and Safety

by
William A.Brown

Consol

Introduction

This is about real-time computing in an underground coal mine.
First I will give a brief overview of the system followed by a figure
showing a little more detail of the components of the system.

In 1972 Consol management established a policy whereby communication
centers were put at e^ery coal mine. All phones coming in and out of
the mines were dispatched through the communication centers. The system
was set up for emergency procedures and ambulance service; it logged in
all people that were underground at any given time and kept records on
this. These communication centers were designed to meet the 1969
Federal Mining Law. In the Ohio Valley region a communication center
was put in Moundsville; this was to be the nerve center for the Ireland-
McElroy-Shoemaker mines. The center was manned 24 hours a day, seven
days a week; there was phone communication between the communications
center operator and the dispatcher and between all sections in the coal
mine. As you know, communications in an underground mine are wery
difficult; the objective was to monitor as much communication activity
as possible. Consol decided to go a step further and computerize some
of this activity to take into account production as well as safety. The
Ireland mine, which was Consol's largest and most complex mine at the
time was selected. It was through that if the problems could be solved
and the efficiency increased at Ireland, this concept could be applied
to many other mines. Consol has more than 50 mines.

As to its magnitude, the Ireland mine was producing some 2 million
ton of coal a year. It was a 17 continuous section mine with five fans
and three major portals. The mine stretched out for over 15 miles; it
was basically a rail haulage system, with a car spotter at each of the
sections. There were probably close to 100 miles of track and 100 miles
of belt. Ireland was ideally suited for computer-aided dispatching and
other monitoring functions.
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Implementation

The first area to be 'conquered' with the computer was the safety
area.

SAFETY

Ventilation Fan Monitoring (on, off only)
Belt - Fire, Trouble, Sprinklers
Carbon Monoxide Monitoring
Methane Monitoring (belt slope)
Fire Alarm (warehouse)

After an evaluation process a Texas Instruments 960A computer was
selected. At first it was used more or less as a central clearing
house - logging device for various activities. Ventilation in this 3-
mine complex consisted of 13 fans situated in various remote locations.
According to law each fan would be monitored once a shift. The front
and rear bearing temperatures and the fan pressure would be called in by
voice and any incidents on the fan were logged. The idea was to keep
this log in a central place for each fan so that if there were problems,
there would be an historical log on that fan; ie., a fan tnet was
beginning to have bearing temperature increases or other problems could
be readily seen and possibly maintenance could be scheduled on a weekend
and thus not affect production.

Fire detection devices were implemented along all the belts, located
every 125 feet. It would sense fire and roof fault conditions due to a
breakage in the wire, and it was tested on a daily basis for status.
The water sprinkling system valves were also monitored and brought into
the computer. It was more or less a logging and reporting function, not
a feedback control syste there was no control action at this time.

Carbon monoxide monitoring at selected locations were also feeding
into the computer. Again this was a logging and alarm type system. If
there was trouble, the operator had to respond and take some corrective
action. Methane monitoring at various locations was handled in the same
manner.

Production

The other side of the coin for computer assistance was in the
production area.

PRODUCTION

• Car Counters
. Dispatcher's CRT
. Electric Power Control

of Circuit Breakers
• Power Demand Optimization
. Run Status of Belts
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The first approach used mechanical/electrical relays at the various
car spotter locations to keep track of when a car was moved past the
spotter. This information was fed into the central computer above ground.
As with the safety monitoring, it was mostly a logging system so that at
the end of a shift supervisors could take a look at loads and empties;
at this time there was really no control action. The future plan was to
give the dispatcher a CRT to provide instant status of his rail haulage
system including his load points so that action could be taken.

Electric power control WdS perceived to have savings potential
since the mine power bills were based on the peak load over any half
hour period during the month. The thought was to monitor this, look at
the peaks, try to correlate them with activity in the mine; and perhaps
be able to take some corrective action to reduce peaks and therefore
reduce power bills.

The surface oil circuit breakers were hooked into the system and
fed data into the 960A. When a power overload occurs, the breakers can
be reset; ually there's a procedure in which the operator has to
respond, ta-k with the people at the section or at the power station
before the breaker is reset.

Run status of the belts were also logged. This was done by sensing
switches on the belts. There was no feedback control action at this
time.

In the beginning we tried to use the phone line system and even the
trolley wind as a common carrier for communications to the computer but
it did not work very well. We ended up stringing separate 25-pair wire
for all of the signals being monitored.

Figure 1 is a representation of the way it is today and gives an
idea of the magnitude of the project. It has grown from the one mine to
three mines: McElroy, Shoemaker, and Ireland. All three are very large
mines and today Consol has implemented:

- a car counter status report which goes to the dispatcher on-
line with a cost for each of these mines. He has a display
with the status of the rail haulage system.

- the monitoring, and the status of the belts are being fed
into the computer.

- the fire and oil circuit breaker data is fed back into the
computer as is a carbon monoxide monitoring system and a
power demand monitoring system.
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All of this is centtally located and gives an idea of the complexity
of the system and the scope of the physical environment which it monitors.
There are 13 fans now being monitored with devices and not just verbal
communication. In Figure 1, one can see the distances, 27 miles to
Shoemaker, and 13 miles to Ireland; all these signals come out of the
mine and 64 through modems back to the control panels and into the
computer.

Figure 2 is a schematic of the haulage system for Ireland mine as
it is today.
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Figures 3 - 7 is a quick tour of the facilities. This is our
Moundsville operation headquarters and control center that was started
in 1972. The control operator has a CRT tube that is monitoring most of
the activities within the mine. You can see the Texas Instrument computer
and some of the interface panels as well as the control operator. The
dispatcher is tied in, but at a separate location above ground.

We have an extra CRT at the control center for the people that are
programming as well as the active terminals that are monitoring power
demand circuit breaker status and rail haulage status.

CONSOLIDA; MCOALCO
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Figures 8 and 9 are the control panels and modems through which all
of the monitoring functions are routed to the computer where the software
responds. This is front control panel on the numalogic systems. It is
a Westinghouse product which interfaces signals from the remote stations.

Figure 10 is an example of a remote control unit that can take up
to 64 points of information. It has a backkup battery pack good for
three hours should the power go down.
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Figure 11 shows the main power line into the mine. We picked off
the power pulse count which is fed into the computer to calculate power
demand.
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Figure 12 shows power demand information displayed on the dispatcher
tube at each of the mines; we figure he's the man the most in control
of activities in the mine. Basically for each half hour period in
which we measure power, there is a one minute sampled pulse. From
that we use an algorithm which predicts the maximum power for that
half hour period. It is not really meaningful until about 15 minutes
into that peek. Therefore, fifteen minutes into this period the dispatcher
can take corrective action, such as holding back a mainline motor.
Sometimes all three motors will be pulling at the same time causing
a great power surge.
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Figure 13 shows a curve of power demand. You can see the power
demand as a function of time into the shift. At the change in shifts
the power demand is down and then it peaks toward end of shift. This
dotted line is the critical line for which the power bill is to be
based.
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Figures 14 and 1b are a remote power unit; again, the numalogic
unit. Each section has a device like this.

Figure 16 is a picture of the fire sensors over the belt line
showing the twisted wire which can sense roof falls.
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Figure 17 is the belt feeding the car spotter. You can see the
sensing wires.
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Figures 18 and 19 are the water sprinkler system which we have
installed a relay on the flow valve to monitor it.
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Figure 20 is a car spotter. We use an infrared detection device
facing into a car so that when tramming, the gap between cars sets off
the infrared device. Figure 21 is a diagram of it. It is in the off
position, during intermittent tramming, but when the car is full tram,
the infrared detector f1asi.rs between cars. There is a timing delay
mechanism so that no one can wave their hand and trip the device. The
mechanical relay that we used in the beginning had a lot of chatter and
people would fool around with them trying to fake out the system so we
went to infrared devices, and we've been 100% accurate since.
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Figure 22 is an example of what the dispatcher sees for his mine.
It shows him for each section the number of empties on hand, number of
loads, the total loads produced that day, and then it predicts time to
zero empties based on the last hour's production. It also records the
total months wait-on-empty time and loads produced for each section plus
mine totals. He can see a section's down, and knows not to ship cars
there. We were losing about 600 tons a day due to wait-on-empty time,
and since installing this system we've reduced that to practically zero.
The economics are phenomenal; the payback is measured in months, not
years. I think the rail haulage computer system is the most critical
function relating to production, especially on the long wall. Here we
have two continuous sections and one long wall feeding into one car
spotter located 2500' away. Prior to installing this system, a man was
stationed at the spotter 24 hours a day. It was his job to keep in
contact with the dispatcher, but as things go, the job still wasn't
being done right. You'd think that would work, but I've been down there
many times when the long wall was down for a half hour or so for lack of
empties.

DISPATCHER CRT DISPLAY EXAMPLE

IRELAND MINE
November 6, 1981-2 :25 P.M

Total Time to Zero Empties
Index Section Empties Loads Loads at Current Production Rate

01 2 South " ~~

2 North

Figure 23 is the belt status. We've picked the signal from a
relay for each of the belt functions. It shows slippage on the belt,
monitor, draw and basically 10 different functions critical to the
belts. It's all centrally fed to the computer system.
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Figures 24 and 25 are the fans that are being monitored. We're
picking off front and rear bearing temperatures on the motors and the
fan shafts, head pressure, and vibration. The devices to do this cost
about $10,000-15,000. However, as you know, if a fan goes down, within
15 minutes Federal Law says if it's not back up the mine has to be
evacuated. Normally, you loose the whole shift of production if * fan
goes down, and with 13 fans, that amounts to quite a bit of lost
production. Now, rather than just taking a chance by hitting a remote
start-up which could tear the guts out of the fan, we have a continuous
history of that fan. If bearing temperature, pressure, and vibration
have been normal, we feel pretty confident in hitting the restart button
and saving the shift. This is another function that is both safety and
production related. Again, the payback on these things is measured in a
matter of months, not years.
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Figure 26 shows some of the temperature measuring devices that are
on the fan, that were verbally called in the past. Now we have continuous
monitoring of the fan.
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Figure 27 is the carbon monoxide sensing device, which is both
safety and production related. We had a long wall section that did not
have sufficient air to advance the section further. Normally it's
either drill another intake shaft or add fan capacity, but since we had
the computer and all the monitoring functions in place, we received a
variance from the Bureau to put in carbon monoxide devices on the belt
air. We were able to take neutral-belt air, kick the stoppings out and
use it for fresh air intake so that we could advance the longwall
section. Again, you could be talking millions of dollars saved. Figure
28 shows the carbon monoxide device itself.
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Where is Consol going from here?

Consol management is looking at monitoring belts for practically
every function possible. At Manor/Nineveh, a new mine complex opening
within the next year, it will be a 5 million ton a year mining complex;
eventually will be a 5-mine complex that will be all belt. We intend to
put this same type of real time monitoring system in there to optimize
on belt haulage. There's a big payoff to be hade. The Westland II
mine is also an all belt mine for which we are doing a study now to
implement this real time system. There's no limit to the various
functions that can be done with the real time monitoring. It's limited
by one's imagination and the money that management will invest. I think
once you've proven success and showed the true savings on these systems,
it opens management's eyes. It is then viewed as an investment not an
expense. They're requesting that we install this in additional mines
now that its proven technology. There have been failures and problems
along the way and it's taken us seven years, but now we have it to the
point where we could practically mass-producing this type of system.
We've ironed the bugs out of it. I see a big future in this. We're in
the process of converting from tha TI960A computer to the TI99OA system
with the full disk, a very large scale system. I know that real time
computing has a lot of merit and a lot of anjlication in underground
coal mining.
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UNDERGROUND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
AND COMMUNICATIONS

by

H. Kenneth Sacks1

ABSTRACT

During the past 10 years, the Bureau of Mines (Bureau) has actively
engaged in research to develop communication and environmer.-jl monitoring
systems for underground mines. As a result, numerous systems for providing
hardwire and wireless communications are commercially available and
microprocessor technology is fast becoming available to the mining community to
solve difficult monitoring problems.

On the horizon are new systems that will allow portable communications
without the use of expensive cabling or repeaters, reliable techniques for
monitoring hazardous areas of underground mines, and methods for evaluating
monitoring hardware and software in terms of improved safety and cost benefits.

INTRODUCTION

The topics of communication and monitoring have a long history of
investigation. The use of radio was first investigated by the Bureau in the
1920's when KDKA, the first commercial radio station, went on the air in
Pittsburgh. Researchers at the Bureau carriec' out experiments trying to measure
signal strengths underground and suggested further research was needed. For the
next 40 years, work was done by the government and private organizations which
resulted in the various telephone and carrier current radio systems now commonly
found underground. However, wireless radio, multiplexed telephones, and
monitoring systems found in the petroleum and chemical industries had not yet
found application in underground mines.

In 1969, the Bureau began an intensive research program on a broad range
of technologies including communication and monitoring systems. Funded under
the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969, the Long-range goal was to improve
health and safety of miners through development and application of new
technology.

In the communication and monitoring fields, this translates to measuring
and transmitting critical information about the environment, the operating
systems, and the people to the responsible individuals.

1 Research supervisor, Electrical Safety and Communications, Pittsburgh
Research Center, Bureau of Mines, U.S. Department of the Interior,
Pittsburgh, PA
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This paper will review the major research results and current program
directions in these fields.

VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

Voice communications within the underground environment and to the surface
are vital for safe and efficient management. Research has been directed at
increasing the performance of wired telephone systems and developing techniques
fo^ wireless systems. The underground environment has proven to be harsh in
several ways. The physical conditions of high humidity, corrosive water,
and dust are destructive to ordinary commercial electronics. Equipment must
also stand up to rough handling but must be designed so as not to interfere
with the user in his normal activities. Finally, the tunnel geometry and
surrounding rock prevent most conventional radio systems from operating
effectively. Studies of radio propagation and electrical noise have indicated
the most promising areas to develop new equipment. Numerous in-mine
demonstrations have supplied the needed operating and design characteristics.
The resulting systems are divided into hardwired and wireless types.

WIRED COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Conventional pager phones are the backbone of many mine communication
systems, but in many cases performance is unsatisfactory. Bureau studies have
shown that the major reasons for poor performance are improper installation and
maintenance. A Bureau handbook entitled "Technical Guidelines fo.r Installing,
Maintaining, and Inspecting Underground Telephone Systems" O_)2 was published
and is available to the mining industry. This pocket-sized handbook contains
valuable practical information on all areas of mine telephone systems.

While pager phones are inexpensive and can be reliable, they also have
several disadvantages. The user of a pager phone never knows if he or she is
really getting through on the system unless someone answers. Also, every phone
in the system broadcasts the page, which is acceptable for emergency use, but
unnecessarily interrupts most workers who eventually ignore all messages.
Continuous general paging also results in short battery life in all phones.

The Bureau has addressed this problem by developing a small circuit that
can be added to any standard pager phone. (See figure 1.) The system features
include

(a) Any pager phone can be paged selectively from any other pager phone.

(b) Signaling is via dual tone multiple frequency (DTMF) techniques. The
caller receives a tone feedback signal from the called phone,
indicating correct operation. This provides the caller with
Information regarding his phone, the called phone, and the intervening
phone line.

(c) The called phone pages in the normal manner and flashes a light for a
preset time (usually 20 minutes) or until the phone is answered.

2 Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to list of references at the end
of this paper.
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FIGURE 1. - Selectable pager phone sj'stem.

(d) Battery life is greatly enhanced because only the desired phone
pages.

(e) The "all call" feature of the standard pager phone is retained.

Whether or not selectable paging is considered, standard pager phones are
party line instruments. In practice, mine management often needs private
communications. Conventional systems for providing multichannel capability
require the installation of multiconductor cables throughout the mine. Cabling
is often the most expensive part of the system and increases maintenance
problems. An alternative is the use of a single-wire pair and electronic
techniques known as multiplexing. This allows several conversations to share
the same wire.

A multiplexed telephone system is being developed that provides eight
voice-grade channels. The system is based on modern microprocessor technology
and uses twisted shielded pair cable. Phones can be attached to the line at
any point, and the failure of individual phones does not affect general system
operation. (See figure 2.)

System features include

(a) Eight channels available for narrowband FM duplex voice or duplex data,
FSK, Bell spec 103.

(b) System control via digital signaling at 30 kHz.

(c) System operation controlled directly by the phones, requiring no central
control or repeaters.

(d) Full system versatility where phones can be located anywhere along the
line, similar to pager phones, and full compatibility with pager
phones.

(e) Very low power consumption. The phones use standard pager phone
batteries.
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(f) Easily installed and maintained cable. Initial plans call for No.
gauge twisted shielded cable. This cable offers good mechanical
strength, electrical characteristics, and high immunity to mine
electromagnetic interference (EMI). Preliminary tests show little
degradation in transmission when grounds and terminations are not
intact.

Field tests of this equipment are in process and will be completed in
approximately one year.

14

Multiplex Phone

FIGURE 2. - 8-Channel multiplexed telephone system.

WIRELESS SYSTEMS

The ultimate communication system for mines would allow communication
between individuals regardless of their location in the mine or on the surface
complex. In reality this has not been achieved. Nevertheless, systems have
been and are being developed that promise to meet this ideal.
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Leaky Feeders

Ultra high frequency (UHF) radio has been in use in the mining industry
for a number of years. By itself, the range between UHF portable radios is 130
to 330 m depending on height and width of tunnels. This limited range can be
improved by installing "leaky feeder" cable in the main entries. A leaky feeder
radio system can be subdivided into its major components: The mobile radio
transceivers (transmitter-receivers), the base station transceiver-repeater, and
the leaky feeder cable antenna system. The first two components are used in
much the same manner as in surface mobile radio systems. They are, as a matter
of fact, adaptations of equipment normally sold for use on the surface. The
unique feature is the leaky feeder cable which replaces the antenna system used
with base stations aboveground. In operation, mobile radios communicate only
with the cable, which carries the signal to the base stations. Range is limited
by the cable losses and the maximum distance off the cable (about 30 m ) . With
the use of repeaters, ranges of tens of km are easily achieved.

Leaky feeder radio systems have become a well established technology for
use in areas where normal radio propagation cannot be supported, such as
railroad tunnel applications, or where a special geometry must be superimposed
on the radiated signal, as in highway advisory radio information systems. As a
natural outgrowth of railroad and other transit applications, leaky feeder
radio systems have found applications in underground mining. These .systems
have been used in Great Britain, where the National Coal Board (NCB) has been
involved in experimentation and applications for over a decade. Similar
applications are also found in France, West Germany, and Belgium.

The Bureau of Mines installed a whole mine leaky feeder system
at Bethlehem Steel's Grace mine in Morgantown, PA (_2). Technically, the system
functioned as predicted, and it was anticipated that leaky feeder radio systems
would find rapid acceptance in industry. During the next few years, mines
began to implement the leaky feeder concept. It seemed logical, based upon the
NCB and Bureau of Mines experiences, that such systems should earn a
respectable share of the U.S. mine communications market, especially in light
of the trend toward nontrolley haulage in newer U.S. mines. To assess the
state of leaky feeder communications, the Bureau sponsored a study of existing
systems (_3_). From the survey, it was concluded that the use of leaky feeder
communication systems in North America has been limited and the systems
installed were primarily the result of legal requirements. Two-way radio
communications are required on all underground rail systems in West Virginia,
and have been required in other areas if more than one vehicle is to use the
rail system at any one time. Given this requirement, leaky feeder systems were
adopted at several mine sites. Use of the leaky feeder system allows
continuous communications between rail vehicles and a dispatcher. This
eliminates the need for operators to leave their vehicle to visually check each
intersection prior to passing it and to coordinate vehicle movements so that
they do not inhibit: each other. Use of the system has provided effective
communications on almost all rail systems employing it, .and has allowed some
mines to increase their haulage system capacity up to ten times.

A second use of the leaky feeder communication system underground has been
for supervision of mechanics and production workers. Use of the radio
eliminates the need to travel to remote locations or to rely on pager phones
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for communication with workers. Mechanics and production personnel who travel
throughout the mine are much easier to locate using the radio, saving
substantial amounts of "travel and location" time. Although several mines have
found the leaky feeder communication system desirable from an operations
viewpoint, there have been some substantial problems with installation and use.

(a) Radio systems require planning. Management should acquire information
on both the capabilities and the limitations of radio systems from suppliers
and from other mines with operating systems. If possible, a responsible
representative of management should visit a mine already equipped and
personally observe operations. Before proceeding with procurement, management
should have prepared a performance specification defining exactly what the
system is to include, and what it is expected to do.

(b) Radio systems require management. Without an individual in a
management position endorsing and overseeing the radio system, it is doomed to
failure. In systems observed where the performance was exceptional, there was
always an individual who felt that he was responsible for the system and who
had an interest in its performance

(c) Radio systems require maintenance. In several instances, it was found
that the maintenance function was left to mine electricians who did not fully
understand the radio system and thus provided poor maintenance. It is crucial
that the maintenance of the system be performed by radio technicians with a
knowledge of mining and its unique environment.

(d) Users of radio equipment require training. All underground personnel
including supervisors should be thoroughly trained in proper radio use, radio
communication etiquette, and operational procedures. Without thorough training
of the entire underground workforce the system will be severely limited. Every
individual with access to the system should know how to use it, when to use it,
and its potential value to him.

UHF Reflective Techniques

Recent studies have shown that if mine entries are sufficiently large,
such as those found in underground limestone mines, extended-range operation at
UHF is possible (figure 3) without an auxiliary radiating (leaky feeder)
cable.

With this system, nonradiating coaxial cable is installed in various mine
areas with antennas mounted in key crosscuts. When so deployed, the antennas
radiate and receive signals for several thousand feet in four directions.
Vehicles and personnel situated in these prime entries are, therefore, in voice
communication with the rest of the UKF system.

Reflection techniques are used whenever coverage is desired in secondary
areas. The situation is analogous to reflecting light around a corner with a
mirror. Since the entryways are large, the reflectors and antennas present no
obstacles to personnel or machines. The system has given excellent results
under the following conditions:

(a) Repeater power, 10 W; vehicular power, 10 W; personnel radio
power, 1 W.
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FIGURE 3. - UHF reflection system.

(b) Entry size, 10 m high x 10 m wide (limestone mine).

(c) Reflector size, 1.3 m x 1.3 m.

While the concept is novel for underground use, the equipment is all
commercially available. Technical details of the system are available in
reference

Medium Frequency (MF)

Experimental and theoretical studies (_5) (6_) (_7_) have been carried out at
medium frequency (300-3000 kHz) for the last 5 years with encouraging results.
Curiously enough, this was the same frequency range used in studies of the
1920's with little success. At thess frequencies, all conductors such as rail,
pipes, and power cables influence the communication range. For example, tests
run in a conductor-free area of one mine gave maximum ranges of the order of
400 m, while in areas with conductors a range of several thousand meters was
possible.
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A typical MF system is shown in figure 4. Hardware currently being
developed for in-mine testing in the next two years is shown in figure 5. If
the in-mine demonstrations are successful, MF radio may provide the best
solution to whole-mine communication in the next 5 years.

SECUREmXMt FREQUENCY
ootmmcmoN SYSTEM

FIGURE 4. - Whole-mine medium frequency configuration.

MONITORING

Environmental monitoring is a legal safety requirement. The Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969 and the Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977
require measurements be made of methane concentration, oxygen deficiency,
carbon monoxide concentration, airflow, and occurrence of fire at various times
and places in the coal mine. These measurements are made using stain tubes,
flame safety lamps, portable Instruments, thermal detectors, and machine-
mounted monitors. Except for machine-mounted methane monitors and thermal
detectors along beltways, this procedure is intermittent and does not give any
evaluation of conditions between tests. Even the present machine-mounted
methane monitors are in use only while machines have power applied. The use of
monitoring systems that operate independently and continuously is being
explored at the Bureau's Pittsburgh Research Center.

Two areas of interest are sensor development and systems design. The
sensors are the primary detection device and historically have been the weak
point of remote monitoring systems. The objective is to find devices that
have the necessary accuracy and reliability while requiring only minimum power
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and infrequent calibration.
System design encompasses a
broad range of engineering
disciplines from data security
and software reliability to
fire protection engineering.
The purpose is to look at all
aspects of the hardware and
software and determine if the
system meets its performance
objectives. In mine monitoring,
the crucial issue is defining
performance specifications in
the light of regulations and
engineering practice. An
example of the results achieved
in each of these areas will be
given.

Sensor Development

Environmental monitoring
usually implies measuring three
parameters underground:
Methane, air velocity, and
carbon monoxide. These are
directly related to possible
hazardous conditions. Private
and government research has
produced a number of improve-
ments in these devices so that
today we have compact, reliable
devices with no moving parts to
break or misaline.

FIGURE 5. - MF vest radio.

Methane. The methane transducer (figure 6 ) , developed by J-Tec,3 Cedar Rapids,
IA, for the Bureau, uses a catalytic-type sensor. The transducer is mounted
vertically, as indicated on the unit. This type of mounting minimizes dust
accumulation on the sensing element which cause degraded operation. The unit
cannot be located in an area where water may continuously drip or run on it.

A major innovation is Conspec Inc.'s telemetry card, known as an
Accessor, which transmits methane concentration data through a pair of wires to
a centrally located station. The Accessor contains an analog to digital
converter and digital telemetry circuitry required for computer system opera-
tion. The transducer receives dc power from an external intrinsically safe
power source located on the surface.

" U s e of company and trade names is for identification purposes only and does
not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines.
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Routine main-
tenance on a monthly
basis includes clean-
ing off any dust and
dirt accumulation on
the outside of the
unit and on the metal
filter over the
sensing element;
replacing the filter
if it Is clogged; and
checking that all
wiring is secure and
not corroded.
Monthly calibrations
can readily be
accomplished at the
transducer using a
manufacturer-supplied
kit.

Carbon Monoxide. The
carbon monoxide
transducer (figure 7)
developed under
contract by General
Electric (_8_) contains
a long-life electro-
chemical cell that
reacts with carbon
monoxide to produce
a current proportional
to the gas concentra-
tion. The cell oper-
ates by diffusion of

the sample to the active electrode and does not require a pump. The diffusion
cavity contains a material that reacts with oxides of nitrogen and sulfur and
absorbs hydrocarbons. This increases the cell specificity to carbon monoxide.
The cell requires periodic filling with pure water during monthly calibrations
and maintenance checks.

Routine calibration of the transducer is performed using a gas calibration
kit containing disposable gas cylinders, a flow regulator, and a sensor
attachment fixture.

The transducer output is read during calibration of a volt-meter connected
to meter jacks. A telemetry circuit similar to that used in the methane unit is
included for transmitting data to a central computer.

FIGURE 6. - Methane transducer.
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FIGURE 7. - CO transducer.

Air Velocity. The air velocity transducer (figure 8) was also developed by
J-Tec. It consists of a sensing head with circuitry and a telemetry card. The
sensor uses a patented ultrasonic technique to measure a form of turbulence
created in the air. Air flowing past a cylindrical post creates vortices. An
ultrasonic transmitter and receiver detects the vortex passage. Because the
transducer has no moving parts, it is mechanically reliable.

All telemetry is self-contained, and information is conditioned and sent to
a central station for readout and analysis. The internal electronics are shown
in figure 9.

Air velocity varies over the cross section of a passageway. Therefore, to
evaluate actual cfm, it is necessary to make a number of airflow measurements to
determine the average air velocity through the passageway. The span adjustment
allows the user to adjust the transducer so that its voltage output is propor-
tional to the average flow. The adjustment should be checked at 6-week
intervals.
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FIGURE 8. - Air velocity transducer.

SYSTEMS DESIGN

Other rou-
tine maintenance
done at 6-week
intervals includes
cleaning off dust
and dirt accumu-
lations from the
outside and inside
of the vortex
sensing assembly.

Calibration
of the unit is
readily accom-
plished directly
at the air velocity
transducer using a
handheld anemometer
and a voltmeter.
Because the trans-
ducer has no moving
parts, it is mech-
anically reliable.

The develop-
ment of these three
sensors has greatly
improved the accur-
acy and reliability
of environmental
monitoring systems
and allowed devel-
opment of the
advance system
described in the
next section.

There are several ways to implement monitoring systems in mines: Tube
bundles, where gas samples are aspirated to gas analyzers on the surface;
hardwired systems, in which electrically active sensors are placed underground and
directly wired to corresponding readouts on the surface; and telemetry systems,
where sensors and electronics are placed underground and the data are encoded and
transmitted to a control station aboveground, decoded and displayed, or recorded.

Tube bundles have been used where response time was not critical and where
high-accuracy instruments were desired to detect small changes in gas
concentrations. This type of system has some very desirable features. Since
the instruments, pumps, and valving are located external to the mine, they are
easily accessible for maintenance, repair, and calibration. This also means
that the system is usually independent of mine power. Additionally, since
power is not sent underground, there are no problems with permissibility in
coal mines. The system is generally low cost because one instrument is used to
monitor many points. Several limitations restrict the usefulness of these
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FIGURE 9. - Electronics package for intrinsically safe anemometer.

systems for multi-purpose environmental monitoring. The system cannot be used
for monitoring airflow, differential pressure, relative humidity, certain
absorptive gases, or the operating status of various kinds of equipment. Its
primary usage has been for spontaneous combustion.

Hardwired systems are useful primarily in relatively small installations,
i.e., with few outstations and moderate distances between the sensors and the
central station. This type of system requires a very large and expensive cable
plant to be installed since each sensor must have its own dedicated pair of
wires. Speed of response is generally good, and the sensors usually have
internal batteries to take care of short-term power outages; however, the
batteries often have maintenance problems and the systems are ultimately
dependent upon mine power. Cost an^ complexity of cabling are the major
drawbacks. Usage of hardwired systems has been mostly limited to methane
monitoring in degasification projects; however, other parameters can be
monitored by systems that are commercially available.
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Telemetry systems are useful for a large number of outstations and where
distances are large. This type of system is more cost effective since numerous
sensors and controllers can share a common pair of wires for communications and
still maintain a good response time. The systems can be relatively simple,
transmitting only alarms, or can be sophisticated with computer analysis of
data and computer control of remote functions. The underground configuration
usually consists of an outstation located in fresh air connected to the common
communications line and powered from the mine distribution system. This
outstation contains intrinsically safe power supplies which are hardwired to
feed remote intrinsically safe sensors located in the intake* return, or face
area. The reliance upon mine power seriously compromises the system integrity
from both a reliability and a functional point of view. Batteries provide only
short-term protection and are high maintenance items. Mine power is notorious
for its wide fluctuations in voltage level and large and unpredictable
transients. These can cause a high failure rate and/or lead to intermittent
operation. Power to the mine or to various sections is routinely shut off
during normal operations such as on nonproduction shifts or over weekends, and
must be shut off if there is no one on the section or a loss of ventilation
occurs. This loss of power means that various parts of the system or the total
system may be inoperable at a time when it may be of greatest value.

The communication cable is another potential trouble spot. Since all of
the outstations are connected to it, the integrity of this cable has high
priority. Some systems have used a common twisted pair wire with no protection
from abrasion or reinforcement for strength. This has led to extreme problems
with cable maintenance. A much superior approach tried on one system was to
use a high-quality cable with a tough neoprene jacket and a steel messenger
cable for strength. This approach allowed the cable to survive in the
extremely rugged mine environment and was responsible for very low cable
maintenance.

To summarize, the desirable characteristics of a multi-purpose environ-
mental monitoring system are the following:

(a) Power supplied to the system both aboveground and underground must be
independent of mine power.

(b) Power must be backed up from an independent source capable of
operating continuously and indefinitely.

(c) Underground equipment should either require no electrical power
or else be designed to be intrinsically safe and powered from
aboveground.

(d) Special precautions must be taken to insure the integrity of the
transmission media.

(e) Equipment should be located as much as possible external to the
mine.

(f) System components should be kept simple, low cost, and modular for
ease of maintenance and expansion.
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Inhouse and contract research by Che Bureau, along wich close cooperation
of several equipment manufacturers, is leading to the development ,yc a system
wich Che above characteristics. The system is made up of components that are
commercially available except for the intrinsically safe power supply.

Figure 10 is a block diagram of the monitoring system under development.
An uninterruptible power supply is fed from three redundant sourceso Normal

operation is
from the
commercial
power company
with the first
default mode
being to the
batteries,
which will
support the
entire system
for 4 hours.
After 4 hours
the motor
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to be
physically
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cost.
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FIGURE 10. - Monitoring system block diagram.

The micro-
processor con-
troller has a
CRT display for

presenting current data and alarm messages and two full-page printers, one for
logging data and one for logging alarm messages,, An integral floppy disk is
used Co load Che operating program initially into random access memory, at which
point the disk is shut off and no longer used for normal operation. This
feature is extremely important with regard to the overall reliability of the
system since floppy disks have a short operational life expectancy when used
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continuously. A special feature will allow the operator to archive reports and
data onto the disk if this is desired. This only requires the operation of the
disk for a few minutes.

The controller supports up to four trunk drivers which supply
bi-directional communications and power to the remotely located sensors o^er a
4-conductor cable. The trunks can be intrinsically safe (I.S.) or not,
depending upon the type of sensors being used. Critical parameters that would
have a direct safety impact and would be desirable to monitor during an
emergency would be put on the I.S. trunk; all others could go on standard
trunks. The total number of devices monitored is 127 per trunk, or a maximum
of 508.

The sensors for methane, CO, and air velocity are those described
previously. Figure 11 shows the special cable developed for this system. The
cable combines the two heavy wires for instrument power with two signal wires
on a heavy messenger cable.

Power supply,
10 gage 19 strands

Data lines, 16 gage
twisted pair individual-

foil shield

Overall foil shie

PVC overall jacket,—
0.060-inch

16 gage stranded
uninsulated
drain wire

.'/4-inch, 7 strand
messinger

stainless steel

FIGURE 11. - Bureau-developed telemetry cable.
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A prototype installation of a monitoring system is planned at the
Pittsburgh Research Center's Safety Research Mine at Bruceton, PA. This system
will be used to gain operational familiarity, to develop performance data, and
to provide a test bed for further research efforts. Ares that will be
investigated on various inhouse and contract projects are the following:

Lowering the power requirements for the existing sensors.

(b) Developing additional types of low-power sensors.

(c) Developing a means of extending the telemetry range.

(d) Developing a remote data terminal for use underground.

(e) Developing various software packages specific to mine applications.

(f) Investigating data transmission security.

(g) Investigating software reliability,,

(h) Investigating hardware reliability.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A critical concern of monitoring systems is setting performance levels or
objectives. How does the system impact safety and productivity? In the area of
fire protection, the Bureau is trying to answer this question through a joint
effort with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). NBS is developing a
quantitative method of measuring fire safety for underground coal mines with the
use of fault trees. A similar method was used to develop fire safety criteria
for government office buildings, and the resultant code is now generally
applied. In theory, the system will allow a fire monitoring system to be
compared against any other technique for providing fire protection., As a
result, system performance can be evaluated in absolute terms. The program is
expected to be completed in about 3 years.

CONCLUSIONS

New solutions to the old problems of mine communications are close to
reality. Experience in applying high technology systems underground has shown
that the principal barriers to success are people rather than hardware. Where
management was committed to the system and provided proper training and
maintenance, the systems served their intended purposes. With the new batch of
products, the needs will be the same.

Also on the horizon is a new wave of electronic systems in the form of
automatic remote monitoring. While only environmental systems were discussed,
the same system can be readily employed to gather production and maintenance
data. All management needs accurate, timely information to make decisions.
The expanding use of automatic remote monitoring systems will allow management
to make those decisions in a safer and more productive manner.
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SUCCESSFUL CONTROL OF METALLURGICAL PROCESSES

by

G. Reed Marchant and Veloy H. Butterfield

INTRODUCTION

With costs continuing to rise and with worldwide competition on the increase,
the minerals industry is finding that not only is it desirable, but it is absolutely
imperative that operational efficiency of the metallurgical processing plants be
improved significantly. The key element in the successful improvement of almost
every metallurgical processing plant is an effective instrumentation and control
system. In fact, for efficient operation of a processing plant it is essential that the
control system be operating properly-

An effective process control system consists of sensors to measure proper
variables, a control center, a process control computer, controllers, operator
displays, and an effective method for tying all these elements together. For this
seminar with emphasis on computer applications, this paper wi l l emphasize the use
of process control computers.

The use of computers in the minerals industries can, in the most general
sense, be divided into the two broad application areas of data processing and
process computing. The bulk of the applications discussed in this seminar fall into
the area of data processing. A uniquely different area in which computers are
being successfully utilized in the mineral industries is process computing. A brief
explanation of these two major application areas follows.

DATA PROCESSING

Data processing normally impiies in-putting large quantities of data of either
a business or technical nature, manipulating (or processing) these data, and
preparing a printed output. Examples of typical business data processing functions
are payroll, accounting, purchasing, records, census, mailing lists, etc. Typical
technical data processing applications include process data analysis, mine planning,
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maintenance record keeping, maintenance management reports, and storage of
historical data.

In this area of computing, the equipment typically includes high-speed central
processor with large memory capacity, big disc drives, magnetic tape systems, and
high-speed output printers. The system almost always requires an air-conditioned
environment. In data processing, the computer which receives hand-entered data
(usually in the form of punched cards, paper tape, or through a manual keyboard)
operates in what is commonly known as batch processing mode. In a batch
processing mode, the programmer submits a program to a sequential batch stream,
and, as his turn arises, his program is entered into the computer, processed, and the
results returned to him. In the larger facilit ies, i t is not uncommon to have one or
more input terminals located remotely from the computer. With these terminals,
usually operated over telephone lines, a user can input data from the terminal and
have it processed. The results are then normally returned to the user on a printer
at the remote location. This remote input can be via an input to the normal batch
stream or it can be into a "time-sharing" mode in which a user at the remote
terminal enters his program. The speed of response is a function of the number of
users, the size and capacity of the computer, and the priority given.

Proper util ization of any data processing system requires two types of
programming: System programming and applications programming.

System Programming for Data Processing. System programming is a specialized
technology which deals with developing the instructions for operating the
computer. In system programming, the computer is instructed how to move data
from the input to the central processing unit, into the memory, and to the output
printer. The system programs include all instructions for communications with
printers, tape decks, disc drives, card readers, keyboards, telephones, etc. The
system programs also include the ability for batch processing, for setting priorities,
for running multiple batch streams, and for handling of time-sharing terminals,
compilers. In short, the system programs provide the necessary common or
repeatedly used software to run the computer. These system programs are
normally referred to as the "operating systems."

Applications Programming for Data Processing. Applications programming is the
problem-solving programming. Applications programming is generally done in a
high-level language such as COBOL for business applications and FORTRAN for
technical applications. In contrast, system programming is usually done in either
assembly or machine language. Consequently, the application programmer is
primarily concerned with finding a solution to a problem, organizing data, or
printing a report. In comparison, the system programmer is primarily interested in
the optimum util ization of the computer and its error-free operation.
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PROCESS COMPUTING

In contrast to the data processing applications, there is another distinct
application of computers that has come into its own in recent years. This is the
area of on-line real-time process control computing. In the literature, it is spoken
of interchangeability as process automation, process monitoring, process control
comni'Mng, and process computing. In contrast to data processing where the whole
technology seems to revolve around the computer, the area of process computing is
an area in which small, dedicated computers are utilized as elements or tools of
overall control systems.

The computers used in these applications are usually minicomputers or
microcomputers. These units are characterized by on-line signal input and output,
direct access to memory, priority interrupts, real-time operation, high reliabil ity,
minimum amount of paper output, small s;ze, and high-speed.

Most of the inputs to the process control computer come from on-line sensors
which are monitoring process variables. Only a few inputs, (such as changes in
standards, desired operating parameters, desired range of operation) are manually
entered. Also of importance is the fact that process computers are normally
designed to operate in an industrial environment which often includes exposure to
dust, corrosive gases, and variations in temperature and humidity. A process
computer is often located in a relay rack in one corner of a control room.

The output is normally in terms of signals to control valves, adjustments to
set points or displays of operating parameters on a cathode-ray tube,, A minimum
amount of information is printed out on a slow-speed printer for use by the
operating personnel. This printed information typically includes shift summaries,
daily summaries, and reports of abnormal operating conditions. When long-term
historical data storage is desired, a means is often set up so that the data can be
transmitted from the small process computer to a large data processing computer
for storage and historical analysis.

Process computer systems are almost always utilized for the purpose of real-
time monitoring and control. In process computing systems, every possible effort
should be made to minimize the data processsing functions because any effort to do
data processing on a process computer potentially interferes with the control
functions and decreases the usefulness and efficiency of the real-time system.

With any computer, there is the necessity of a software package. Like the
data processing computers, a process computer requires both systems and
applications programming. As process computer equipment prices continue to
decrease, the major cost of process control systems is becoming the cost of the
software.

System Programming for Process Computers The complexity of the system
programming on a process computer is a function of the size of the machine and the
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application for which it is used. For example, the system programs or the
"operating system" must provide a real-time means of collecting process
information , a method of processing, and a mechanism for sending resulting control
signals to the process controllers and/or an operator's video display. Process
computer system programming is complex because the resulting program must be
able to operate in real-t ime, essentially unattended, operate with some degree of
success despite malfunctions or failed devices, and must be exceedingly sensitive to
the passage of time and to the randomly changing demands of an industrial process.
It usually runs in a multi-tasking or multi-program mode with several events being
handled apparently simultaneously within the computer.

Application Programming for Process Computers The application program provides
the timing sequences, the methods of calculation, process control algorithms, and
the generation of control information. In the early days of process control
computing, both system and application programming were done in assembly or
machine language in order to minimize the cost of expensive hardware.

However, as the costs of hardware have been reduced over the years, only the
system programming is now commonly done in assembly or machine language, while
the application programming is almost always done in a higher level language such
as FORTRAN, BASIC, PASCAL, or a special process control language.

In both data processing and process computing, the bulk of the system
programs or the "operating system" is provided by the computer manufacturer. In
process computing, however, the process control engineer who puts the system
together must be completely familiar with the total system software because of the
special problems related to real-time on-line measurement and control that
particularly characterizes a process computer installation.

Complexity of Real-time Operating Systems One of the facts often overlooked by
those not familiar with on-line real-time applications is the complexity of this type
of system. Too often a person (whose software experience has been limited to
coding a few FORTRAN or BASIC programs) fails to realize the complexity that
results when it is necessary to communicate on-line and in real-time with a
process. It is at least an order of magnitude more complicated to do the real-time
programming. This is true even when the minicomputer executive system allows
the applications programming to be done in real-time FORTRAN. The real-time
work requires the program to keep track of t i r .e, it requires signals to be read at
appropriate intervals, it must be responsive to real-time interrupts, and it requires
output control signals to be initiated at appropriate times, in between is the
necessity to manipulate data, perform calculations, store results, and display the
desired outputs on video display's and/or other output devices. Through all this, the
system must be ready to react to priority interrupts without losing information.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF PROCESS COMPUTING

In the early 1960's, the first attempts were made to utilize digital computers
in process computing. These attempts were made because of the inherent
disadvantages of analog control. These inherent disadvantages had to do with the
problems of drif t in high-gain linear amplifiers, the inability of assembling large
amounts of data going into a central area, and the difficulty of controlling complex
systems. (Analog controls are most effective when only a small number of
independent loops are involved; however, vhen a large plant with many inputs
requires an overall control system, the analog system is almost always found
lacking.) As a result, over the years the digital approach has shown a number of
advantages over the analog. This has been mainly in the areas of cost, precision,
flexibil ity, memory, and the length and complexity of calculational and logical
operations. In addition, digital systems have proven their usefulness in providing
timely process information and trends for the operators. For these reasons, analog
computers have almost been completely replaced by digital computers in process
control applications.

Many of the early on-line applications of digital process computers were less
than fully successful primarily due to three factors: 1) incorrect application of
equipment due to lack of understanding, 2) low reliability of early process
computers, and 3) complexity of the operating systems. However, as the electronic
industry has perfected integrated circuit technology, the reliability problems have
been solved. A t the same time, good and reliable operating systems have been
developed, and a more complete understanding of the proper methods of
applications has been gained. The result is that today on-line computer control is a
proven technology utilized in most aspects of manufacturing and process control.
In fact, digital electronics and minicomputer technologies are having a significant
impact on all of the process industries. This impact has developed in a short span
of twenty years. These specialized technologies have evolved from analog
computers, to analog controllers, to digital computers, to digital controllers
(utilizing vacuum tubes, then transistors, then integrated circuits, and then
microcomputer chips), and finally to distributed digital control systems. It has been
propelled by the advances in minicomputers and microprocessors which have been
particularly effective in automatic cortrol and process automation.

DISTRIBUTED DIGITAL CONTROL

The advent of- inexpensive and reliable microprocessors during the
mid-seventies set the stage for a new approach in digital control. This aproach
known as distributed digital control utilizes microprocessors at the lowest level and
a communications data highway (coaxial cable). This highway connects the
microprocessors in the clusters of controllers with video operator consoles and
process interface units for sensor based inputs. An intelligent highway director
(microprocessor) controls the flow of process information and control signals along
the highway. In most installations the reliability of the control system is enhanced
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by incorporation of redundant highways with automatic switch-over in the event of
a highway malfunction.

With a "bare bones" distributed control system supervisory setpoint control
can be accomplished using preprogrammed control algorithms. With the addition of
a process control minicomputer to the system the distributed digital control system
has the power to do the more sophisticated functions expected of a complete
control system. This includes the util ization of complex control algorithms and
running of high level software for monitoring and control. I t also provides the
capability of keeping a historical record of operating parameters that can be used
to generate periodic operating reports and for analysis of processing
characteristics.

PROCESS CONTROL COMPUTERS IN THE MINERAL INDUSTRY

The application of control computers in the mineral industry has lagged
behind similar applications in the petrochemical and aerospace industries.
Nevertheless, the use of on-line real-time process computers within the mining and
metallurgy industry has been developing for nearly fifteen years. Consequently,
today there are numerous applications, the benefits of which have been
substantial. As a result, there is an increasing trend toward their use. However,
there sti l l exists in the industry a great deal of apprehension and misunderstanding
about computers in general and process computers in particular.

The metallurgical industry has been slow to adopt real-time process control.
However, today we are living in a time of continuing cost increases and increasing
world-wide competition. As a result, the minerals industry has found that i t can no
longer afford the gross operational inefficiencies of the past. Instead, the industry
is now realizing that i t is not only desirable but i t is absolutely imperative that the
operational efficiency of its metallurgical processing plants be improved
significantly. The industry is also realizing that this can only happen through
improved utilization of instrumentation and control equipment. In fact one
publication put i t this way, "Optimum use of equipment and facilities is no longer a
matter of debate but a matter of economic survival." (Mill 1978).

A key element in the design of any metallurgical processing plant is the
instrumentation and control system. In fact, even in those processes which require
limited instrumentation, it is usually the case that the proper operation of the
required instrumentation is absolutely essential to the successful operation of the
process.

The metallurgical industry differs from the petrochemical industries in that
the raw materials are generally quite variable and diff icult to characterize in a
quantitative fashion. As a consequence, not only are special instruments required
but control philosophies which rely on the identification of a disturbance before it
enters a processing unit, such as feed-forward control, are usually diff icult if net
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impossible to implement. In fact, even the time-honored approach of feedback
control is not simple to apply because i t is often diff icult to obtain sufficiently
accurate process information on which to base an effective control system-
Historically, even when adequate measurements were available, effective process
models did not usually exist from which an obvious control function could be
determined (Freeh 1976). Another way of stating the problem is that in most cases
the input feed is unknown and continues to change. In addition, the theoretical
understanding of the metallurgical processes, which are almost always multivariate
and nonlinear in nature, has not yet reached a level in which they can be fully
defined by conventional control system mathematical techniques.

Recent advances in processing technology are helping to improve process
control in the mineral industry. For example, larger grinding mills and flotation
cells in nonf^rrous concentrators have resulted in recent development of better
control models. Older plants with large numbers of smaller processing units are
much more diff icult to model. Consequently, in the newer plants it is much easier
to utilize modern control techniques effectively. Nevertheless, successful
implementation of control systems in the metals industry requires a dedicated
effort of not only management and control specialists but also the continued efforts
of plant metallurgists, operators, and maintenance personnel who must solve the
problems related to daily operation and maintenance of the equipment (Marchant
1979).

CONTROL PHILOSOPHY

An important decision in the design of any instrumentation and control system
is the decision of centralized versus non-centralized control. This decision has a
major impact on the method of plant operation. I t should be obvious that the
construction of a central control facil ity almost always has a higher initial cost.
On the other hand, plants with centralized control usually have lower operating
costs. Centralized control also provides other advantages, including: overall
process perspective, more optimum control, historic data collection, e t c

PROPER INSTALLATION

In any application of sophisticated control equipment it is extremely
important that the equipment be installed and maintained properly. One of the
problems that has caused acceptance of modern equipment to be slow in the
mineral industry, has been the numerous misapplications that took place in the mid-
sixties. At that time too many would-be "computer experts" were selling
computers as the answer to every industrial i l l . In far too many of these
applications, systems were poorly conceived and even more poorly installed. One of
the problems frequently ignored was that of proper system grounding. In many
instances a complete lack of electronic fundamentals and a void in understanding
ground loop problems resulted in less than successful installations. Another
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common problem is poor power line regulation and fi l tering. It is not uncommon for
plant voltage regulation to be so poor that the "120 vac" instrumentation power
varies from 80 to 130 vac. In addition, most plaris contain large motors and switch
gear which generate large noise spikes. These spikes can cause digital electronics
to malfunction or fail completely.

MAINTENANCE

Quality maintenance is imperative for the continuing operation of control
equipment (Gore 1981). In the metallurgical industries, plants and facilities are
usually located in remote areas in which it is diff icult to obtain outside help. Plant
environment is often dirty, dusty, humid, and hot. Therefore, equipment must be
designed with these factors in mind. It must be rugged, highly reliable, and easy to
maintain.

The problem that arises is proper training of instrumentation maintenance
personnel. There should be no question that modern instrumentation and control
equipment requires a different level of training than has typically been provided for
maintenance of twenty year old instrumentation. I f the industry expects modern
equipment to operate successfully it must be willing to provide proper
maintenance. This can be accomplished in a number of ways including; 1)
extensive training of the local instrumentation maintenance personnel, 2) insisting
on reliable maintenance from vendors, and 3) contracting with a field service
organization for the complete maintenance of the control systems.

Any evaluation of instrumentation must consider the costs that wil l be
involved in proper maintenance of equipment. In fact, it is a paradox in the
industry that we continue to add more and more sophisticated instrumentation and
control equipment with l i t t le or no apparent concern for how or by whom the
equipment wi l l be serviced and maintained. The day has arrived when the need for
highly skilled instrumentation technicians must be recognized. The industry will
have to pay the price in order to obtain a sufficient level of properly trained
individuals. (Marchant 1981)

THE FUTURE

The minerals industry is facing increasing worldwide competition and at the
same time ever restricting environmental regulations and governmental controls.
In face of these increased problems, the industry is beginning to more fully
recognize the need for increased utilization of instrumentation, sensor-based
monitoring, and automatically controlled processes. This need is coming because of
the necessity of increasing operating efficiency, improving throughput, and
upgrading product quality in an ever increasingly competitive world marketplace.
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In many respects the need of the industry for better control has come at an
opportune time because of the great electronics/computer revoijt ion which began
about thirty years ago. This revolution began to have an affect on our lives as we
saw television for the first time. Many of us in those days were convinced that the
vacuum tube was going to revolutionize the world. It did in terms of television,
communications, and the beginning of computing. However, in the late fifties and
early sixties, semiconductor devices began to revolutionize the electronic industry
again. By the mid-sixties, computer designers had forgotten vacuum tubes and
were off and running with discrete component semiconductors. Those of us
designing equipment at that time were sure that we had arrived at some great
plateau. However, computers were sti l l expensive and only the larger well funded
organizations could afford them. As the sixties turned into the seventies,
integrated circuits replaced discrete components and the cost of computer
hardware began a continual decline. This period may be remembered by historians
as the "Computing Revolution." During the seventies, computers continued to
impact our lives in ever increasing ways* This included the analysis of vast
quantities of both technical and nontechnical data, and in keeping track of finances
(bank accounts, printing payroll checks, accounting, tax returns, automated billing,
etc.).

I t also began to have a significant impact on industrial process control. As
the eighties begin and with the availability of microprocessors on a chip, data
highways, and color video displays, we are experiencing more than a revolution. We
are experiencing an explosion in computer process control.

There should be no doubt that the innovative influence that has been so
evident in technological development of the past two decades wil l continue. In
fact, by the end of the eightips it wi l l be virtually impossible to find an industrial
facil i ty anywhere in the world that is operating competitively without a
computerized process control system. These process control computer systems of
the eighties wil l be distinguished by their distribution throughout the processing
plants utilizing microprocessors at the lowest level. Communications throughout a
processing plant wil l be along data highways*

Another area in which significant changes can be expected is that of the
centralized control room. Long elaborate expensive control panels are no longer
required. In their place we wil l see an increasing number of centralized control
rooms which wil l consist of one or more colored video displays. With each display
wil l be a keyboard for operator entry of control information and operating
parameters. In addition, each control room wil l have a relatively low-speed printer
to provide shift summaries and daily operating reports. Gone will be the set point
controllers, the analog strip charts, annunciator panels and large control rooms.
Instead, all control and alarm information wil l be shown on the video displays.

Because of advances in electronic technology, the economics of implementing
distributed control systems wil l continue to improve during the eighties. However,
the cost of primary sensors necessary for collecting of temperatures, flows, assay
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concentration, density, and many other process variables wil l continue to be
expensive because of the amount of research and development that wi l l be required
in the perfection of good and reliable sensors.

CONCLUSIONS

Al l things considered, the future of instrumentation in the minerals industry
wil l be a rewarding and challenging experience duriny the decade ahead. The use of
mini- and microcomputers in distributed process control wi l l continue to increase.
The trend in the process control industry wi l l be away from large centralized
process control and toward the distributed computing concept of keeping real-time
functions as close to the source as possible. As digital electronic hardware
continues to become more economical, and as better primary sensors are developed
in the years just ahead, greater util ization of microcomputers with simpler, more
straightforward software can be expected. Metallurgical process models and
system maintenance wil l be improved. At the same time, the trend toward taking
the computational capability to the process instead of bringing the process to the
computer wil l continue.
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INTRODUCTION

Armco Autometrics has been designing grinding circuit control systems since
the introduction of the Particle Size and Percent Solids Monitor (PSM) system
in 1970. From the very beginning of this work, the results have been
excellent and several have been reported in the literature. The first
technical paper "On-Stream Analysis of Particle Size" (1) reported an 8%
improvement in throughput from particle size based manual control. In 1973 an
AIME article "On-Line Size Analysis in Grinding Circuit Control" (2) reported
a 4-10" increase in feed rate with automatic particle size based grinding
control. Many other articles have been written since reporting on various
control strategies and results. The most recent is an article describing the
particle size based grinding circuit control system at the Arafertil
concentrator in Brazil, "A Practical Approach to Automatic Grind Control" (3)
which yielded precise control during widely varying ore conditions. In this
plant, the entire instrumentation package paid for itself during the first
three months of operation.

It is against this background of proven control and system performance that
we recommend a phased approach to design and implementation of automatic
control. The phased project is designed to provide a high performance,
reliable control system at a minimum cost. We are aware from observation in
over 100 plants where PSM systems are installed that every plant is different
and a control system must be tailored to the individual concentrator. This is
the reason for basing the control system design on actual on-site performance
measurements.

APPROACH

Although the final control system objectives must be defined by the customer
we have established the following initial objectives based in part upon
conversations with many past customers:

1. Stable circuit operation producing a more uniform product to the
concentration process.

2. Maintain grinding circuits at or near maximum capacity at all times, to
yield increased production at any desired particle size.

3. Cost effective design which is expandable to computerized control,

The stability achieved by particle size control with the uniform product
reporting Co a concentration process allows better operation of the circuit.
This will yield improvements in recovery, concentrate grade or both. Perhaps an
even larger factor is the ability to set the particle size at any desired value
for best recovery depending upon ore characteristics. This is one of the most
significant early benefits from particle size control. The result of achieving
objective One, should be improved recovery and/cr grade*
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The increase in production from automatic control occurs because the control
system responds to ore changes and adjusts fcr maximum throughput 1002 of the
time. With this measurement, the particle size can be held constant while feed
rate is increased when ore gets soft rather than wasting mill capacity by
grinding too fine under these conditions. The result then of achieving objective
2, is increased throughput and the result of achieving both 1 and 2 is increased
rnetal production and profits.

The phased approach best meets the objectives at minimum cost, because it
permits maximum utilization of the present equipment and protects the investment
in existing equipment. Sufficient time is planned into Phase 1 effort tc
throroughly test and evaluate the ability of this equipment to function in a
modern control system. There is no reason to discard fully useable equipment,
but its useaoility must be verifed by operational te.it, which is planned into
Phase 1.

Another important reason for the phased approach is to determine the circuit
operating characteristics and limitations before designing the control system.
The most valuable tool for this is the PSM. V/ith the PSM on-line, it is possible
to make step changes in circuit operating parameters, such as feed rate,
ore/water ratio, cyclone feed dilution water, etc. and note the timing and
magnitude of the response. This timing and magnitude information is necessary to
select the best control strategy and properly design the control system. Also,
with the PSM on stream to monitor the results, the capacity constraints of the
circuit can be determined. It is through these evaluations that factors such as
maximum throughput, min/max ore water ratio, process delays, sump and cyclone
feed pump limitations, etc. are determined.

In summary, the control system is designed on the basis of direct
measurement. Each phase then, logically leads to the next and is based for its
approach on the resuts of the preceeding phase.

The phased approach also meets objective 3 above—Cost effectiveness and
expandability because:

1. The suitability of the existing equipment influences not only the
approach to control but also the capacity and type of control hardware.

2. Ey developing the best control strategy during phases 1 and 2, the best
method of computer control can be established. For example, the most
desirable control strategy may be one with a process lag problem that
cannot be easily solved with standard analog hardware. This might support
a special type of controller or, if a number of such problems exist a
supervisory computer.

3. Computer control systems can be unnecessarily expensive. One of the
reasons is that the computer system is not properly sized to the control
requirements. Not enough is known about the proper control strategy
befcre the computer is selected so it is frequently over-designed at
great cost.
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The Armco Autometrics approach is to develop the control strategy and
hardware with sufficient flexability in Phases 1 - 3 in order to implement
computer control in Phase 4 at minimum cost. Two other factors are also
considered: 1) no computer may be necessary at all, i.e. no significant
improvement in control system performance or reliability would be achieved by
including a computer and 2) it may be advisable to include a computer with
sufficient capacity to also control the concentration process. All of these
factors will be considered as the control system is developed through the various
phases.

Proposals normlly include a firm quotation for Phase 1. The scope of work
for Phases 2-4 is dependent upon the previous phases, so are the costs. For this
reason, we provide our best estimates for Phase's 2-4. These estimates may be in
the form of minimum-maximum costs. The estimates are usually based on certain
assumptions that we have made regarding the additional equipment that will be
required and the engineering approach that will most likely be taken.

As the work progresses, the overall project cost will become increasingly
firm because the unknowns will be defined. At the end of each phase an up-dated
statement of work and quotation for the next phase effort is provided as part of
the report on that phase.

PHASE I—CONTROL SYSTEM FEASIBILITY STUDY

Phase 1 is primarily a study of the operating characteristics of the
grinding circuits. The test work of this phase is conducted by an Armco
Autometrics applications engineer, assisted by customer personnel using a PSM and
other required measuring devices.

The tests of this phase are conducted using the instruments already on site,
with additional pieces of equipment as needed to get the most benefits from the
tests.

When this phase is complete we will know which control strategies to test in
automatic during Phase 2, we will have the knowledge of what to expect in terms
of increased profits from control, we will have set a number of specific goals to
achieve through our test plan for phase 2 and we v/ill have made sure that all
equipment neeaed for Phase 2 is operational.

The Armco Autometrics project team writes a specific test plan for
conducting the tests of Phase 1. We supply any drawings or schematics needed to
install the new instruments or to modify existing equipment for the tests. New
instruments are normally purchased in the United States and tested prior to
shipment.

Armco Autometrics sends an applications engineer to conduct the tests who
knows the grinding process well.
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The customer is expected to have one metallurgical engineer and one
instrumentation man dedicated to this phase so that on short notice they can
assist as necessary.

In addition to the PSM system some other test equipment may be required to
provide measurements, of certain process variables that we feel important to the
grinding process. These can include items such as:

(1) Flow meters to measure various water and slurry flows.
(2) Pressure transducers to give a continuous measurement of cyclone pressure,

water pressure, etc.
(3) A multi-point trend recorder to give a-complete record on one strip chart

of all important circuit variables so that we can compare all circuit
responses for various input changes.

(4) Watt Transducer
(5) Sump Level Sensor

Testing conducted during Phase 1 determines how well the grinding circuit is
working and exposes any existing or potential problems with the grinding
equipment. There are any number of problems that can arise that will limit the
controllability of the circuit and we will not attempt to discuss all of them
here. A few examples are given below:

(1) Many grinding circuits are very dynamic—that is, the process changes
very rapidly. Figure 3-1 is a strip chart of cyclone overflow particle size and
percent solids for a grinding circuit in Mexico where we have done some control
work. For this particular case, the very large variations are due to a low level
in the cyclone feed sump. The pump intake was not exposed but air was being
driven down into the intake by the slurry being added from the mill discharge.
This air caused the pump to cavitate periodically until it could clear itself.
The resulting variations in flow rate produced the large changes in cyclone
operation apparent from the strip chart.

The strip chart of figure 3-2 shows particle size and percent solids again,
but this time the pump was working properly. However, very large variations still
exist but now they are caused by large changes in ore feed size due to low bin
level because of crusher problems, and small changes in water pressure causing
the amount of water being added to the surnp to change.

For both cases shown, which are not unusual in many plants, direct automatic
control of particle size is almost impossible. The changes in particle size are
too rapid to compensate for by changing water addition or feedrate. Any attempt
to control these variations through normal automatic control techniques can only
result in a very unstable operation.

Part of the solution to these problems in Mexico is to raise the sump level
by slowing down the pump or to install a variable speed drive and to install a
water flow control loop to regulate water flow independent of line pressure. The
variations caused by the crusher problem cannot be solved in the grinding circuit
and can only be minimized through the proper choice of control strategy and
control equipment.
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DAWC-PARTICLE SIZE 6S-4S-200 MESH
LIGHT-PERCENT SOLIDS 0-60% at 3 . 4 Sp. Cr.
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(2) The sump/puir.p/cyclone system may perform well when water is added
manually or in response to a level control loop but not work v/ell in response to
otner control loops. Whether it works or not is related to basic design
parameters such as sump depth, pump performance, and height of the cyclones. It
is very difficult to determine how well this system will work in advance of
actual tests. If it doesn't work, a simple but costly solution is to replace the
constant speed pump motor with a variable speed motor. Test work during Phase 1
will determine if a variable speed pump is needed.

These two examples indicate typical problems that can be encountered in
putting a grinding circuit on automatic control. One of the primary purposes of
phase 1 is to detect and solve any problems that can compromise automatic control
efforts.

Other tests are also conducted to determine which control strategies are
most likely to work best. A control strategy is simply a plan of control and
includes actual connection of the equipment as well as how it is operated. There
are any number of possible control strategies that apply to the grinding circuit,
but for any particular circuit, all of them will not work. The test of Phase 1
(as a minimum) shows which strategies are not very promising so they can be
eliminated from consideration for the automatic control test of Phase 2. This
reduces the number of strategies we need to test in Phase 2 and can result in a
large savings in time and perhaps equipment that needs to be purchased.

The tests of this phase are simple to conduct. Input variables to the
circuit are changed and then the process measurements are monitored to see what
effect the changes have on the grinding circuit. The circuit response is analyzed
for amount of change and how long the total response takes to occur, then,
through mathematical techniques, we can form very certain conclusions regarding
the circuit. Operating data from the circuit makes this analysis possible.

The economic benefits from automatic control can be very important in
justifying future work. During Phase 1, often conclusions are possible regarding
the economic value of grinding circuit control. It should be possible to predict
how stable the particle size and percent solids can be made and if any feedrate
increase is possible. These conclusions may not be very firm but should be clear
enough to help in the decision to proceed or not with phase 2.

After more is known about the controllability of the grinding circuit, it is
possible to form reasonable objectives to be accomplished through control. Some
strategies may not fit these objectives and can be eliminated before money is
spent testing them further. In addition, concise objectives are very necessary if
Armco Autometrics is to perform as the customer wishes as the program progesses
'chough the various phases. We help the customer set these objectives based on the
possibilities we see from the test results of Phase 1.

Once we have decided which control strategies to test in Phase 2, we will
make certain that all existing usable instrumentation needed for Phase 2 is
operational. Vie make maximum use of existing equipment but insist on replacing
any instrument we feel may compromise the control tests and on adding items we
feel are needed.
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The last step in Phase 1 is to conduct a survey of instrumentation
manufacturers with representation in the customer's area. We specify equipment
primarily based on quality but also give serious consideration to what service is
available in the customer's area and on the quality of that service.

A report is submitted to the customer at the end of Phase 1 summarizing all
activities of Phase 1 and giving a specifc proposal for Phase 2.

PHASE 2-AUTOMATIC CONTROL DEVELOPMENT

Phase 2 is an automatic control test of one grinding circuit. A number of
control strategies determined during phase 1 are tested in full automatic
control. The tests of Phase 2 will determine which strategies give the best
result" for the varying conditions normally encountered in the day-to-day
operation of the plant and several will be selected fcr long term evaluation in
Phase 3.

Also during phase 2 we begin to train the operators to understand automatic
control and how to use it.

Armco Autometrics prepares a test plan for Phase 2 and supplies all drawings
and documentation needed to install any new equipment required for the phase and
to connect all instrumentaton for the various control strategies to be tested.

Phase 2 tests a number of control strategies in full automatic control.
Three to five strategies are normally tested one at a time, the control loops
properly tuned. Then certain specific tests are conducted to determine which
strategies work the best.

During Phase 2, considerable time is spent working with concentrator
operating personnel. Mo control system will work unless the operators understand
it well enough to operate it. In our experience, a good training program for
operators is just as important as the equipment we use or the control strategies
we select. Specific training sessions are conducted for different levels of
operating personnel beginning with management and ending with shift operators.
Maintenance personnel are also included in the program—receiving special
training on any new equipment we supply and on the control system in general.

At the end of Phase 2 we normally select from one to three strategies fcr a
six month control test. Together with concentrator personnel, we then prepare a
test plan to determine which control strategy will give the best overall results
for control of the entire mill.

The paper "A Practical Approach to Automatic Grind Control" (3) gives a good
example of how we typically conduct the phase 2 and phase 3 portions of a
project.

A report is submitted at the end of Phase 2 summarizing all activities.
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PHASE 3r=C0t£TR0L EVALUATION

Phase 3 is a six month test of the one to three strategies picked in phase 2
as giving the best control and otherwise fullfuling the objectives for grinding
circuit control.

This test is normally conducted by the customer with Arrnco personnel
visiting only periodically to insure that the test is going well and there are no
problems. The purpose for this phase is to determine which strategy works best
under completely normaj. conditions with the concentrator personnel responsible
for the operation of the control system.

Our experience would indicate that a control engineer can operate a mill
control system very well. The question, however, is how well can the shift
operators use it. Many control systems have failed in the long term because they
were not designed for the operators. This phase gives us the opportunity to pick
a strategy for the complete mill that the operators have accepted.

The economic value of control also becomes more obvious during the extended
six month test.

A test plan is written for Phase 3 at the close of Phase 2. Nothing else
needs to be done since Phase 3 is really only a continuation of Phase 2 except
that Arrnco personnel will not be present all of the time during the test.

This six month test begins at the completion of phase 2 when the Armco
Autometrics engineer leaves the site. Using the test plan written at the end of
Phase 2, the customer evaluates the few control strategies determined to be best.

The exact criteria that we use to evaluate the control strategies is decided
during phase 2 as part of the test plan. A few typical criteria are shown below:

1. V/hich strategy do the operators seem to like and why?

2. Which strategy operates best under adverse conditions.

3. Which strategy giver the best feedrate or metallurgical results under
normal operating conditions when the metallurgical engineer is not
supervising the test? In other words, what are the results on night shift
when the operators are on their own? Do they keep the control system in
automatic and the set-points where they should be?

4. ',/hich strategy fits best with the rest of the operation? How does it
affect crushing and concentration? No one strategy will give perfect
results since some compromise will have to be made in all cases. For
example, some variation in particle size may be desirable to minimize
variations in feed rate and therefore flowrate to the process. One
strategy may work better for this case than another.
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5. VJhich strategy creats a minimum of new problems such as maintenance
requirements? Different strategies will require inputs from different
process measurement instruments. For this consideration we look at how
reliable the various instruments are and how required maintenance will
affect the control system.

6. What are the cost considerations for each strategy? Fcr example, we may
find that two strategies give almost identical results but that one
requires an input from a very expensive measuring device while the other
uses a relatively inexpensive instrument.

After several months of testing, the best strategy fcr implementation of
control for the entire grinding area is selected. Once we have picked the
specific strategy we can then decide on exactly what equipment is necessary.

We also decide at that time on the approach to fellow regarding control room
equipment. We decide between using existing panels with some modification and
perhaps computer supervision or a totally new approach usng a process control
computer. The advantage of being able to viait until we know how the control works
and what the economic benefits are from control before deciding on what approach
to use fcr the entire mill is one of the strongest points of our phased approach.
Computer costs are decreasing all of the time while features and versitility are
increasing. By waiting until the end of phase 3 to specify a computer we get the
best available at the lowest cost at that time. We also know how much we can
afford to spend in view of economic returns.

A final report is prepared for phase 3 and a proposal submitted fcr phase 4.

PHASE 4—MILL-WIDE AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Phase 4 is implementation of automatic control for the entire grinding area
using the control strategy and instrumentation selected in Phase 3.

Armco Autometrics can do all of the design and engineering required,
purchase all equipment and commission the entire system.

The actual equipment to be used depends upon the results of Phase 3 but the
design and engineering effort is much the same regardless of what is used.

Arn.co Autometrics specifies, purchases, and tests the necessary equipment.
It is possible that part of the equipment will be bought for delivery locally and
if this is the case, we test on site. If a computer is purchased, we usually buy
it in the United States where we can get a wide variety of choice, fast delivery
and good service fcr the initial testing of it. VJe test it in detail at our
Boulder, Colorado facility where we have experienced personnel and extensive test
equipment oriented toward the computer field.
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We prepare a complete set of drawings documenting the system. All drawings
are made using Instrument Society of America (ISA) symbols and terminology.
Drawings usually include:

Process Instrumentation Drawings
Control Panel Schematics
Instrument Interconnect Schematics
Mechanical Assembly Drawings

A system operating manual is prepared giving performance criteria and
describing how the control system works and how to use it.

The customer is usually expected to actually install all equipment under our
direct supervision.

Equipment required for phase 4 is determined in phase 3 so it is difficult
to accurately estimate. However, for the purpose of providing an idea of what
might be required we have assumed a possible set of circumstances that represents
the equipment expected:

1. Water flow measurement loops.
2. Mass flow measurement of classifier feed.
3. Variable speed pumps.
4. PSM systems.
5. A process control computer if desired.
6. A percent solids control loop can even be installed after the cyclone

overflow to hold flotation feed percent solids constant.

It should be noted that the equipment listed above represents what we feel
could be required. For any number of reasons, it could vary considerably.

The computer is worth mentioning further. For the purpose of estimating a
maximum cost figure we might select a computer with a number of peripherals that
are not necessary for process control but which would provide a greet deal of
versitility. For example, it car. include a color video monitor, a printer, a
video screen copier, two disk drives, a keyboard and output boards to corimunicate
with a larger computer. It can easily be expanded to include concentration or
crusher control.

Phase 4 on-site effort includes installation of all new equipment by
concentrator personnel ur.der our supervision, start-up of the instruments, tuning
of the control loops and finally, turn-over of the complete system to the
customer.

Training is a very important factor in this final phase and we organize as
many training sessions as necessary to completely familiarize personnel with all
aspects of the control system. A final report is submitted.

A number of follow-up visits are normally included in this phase to ensure
that the system works well and operator acceptance continues to be high.
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CONTROL PHILOSOPHY

by

E. J. Freeh*

ABSTRACT

Some background on developments in automatic control is presented and
user and vendor philosophies are examined,, An example of a control philosophy
apropos of the mineral industry is described„

BACKGROUND

In the early usage of single-loops feedback, automatic control in the
process industries, a distributed control philosophy was employed. That is,
the controller and any associated read-out were local to the sensor and
actuator. For example, a steam flow might be controlled by mounting the
controller on the pipe next to the control valve, installing a temperature
sensor to feed back load status to the controller to form a simple
three-element local feedback control loopc For the more important variables,
recorders were installed to help the operator run his unit, analyze causes of
upsets, and to tune the controller.

The distributed approach made for desirably compact control loops with
no interdependence except for comiion utilities such as instrument air. The
operator was severely limited in the number of loops he could monitor by the
physical area over which they were spread„

As processes became more highly instrumented and processing moved not
only away from batch toward more continuous processing, but also to less
buffering between successive processing steps, the need to concentrate and
coordinate the information about the process led to the development of the
control room concept. In this arrangement the operator need cover only a
small amount of real estate to both monitor and control the plantc The moving
of the controllers themselves ir.to the control room was probably more an
accident of the way control hardware developed than far-sighted system design.
Integrating recording and controlling into one piece of hardware certainly
was a strong motivating factor in centralizing the controller function along
with centralization of information and operator interaction capability.

The centralized control approach was further reinforced by the emergence
of control systems employing digital computers. In most cases the computer
was justified, in part, because it was able to perform the function of the
analog controllers and thus eliminate or reduce the need for traditional
single-loop analog controllers. Total dependency upon a single piece of
hardware was generally unacceptable, consequently some minimum number of
analog controllers were normally included in the design to handle critical
loops in case of hardware failure. Use of dual systems to provide emergency
back-up capabilities increased the complexity and cost of the systems *

*Manager Systems Department, Duval Corporation, Tucson, Arizona
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Computer hardware reliability was of great concern during the 60's and
early 70's. This concern, coupled with relatively high equipment costs,
significantly constrained wider use of computers in process control.
Nevertheless, the computer brought a dimension to control never realized
before. The computer's information handling ability permitted ready
implementation of complex control philosophies never even attempted with
traditional analog systems. ConsideraDle advances were made in control
theory, much of it attributable to the burgeoning aerospace industry of the
late 50's and the 60's. Attempts to apply sophisticated control techniques
developed in the areospace industries to industrial process control did not
meet with much success. One can offer several explanations from differing
viewpoints, but the bottom line was that for the most part the required payout
was not there.

As computer hardware reliability and cost per format; ~o c Iteria improved,
computer control found increasing favor among the industrial users. In
addition to the computer's adaptability to custom and complex control
philosophies, its use as the key to a management information system came to be
appreciated. Not only management, but the control engineer and the process
technologist began to utilize this powerful tool. Concomitant developments in
communications such as data highways within the plant and telephone-based
networks between sites also facilitated the peripheral non-control uses of the
computer system.

Even so, the old guard still looked very fondly on the simplicity and
reliability of the one to one relationship between control function and the
single-loop controller in its simplest form, before centralization, when the
sensor and controller were local to the final control element. As
communications technology advanced and low cost microcomputers became
available, a number of vendors modified their centralized architecture to
include subsystems that could be located in the vicinity of the process units
being controlled. This architecture allowed some local, stand alone,
capability, reduced wiring costs and permitted the accurate transmission of
process information over long distance, via digital communication links. At
this time the cost of microprocessors was still too high to justify a
microprocessor per control loop. Howevar, by the middle of the last decade,
the advances in solid state technology for construction of very large scale
integrated circuits had reached the point where the information processing
portion of computers was less expensive than the support system required to
power, house, and communicate with it. Hence the centralization concept could
no longer be justified on the basis of making use of a central computer in
lieu of individual controllers. But the need for centralization of
information to effect coordinated control was increasing. Fortunately,
advances in digital communications were facilitated by the microprocessor
developments as well. Thus, single-loop distributed systems are feasible and
at the same time reliable, low-cost, communication technologies are available
to link individual units thereby obtaining the control advantages of a
centralized architecture while retaining reliability attributes of a
distributed architecture.

One of the principal advantages of the computer-based centralized
control system is the role it plays in providing an interface between the
process and the various entities concerned with process performance.
Development of this interface with users at various levels and with differing
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interests is an important and active area in control system development.
There are networks to tie remote users into the system and special software
being developed for devices such as color CRT's and hard-copy plotters.

The concept of hierarchical control systems where three to five levels
of control are defined from first-line process control functions to reporting
to the chairman of the board is perhaps a noble objective but seldom achieved.
But hierarchical control systems comprising several of the lower levels do
make sense right now for many applications in the mineral industry. A
control system which incorporates the management information function can be
the means whereby the metallurgical engineer or process technologist can tie
together and analyse information from the analytical laboratory and the
operations department to interpret process performance data* The same
information recording, manipulation and display functions of the system are
likewise of great value to the control engineer in analyzing control
performance.

CONTROL DEVELOPMENT

The logic and philosophy of control depends upon the characteristics of
the process being controlled. We can broadly categorize processes as
continuous, batch, and discrete. As one proceeds from continuous type
processes through batch to discrete manufacturing processes there will
generally be a decline in the degree of automatic control and an increase in
the amount of manual intervention required to control the operation. This is
not by accident. Continuous processes are generally more amenable to the
application of available control hardware and techniques and usually have a
capability of showing a greater payout by reason of higher throughputs per
unit of capital invested.

Control of non-continuous processes is often largely manual because of
the lack of sensors and the complexity of the time-dependent and logically
interdependent manipulations that must be effected to direct properly the
course of the process or operation. There has been no great leap forward in
sensor technology; however, the economics of using a human to supplement
sensor inputs and carry out the complex manipulations in a logical fashion can
no longer be justified in an increasing number of operations. This is
primarily a consequence of technological developments in the production of
solid state devices, particularly in the form of programmable controllers,
microprocessors, and industrial robots. Robots of varying degrees of
sophistication have been in use in high volume manufacturing for several
decades. The almost unlimited capability for logical manipulation of
information and the ability to acquire information via analogs of sight,
hearing, and touch promise large expansion of uses in batch and semi-batch
operations. The impact of this technology will be greatest in industries
involving assembly work. Nevertheless, developments in this area will produce
equipment and capabilities useful in the mineral industries.

In control of continuous processes, the traditional area has been
dynamic stabilization of the process or regulation. Targets are supplied for
selected process response variables, either measured or derived, and the
control system manipulates controllable process inputs to achieve as close a
realization of the targets as is practical. More recently steady state
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optimization, a procedure for specifying the targets based on maximization
(minimization) of a profit (cost) function, has become of considerable
interest. This activity may be carried out either on-line or off-line but,
where applied, it is generally computer-implemented in either case.

The underpinning from which basic control principles derive for the
guidance of control engineers is based upon linear system theory. That is,
the system under consideration is representable as a set of linear
differential equations. The facts are that in the real world of process
control the systems dealt with are nonlinear, often highly nonlinear. Thus,
much of the control design methodology effort has been expended in finding
ways to apply the elegant and highly developed theory of linear systems in a
useful way to the control of nonlinear systems.

The design of relatively simple systems can be carried out using
non-computer based techniques. For interactive, multi-loop, nonlinear
systems, computer-based techniques are strongly indicated. I will comment
here on three techniques which make substantial use of the computer.

Michael Athans of M.I.T. is a major developer and strong proponent of
the 'linear-quadratic' approach. In fact he and his co-workers have developed
a specific systematized approach to applying the computer to generating an
optimal solution to the multi-variable, nonlinear, control problem. An
extensive set of subroutines has been developed to support the computational
burden inherent in the method. The approach is based upon the assumption that
the system in question can be adequately described in terms of a Taylor series
approximation of a state space model of the system. The Taylor expansion is
jxade about the operating point. By ignoring terms of order two and higher one
arrives at a linear approximation of the system in terms of deviations of the
state space variables from the reference or operating point. The above
operation gives rise to the term linear in the 'linear-quadratic' method;
quadratic is used to express the fact that a quadratic objective or 'cost to
go' function is employed. The optimal solution is based upon the Pontryagin
maximum principle and yields an unconditionally stable solution. This, of
course, assumes that the model adequately represents the system dynamics. In
employing the technique one must be cautious concerning the possible effect of
unmodelled higher frequency dynamics.

The linear-quadratic approach is indeed a powerful control design tool.
The existence of a companion computer software package makes it especially
attractive. Furthermore, considerable effort has gone into generating a
frequency domain interpretation of the system behavior - a great boon to the
experienced control engineers who grew up on Bode plots, Nyquist diagrams, and
Nichols charts.

While it is true that Athans et al have provided control engineers with
a powerful design tool which will find increasingly wide use, there are still
some difficulties with applying it in many of our control problems in the
mineral industry. The major problem is that many of our nonlinearities,
particularly those associated with final control elements and process variable
measurement are not amenable to the Taylor series linearization method. Of
lesser importance, but nevertheless a problem, is the fact that variations in
input material force significant movement of the state variables from the
operating pofat. Consequently, a linearized model based upou a particular
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operating point may yield control laws of marginal utility, in extreme cases
invalid, in regions of state space remote from the conditions used to define
the linear model.

The computer is an excellent tool for solving not only the
linear-quadratic system of equations but is equally facile at solving
nonlinear equations. Given the nonlinear equations for the state space
representation of a system, the computer can readily provide a time domain
representation of the system under arbitrary forcing conditions and complex
constraints. But of even greater importance is its ability to simulate
complex nonlinearities. Hence, the accuracy or quality of a simulation is not
deliberately impaired by the introduction of an artifice such as
linearization. The mathematical model can be as close a representation Co the
real system as knowledge of the system and skill of the modeller can provide.
Note, the 'can be' qualification. Many models are deliberately simplified
because certain aspects of process behavior, while well known and describable,
do not materially influence control performance.,

Computer simulation then provides a powerful method for studying the
dynamics of a system and evaluating the effect of selected control strategies.
There is almost unlimited flexibility in the manner of massaging the simulated
process data and using the results to drive the logic governing the
manipulation of the final control elements. Whereas this inherent flexibility
contributes to the great power of simulation, it is also the source of a
problem; namely, there is no inherent formalism for arriving at the control
algorithms.

A hybrid approach can be used where one uses the Athans linear-quadratic
approach to evaluate an idealized system first and then follows with a
simulation. In the first step one deals primarily with process nonlinearities
to more or less develop a philosophy of control - particularly the coping with
interactions among the various state variables. In the second step one can
use simulation to introduce nonlinearities not amenable to linearization,
particularly those associated with measurement and control functions. Many of
the nonlinearities which can not be adequately treated by linearization
techniques can be incorporated into a simulation to a degree of accuracy that
is limited only by the extent of the knowledge of the physical process
involvedc

Another approach to control development is evolutionary in nature. One
starts with a computer-based control system with adequate capabilities to
monitor the process and facilitate data analysis. The initial control
relationships are either obvious or appear to be reasonable first
approximations to a control logic in harmony with present understanding of the
process. Normally, it will be a relatively modest modification of the
pre-existing control strategy with the computer picking up a portion of the
previously manually performed control functions. Shortcomings of the system
can be documented and analyzed and methods devised to improve the process
performance. The importance of additional sensors in terms of control
improvement possibilities can be approximated via simulation.

I have not found it possible to employ the user/vendor dichotomy to
establish a truly meaningful distinction in control philosophies, yet this is
a useful classification to permit some general observations to be made.
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VENDOR PERSPECTIVE

Control system vendors have gotten into the business primarily by two
routes. On the one hand we have the old line instrument companies that have
been selling instruments, controllers, actuators, etc. for decades. On the
other we have companies that either began as systems houses or developed into
same, usually a3 a result of serving only one or a few industries and
expanding their market by offering not only specialized hardware for those
industries but complete control systems including extensive system maintenance
services.

The philosophy of the old line companies tends to b~ fn remain as
general as possible. They see hardware sales as the principal avenue to
remaining profitable. Consequently, their systems tend to be modular in
nature and considerable design effort is expended in incorporating a broad
range of features that will permit adaptation to a wide spectrum of
applications. Perhaps even more attention has been paid to developing a
user-friendly interface between the system and the control engineer. The
objective is to provide the customer with a system that the average control
engineer can configure to solve his specific control problem with only a minor
amount of time spent in training. A lot of effort goes into developing the
operator interface as well; however, because it is not process-specific the
interface falls short of what it could be and usually is in systems developed
for a specific application.

Thus, the vendor accenting hardware is more likely to show creativity in
hardware and architecture than in control philosophy. He generally is not
taking any responsibility for the economic viability of the control project.
Systems houses, however, often will assume responsibility for providing a
control system with a guaranteed minimum economic performance. Obviously, in
such cases the appropriateness of the control philosophy to the specifics of
the application is of paramount importance. The vendor must provide a system
which will not only work theoretically but one that is accepted and
effectively used by the plant personnel.

By providing a control system customized for a specific area of
application, the vendor clearly has the opportunity to produce a better system
than one assembled from a menu of available building block type modules.
However, it does not follow that a custom design will necessarily be superior.
To design and develop a superior control system, the designers must be
thoroughly conversant with the pertinent process technology. Furthermore,
since they are on the line for producing a product with ar> attractive economic
payout, there will be a special emphasis on the management information aspects
of the total system - again to maximize the probability of its being used
effectively by operations, the people who can make or break the system. Also,
for economic reasons, Che systems vendors design philosophy reflects a greater
concern for process optimization than the former group who concentrate on
appealing to a broad, non-specific, market.

Because systems companies are generally prepared, and usually anxious,
to supply complete hardware and software maintenance to their customers, their
designs reflect a concern for maintainability. Hardware performance ie
improved by taking advantage of fault tolerant and self-diagnosing systems
where practical. Networking is being used to good advantage to minimize time
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and cost of maintaining software at customers' sites. A systems analyst at
the company's headquarters can monitor the performance of a customer's system
for the price of a long distance phone call. Not only that, he may often be
able to effect the program change required via the telecommunication link,
thereby eliminating totally the need for costly travel.

In the above I have had in mind control systems of appreciable compass
involving at least a minicomputer and normally involving full-time supervision
by one or more operatorsc But dedicated or packaged control systems devoted
to controlling a single unit or sub-system and based upon one or more
microprocessors are becoming available in a variety of applicationsc Most
often these systems are designed to either be supervised by a higher level
computer or require a bare minimum of operator attention. Dedicated
microprocessors are finding wide use in instrumentation. The design of a
microprocessor based instrument can readily be modified to permit functioning
as a small dedicated control system. The mineral industry should be a fertile
ground for dedicated control systems though little tilling of this ground is
evident as yet.

USER PERSPECTIVE

At the management level, at least, the user is primarily interested in
control in terms of its potential for improving profitability. Control here
includes both the control exerted by management down through the operating
organization as well as the direct control of the process itself. As noted
earlier a management information capability is an important element of an
hierarchical control system. To be most effective, however, a management
information system should be structured to conform to the organization it is
serving and not vice versa. The user is often not sufficiently informed in
this area and accepts a vendor-conceived design that does not match his
organization. Compt 7 to company variations in the processing equipment and
arrangements to conduct similar operations are expected; similarly, each
company's organization and style of operating is unique.

With regard to the user's perspective on control philosophy, it will
depend not only upon the position of the individual within the company as
implied above, but also on the in-house control capabilities of the company.
The company with little or no internal technical support of control has
clearly adopted the philosophy that it is better to rely upon engineering
companies and vendors to solve control problems than to maintain a company
capability. Companies vary by degrees from this position to one where they
maintain a staff adequate to support most of the control system design and
implementation functions„ There is no clear-cut answer as to what is the
proper level of internal support for any given organization; there are pros
and cons that each company must examine.

Some of the cons for maintaining a significant in-house capability are:

1) The total expertise that should be applied to the endeavor may not
be available among the small cadre of people in the process control
group.

2) Home-grown systems are often less-well documented than purchased
systems, thus exposing the company to possible difficulties due to
personnel changes.
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3) The company control specialists are not as likely to be as current
on control technology as those employed by a control system vendor.

4) It is difficult to maintain a balance between a sufficiently large
group that will permit expenditious completion of important projects
and one small enough that it is always engaged in worthwhile
projects.

Some of the arguments pro are:

1) Control systems can be designed, developed, and brought on-line more
economically.

2) Familiarity with the system permits ready modification of the
control algorithms or even the philosophy to accommodate changes in
the process either in configuration or manner of operation.

3) Cooperation between system designers and users such as process
technologists allows better utilization of the system for increasing
process understanding.

4) The control engineers are more likely to be familiar with the
process technology.

5) There is a better possibility of integrating the process control
system with the always evolving data acquisition, data processing,
and management information functions.

The above lists are certainly not complete and, though an attempt has
been made to minimize it, are probably not free from bias - the view derives
from a company that has a modest in-house control capability.

In terms of operations in the mineral industry, as a generalization, the
farther one moves from the mine toward production of the finished product the
more process control is embraced. Near the front end the crushing, grinding,
and flotation processes are fairly lightly controlled compared to operations
in other basic industries ŝ ich as cement and paper. In the case of cement and
paper, the motivating force to provide better control came primarily from
vendors rather than the industries. Vendor attempts to introduce control
systems of comparable capability have met with limited success, especially for
the processes noted above. One reason the vendors have been relatively
unsuccessful is that our industry is quite variegated compared to cement and
paper. This means too much ad hoc development to implement a really good
system. There is less diversity in the downstream end of our business and
more similarity to operations in other industries so that this factor is less
important in areas such as metal refining.

The user perspective on control is also strongly influenced by the
measurement situation in the mineral industry. Compared to most industries
ours ranks very low in the ability to effect continuous, on-line, measurement
of important process variables. Many measurements are handicapped by poor
reliability and high cost. There is no short term solution to this problem in
sight; however, the tremendous power of the microprocessor-based
instrumentation will ameliorate the situation to a degree.
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CONTROL PHILOSOPHY EXAMPLE

To provide a concrete example of the type of thinking that goes intc
control philosophy development and to illustrate the importance of an
understanding of process technology, I have outlined in what follows a
possible approach to controlling the rate of new feed to a closed-circuit,
semi-autogenous, grate-discharge, grinding operation.

The old axiom that throughput can be equated to power consumption does
not apply in a semiauf.ogenous grinding mill. For any given ore there is an
optimum inventory of pulp in the mill and, since pulp inventory and power are
related, there is an optimum power draft at which to run the mill. Example
relationship are shown in the Figure
at the right. Point 'a1 represents
the inventory at which maximum through-
put occurs; point 'b1 the inventory
corresponding to maximum power
consumption. The position at point
a is dependent upon a number of
things including: ore hardness;
particle size; lifter condition;
slurry density; etc. For an
operator manually regulating new
feed to the mill, the difficulty
of control depends upon whether he
is operating at an inventory below

a b
Inventory

3
a.

JZ
a>
3
O

or above point a. It is easier to control the mill if he is operating below
the optimum than above because below this level of inventory the system
possesses a degree of self-regulation. For example if the ore should increase
in hardness while the inventory is below the optimum, the consequent increase
in inventory will result in an increase in grinding rate thus slowing the
increase in inventory. For modest changes in ore grindability and a
sufficient sensitivity of grinding rate to inventory the system will be
self-regulating. The net result of an increase in ore hardness would merely
be operation at a higher inventory.

Life is not as simple for the operator if the mill is above the optimum
inventory. In this case an increase in ore hardness moves the mill to a
region of poorer grinding efficiency. We now have a positive feedback
situation where not only the inventory but also the rate of change of
inventory would continue to increase until either the feed rate is lowered
sufficiently or the mill overloads.

Obviously, the operator will soon discover the advantage of operating
below the optimum inventory. Since point a is not stationary he will attempt
to operate at a comfortable margin below the optimum. What is comfortable
will depend in part on pressure from management for maximizing production.
What is needed is a control strategy that will automatically locate the
inventory or power draft corresponding to maximum throughput for the present
ore and grinding conditions.
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The following approach is based on the assumption that ore
characteristics do not vary appreciably during the period of observation.
Since the procedure would be performed repetitively, an occasional violation
of this assumption can readily be accommodated. We can represent grinding
rate, G, as

G = F - f (1)
dt

where F is the new feed rate and dl/dt is the time rate of change of
inventory. Assume that the mill is operating at steady state with a new feed
rate corresponding to an inventory below the optimum. Now apply a step
increase in feed rate sufficient to cau3e the inventory to increase at a
comfortable rate (easily discernible but not disruptive). If the grinding
rate were independent of inventory, then inventory would be a linearly
increasing function of time. However, in this case as the inventory increases
grinding rate increases so the rate of inventory increase is slowed and
reaches a minimum rate of increase at th<; optimum after which it again begins
to increase. Mathematically, we have

dt dt;i

and G will be a maximum when its derivative is equal to zero which corresponds
to

= o (3)
tn ax

and thus corresponds to the point of inflection of the inventory versus time
curve. It would be a simple matter to fit a cubic to the data and solve for
the time corresponding to the point of inflection and then refer to the time
history of the inventory to determine the present value for optimum inventory.

Many mills do not have bearing pressure measurements or other means for
obtaining inventory data. In this case one can employ power information to
determine an approximate optimum power draft. Let the dependency of power
draft upon inventory be given as

P = H(I) (M

r.hen

= (
dt \61) dt

which can be substituted into equation (1) and differentiated to yield
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If power draft is linear with inventory, then 5H/6I = constant and the
coefficient of dP/dt in (5) becomes zero yielding the same criterion for power
draft as for inventory, namely: d2P/dt2 = 0 .

If P is approximated as a quadratic in I

P = a0 + a,I + a.I
2 (61

then

vrA = (a, + ajl)"1 (7)

and

dP
dt = "a2 (al + a ? T ) ̂ 61j dT

Substituting (8) into (5) and setting dG/dt = 0 results in

a2

(a,

If we assume a testing procedure similar to that described when assuming
inventory data were available, then the curve of the second derivative of
power with time would be a monotonically increasing curve beginning below zero
and passing through zero near the optimum power draft. Recall that for the
linear case the optimum corresponds exactly to the point where the above curve
equals zero; since a2 is negative and the other terms are positive, the power
draft corresponding to Maximum grinding rate will be lower for the quadratic
case than for the linear, the magnitude depending upon Che quantities
appearing in the right hand side of (9). Note that (9) can also be written as

d2P
6i:

max G

It should be evident from the foregoing that implementation of the above
control philosophy would not be feasible working with a menu of pre-defined
control algorithms<>

CLOSING

I wish to thank the Duval Corporation for making it possible for me to
attend this conference and also to express my admiration for the persistent
few who have persevered to
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COMPUTER CONTROLLED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

By
Rudolph G. Frank

Bechtel Civil & Mineral Inc.

I'd like to make a few comments from an engineering contractor's view
on the impact of what has been called Distributed Control Systems in the
design of systems for processing plants; particularly minerals processing
plants.

This term, distributed control systems, covers a great de?"i of ground.
I recently counted 129 different manufacturers who offer systems that
could be classified within this genera1 description. I think aimc.-t
everybody could agree that when we use this term DCS, we're speaking of
systems that are typified by microprocessors doing the lowest level of
control, that is the equivalent of what used to be analog electronic or
numeric controllers; data links, multiplexed data links, d,<ta highways,
and an operator interface which is typically a cathode ray tube ai>d an
operator keybcord. The systems also almcst always have a larger computer
to do so-called supervisory tasks, such things as higher level control
strategies, data acquistion and reduction, generation of management
reports, perhap'* interfacing the system with a subsystem such as a programmable
controller, motor control system, and such things as generating so-
called interactive custom graphics.

These systems have had a major impact on companies .uch as ours. Three
years ago, we were aware of distributed control systems, but none of our
mineral processing clients that we had contracts With had installed any
of these, and all of a sudden almost ever} job that we c4o now of any
consequence includes a distributed contro". system.

There is some good news about the use of these systems. The first is
that at the lowest levelv the microprocessor data link CTR system; the
operators take to these very readily. The technology is at a high state
of development; all three of the sub-comronents of these systems have
come along quite gradually, and put together as a packagev they are
performing very well. The start up of these systems has generally gone
very smoothly. The same pattern is go'rg on in the rest of the world.
Currently, probably two-thirds of the systems ara going on in the U.S.
Most of them are being manufactured in the U.S. The remaining one-third
are spread throughout the world, but manufacturers in Europe and Japan
are moving along very rapidly now, also providing these systems.

Areas of concern. We felt that in applying these systems we would be
eliminating the conventional control panel, and the engineering time to
design and inspect these systems would somehow be balanced by the somewhat
greater time it would take to develop the configuring information that
the manufacturers required. It turns out that while I believe the installed
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costs are comparable, and certainly the distributed system has a great
deal more flexibility, the engineering manhours have not gone down. The
problem is to work out better systems to convey to the manufacturers the
information they need to configure the system.

Another major area of concern is making the computer and the lower level
system truly integrated. It's very easy to say it, but when it comes
down to it, it frequently turns out that in the manufactuers' organizations,
the people who are dealing with the computer and the programming of the
computer really do not have strong process instrumentation backgrounds;
and while the lower level system goes along quite smoothly, the
interfacing of the computer to the rest of the subsystem is an area of
concern.

It terms of the use in the plant, both Ed Freeh and Reed Marchant
touched on these problems, and I would say that tneir twe organizations
represent the positive side of this, namely their companies have
realized the level of technology that it takes to use these systems.
Other companies are attempting to use this computer part of the system
as contrasted to the microprocessor part. They think it's going to be
quite easy to take the software packages that come with this computer,
the management information package, the graphics generation package, and
the package to do higher level strategies and implement them.

This is not the case. There is no solution short of having people who
really thoroughly understand computer techniques, including how to
translate an application problem, into a solution.
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Computer Assisted Engineering and Financials Planning

within AMAX, Inc.

by

Bruce T\ Stanley

AMAX is a highly diversified mineral company with offices and prospects in

the U.S., Canada, and the world. There are various divisions within AMAX such

as the moly division, nickel division, specialty metals, chemical division,

coal, and exploration. Today I would like to speak about the computer

assisted engineering capabilities on a broad scale as formed on a corporate

basis, further explaining that the Climax division within AMAX has their own

computer facility and computer network, and the Coal division within AMAX also

has their own computer facility-

There are main differences in applications, but as a centralized

functioning corporation, I'd like to explain the AMAX engineering network, its

facilities, its structure, the availability of this network throughout AMAX,

and the control and application thereof.

This slide demonstrates the locations of the various engineering network

facilities. The yellow diamond in the middle located at Columbus, Ohio, is

CompuServe facilities, where AMAX maintains its own computer. Throughout the

United States there are also computer nodes located in various citiess

Lakeland, Florida; Greenwich, Connecticut; Denver area; and Tucson, Arizona,

as well as Toronto and Vancouver.
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Also the engineering network expands not only from the U.S. and Canada but

throughout the world. There are computing stations available to Hemerdon,

England, and a future link is to made with Australia.

This is a picture of the DEC KL machine in the Columbus, Ohio facility.

CompuServe maintains this machine under contract to AMAX. In each location,

where we have what we call a CompuServe node, or an engineering network node,

each node consists of, for example, a POP M/35, a control device, such as an

LA35, and a high speed printer. This configuration can vary, as you see here,

in the use of a DEC 11/23 and a Hazeltine CRT control device. Some stations

utilized a POP 11/34, as you see here with multiple disk packs and a Calcomp

1051 plotter. Also available to the engineering staff at AMAX is an Evans &

Sutherland graphics machine, giving us the capabilities to draw 3-dimensional

analysis with rotating plans against mine models, etc., in black and white.

Properties may exist in most any location or terrain as you can see here,

which does not prohibit the installation of a network node. Basically the

information comes to us in the form of quantitative data derived from core.

As a primary tool for evaluation of a prospect, we use tha MED system, with

modifications. MEDS stands for Mineral Evaluation and Design System as

designed by Mintec Corporation in Tucson, AZ. It includes the following

within MEDS, such as a project initialization to set up files, structures,

etc, for input data. Data is then input by means of cards, digitizing, tape,

and by manual methods. Here we have a view of cur Talos digitizer in

connection with some Tektronix equipment being utilized in digitizing maps.

(SLIDE) From that we can develop digitized maps or contour maps as we see
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here on the 1051 plotter. The MEDS system does statistical and geostatistical

analysis such as distribution functions of drillhole data, and assays,

correlations, and simple statistics. It will also provide geostatistical

analysis such as variograms of plotted drill hole assays as you see here along

a very long drillhole, or across the orebody. This is an example of a

proportional effect chart utilizing geostatistics where the variance is

plotted versus mean grade of local samples.

The geostatistical programs, I must mention, were developed in-house, and

are utilized with a practical and judicious use of consultants. The

consultants used s<? far include Michel David, Michel Dagbert, etc.

The system also does compositing of data for block modelling analysis.

Here we have an example of the ouput for a block model generated by MEDS.

Different colors represent the different grades in each block. Included is

such information as molybdenum grade, copper grade, rock type with lithography

and zoning. Here you can see that the red blocks stand for all grades over

0.5 of a percent, the green for .4-.5, yellow between .3-.4, and the blue from

0.1 to 0.2. All other grades are less than on tenth* This is a portion of

the total map that is generated by MEDS.

MEDS can be utilized for open pit and underground design using "dipper"

for open pit and built-in programs for coal mine design. Seen here is a

picture of the 1051 plotter as it is utilized in operation. MEDS will also

perform analysis for geologic and mine reserves using extension methods,

polygon methods, inverse distance to the power methods, and kriging. It is

very important to keep track of these types of reserves and computerized
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models, especially when considering the Securities Exchange Commission and

their regulations. As you might be aware, the FASB (Federal Accounting

Standards Board) regulations have changed somewhat to hold accountable the

person doing the reserve estimates. MEOS can also be used for production

scheduling of open cast coal systems.

Finally, MEDS does have a portion of the package that does include

financial analysis. However, at AMAX we prefer to use our in-house generated

financial program. The financial program that ws use and have developed

in-house is a very comprehensive type of program, into which a person can sit

down and input the data concerning production, pricing of the commodities, the

capital that is involved in a project, and operating costs which are

estimated; any deals which may be generated between AMAX and other companies

or entities, the tax situations that may exist within various counties,

provinces, or what have you, and the various financing that may be available

to AMAX and its partners on the financial analysis.

I mentioned that the program was quite comprehensive in that it will

accomodate up to ten commodities; will accomodate financing and deals; has

built into it the taxes for 17 different countries and these taxes are updated

periodically as the situations change; and it can also accomodate a 50-year

project life. It includes 10 categories or capital, and includes three phases

of the project, such as mine/mill, smelter/refiner, and further marketing. It

will generate up to 20 different reports, as specified by the user-, either one

report at a time or 20 different reports.
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The program is utilized by a person sitting down to a terminal using one

of two programs; one is finance, and the other is build. First of all a

person will use the build program which interactively requests data to be

input. Tnis is a very nice feature, and a person does not need to delve into

the file structures. Once the data base is built, the person can either edit

that data base, go back and change things, or go directly to the finance

portion, in which the financial analysis will be done by the computer, and the

results will be manipulated into report form, i.e. financial results,

production schedules, revenues, financing, and implication of deals,

implication of financing, the tax, and the income summaries. In addition to

this, a person could sit down and run sensitivity analysis saying "what if"

the costs were to be different by 10, 20, 3CB5 or more? The person could alter

the pricing of the commodity, can alter the capital structure, or can construe

many different combinations of scenarios.

In addition to financial analysis, we do also delve into operations

planning, scheduling, and research. (SLIDE) Here you see a CPM chart as

generated by the plotter which can be altered to generate different

strategies. In addition to the mainframes that we utilized, we also have the

capability of going to some portable equipment. (SLIDE) Here we see an

Apple II computer with a couple of disk drives. This can be utilized with

simple programs such as Visicalc and Appleplot; there are thoughts also of

adapting the Prospector program from Stanford Research Institute to be

utilized on an Apple machine.,
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Other homegrown packages are available to us at AMAX. One is a general

data base system which can be utilized for drill hole data, assays, water

sampling data, environmental data or what have you. Specifically it creates

permanent data base filns for input and update; it allows the editing of such;

it will generate information and statistical reports, simple statistical

reports; will sort data into various different files; and it will generate

graphical displays of results.

Another program or package which we have available in-house is a

management information system. We have tried this system with each division

trying to institute their own MIS. This is an example of what the exploration

division has done to institute an information system which will sort projects

by category and will supply information on a project by project basis. The

program sorts according to the number of the project, the name of the project,

the status, whether it was active, inactive, in production, by the partners

involved, by the budget assigned to that project, by the location in the

world, or by the commodity involved. Let's say, for example, you wanted a

list of all AMAX projects dealing with copper throughout the world. You could

sort by the commodity copper. Once you have sorted by the commodity copper

you could extract a complete summary of that project, or all projects, you

could take specific reports out of the total package by land/legal portion,

the technical portion, the financial portion, comments that were input at any

particular time, or any news that may have been recently developed on that

project.
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The Bureau of Mines MILS system is offered by the U.S. Government as a

public domain Listing of Mining projects throughout the U.S. This is too

large for us to utilize on our computer with our existing disk space, since it

has within the package over 185,000 different projects, so what we do is build

a sorting program on the computer for these projects and we retrieve the

information by microfiche. It will sort information for all different

projects by state, county, by property names, type of operation, commodity

involved, geographical location, status of the property, the owners of the

property,, and a bibliography.

Other computerized functions of the engineering network within AMAX

include MILS, GDBS and the MIS which I had mentioned before, various planning

packages that we do for our properties, rock mechanics routines and

ventilation programs. In addition to this we have underground mine design

packages that we are currently working on, mine development packages which

have been developed in-house for block caving; we can generate cost reports

and finance control reports for the various different projects.. We are in the

future going to look at process control more heavily, and of course we will

continue our search for program acquisition.

I'd like to emphasize that each one'of the divisions can access the AMAX

engineering network CPU directly without having to go through any exploration

or mine evaluation division interface. However, the exploration and mine

evaluation does exist as a primary interface to help with the direct managment

of that CPU located in Columbus, Ohio.
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HUMAN RESOURCES APPLIED COMPUTER SYSTEMS

by

C. Gordon Call

OVERVIEW

This paper will discuss why we have a need in the areas of:

• Labor Contracts
• Government Regulations
« Running the Business

Kennecott's systems which were designed to address these needs will
be presented in an Historical Overview and specific systems:

e Employee Health
» MSHA
« Absentee
e Salary Administration
c Labor Contracts

Future Systems and directions will be identified.

INTRODUCTION

The first hints that employees might be more than just a "number"
started in the 1960's with the enactment of the Civil Rights Legislation
and subsequent executive orders. Thus began the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity and the implementation of Affirmative Action programs to enforce
EEO, and subsequently the government reporting requirements that these
procedures necessitated. This stimulated the first round of employee
information systems designed to manipulate data and produce the govern-
ment reports classifying people and percentages. This was closely fol-
lowed by workers with the "where's mine" attitude that would demand more
from employers than just a basic salary. These demands were for: in-
cx"eased amounts and variety of benefits, expanded training and educa-
tion, better and safer working conditions, and fair wages.

No longer was the personnel office a sleepy clerical effort. The
Personnel Administration function became a key concern in the corporate
environment.

Kennecott's existing systems which were designed to support the
Human Resource function and their application to meeting the business
objectives of the company will be described in this paper.
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Kennecott Minerals Company (KMC), with headquarters in Salt Lake
City, Utah, employs over 12,000 people at production facilities in six
states. These operations range in size from a small underground mine
employing 128 to the giant Binghara Canyon mine, reduction, and refining
facilities outside of Salt Lake which employs over 6,000 people. Human
Resource Administration and Development is the responsibility of the
Vice-President of Human Resources and his staff in Salt Lake, with poli-
cies implemented at the operating division level by local human resource
staff.

The need to develop large, responsive systems can best be seen in
three examples:

1. Labor contracts - Negotiated contracts include 45 separate
agreements with 55 locals of 13 international unions. These
agreements specify such items as:

Benefits related to vacation and sick day allowances,
bonus payments for work and vacation, insurances, and
prescriptions.
Payment clauses for travel, prep time, and overtime.
Job rules for seniority, rotated overtime, and work
schedules.

to name just a few.

2. Government Regulations - government regulations have had a
significant impact in the information availability and report-
ing. Recent requirements include the:

Toxic Substance Control Act
Mine Safety Act
ERISA and
Safety and Accident Reporting

3. Business Models (to run the business) include programs such
as :

Personnel Qualifications
Personnel Development Planning

- Counseling Programs
Man-Power Requirements for Planning and Scheduling
Compensation Programs

With these requirements have evolved information systems designed
to satisfy management's "need to know". Thus, the development of Kenne-
cott 's Human Resource System.

In the beginning, there was a payroll, and the payroll was the only
Human Resource application which was computerized. However, in the mid-
sixties, the need for more rapid access to information was recognized as
a result of the ever-increasing demand. In 1968, work began on the
design of an integrated Personnel and Payroll System which was imple-
mented in 1972 as a batch application. The cornerstone of this system
was the Employee Master Data Base which contained detailed information
of each employee. The design of this data file and its related compo-
nents employed then little known process techniques but was well enough
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conceived to now form the information base for many of the new systems
which Kennecott has developed and is planning for the future. In 1975,
the first interactive CICS-based system was installed, and the emphasis
has since been away from the traditional batch processing application
and moved to source data collection and retrieval systems based on video
displays and remote printer configurations. Table I summarizes these
advances.

TABLE I

APPLICATION TECHNICAL

DAWN OF
TIME

1971

1972

19Z3

1974

- 1975 -

1976

PAYROLL (1959)

Salary Administration

PERSONNEL AND PAYROLL
Benefits
Prescriptions
Medical Insurance
SUB
Employee Master Data

EEO
Actuarial
Savings/Investment Plan

Management Resources

Life Insurance Interactive (CICS)

Optical Scanning
Badge Reading

1977 * Employee Health

* Labor Negotiations

1978 Payroll Data On-Line

1979 * MSHA - Training

1980 Personnel Data On-Line

1981 Pension
* Absentee

Labor Force Status
Seniority

* Salary Administration

Following is a description of some of the systems in operation at
the present time starting with the advent of the Employee Master Data
Base .

Color Graphics
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Employee Health System

The Employee Health System, illustrated in Figure 1, has been de-
signed to aid the Industrial Hygiene Department in satisfying the record
keeping requirements imposed by federal and state regulations. The
system is designed to provide a base of information from which various
exposure statistics can be derived. In addition, the system produces
personal notifications of monitoring results to the employee, and a
general notification of exposures by occupation. Medical Examination
and Occupation History information is also retained by the system for
long term storage.

The systems have been designed to provide these features with a
minimum of intervention on the part of Industrial Hygiene personnel
while maintaining a high level of user flexibility and control over the
data base.

The implementation of the Employee Health System has provided the
Industrial Hygiene Department with some of the tools to achieve regula-
tory compliance without the addition of the clerical effort related to
manual record keeping. In addition, since the system can perform the
repetitive calculations necessary to determine exposure levels, the
industrial hygienist is free to focus more on analysis of the sampling
results.

System Concepts

To provide sampling results, the system recieves its data from cwo
sources. The field data is keyed by the industrial hygienist and con-
tains information about the individual who was sampled and the location
from which the sample was taken. The sample itself is sent to the labo-
ratory for analysis. Once the analysis is complete, the laboratory
personnel enter the results into the computer. At the initiation by the
industrial hygienist, the two data elements are merged, and the neces-
sary computations are performed. These results are used to produce the
various notifications and reports and become a part of the sampling data
base which is held for long term storage.

The system will also accept and store medical examination records.
These records are kept on file for subsequent retrieval. An occupation
history file, which details the hours spent by an employee in any given
occupation, is also maintained. This data is retained for an indefinite
period of time.

MSHA

The MSHA Data Collection System, illustrated in Figure 2, was de-
veloped for use by the Safety Department to comply with the Mine Safety
Act of 1977.
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This Federal regulation requires (mine and contractor) plants to
conduct various types of employee training prior to the employee being
moved to a new job. In addition, the regulation requires the employee
to have refresher training no later than one (1) year from the last
training date.

At one division the MSHA regulation has an impact on about 4,800
employees. The record keeping for monitoring and scheduling these em-
ployees' training sessions is too large a task if attempted manually.

This system captures "MSHA" training data from an employee's daily
time card and maintains an on-line master file for visual inspections
for internal and external requirements. A scheduling capability is a
feature of the system for refresher training. This feature mitigates
first line foreman work scheduling problems by informing the department
of employees due for training with adequate lead time, thus eliminating
unnecessary non-compliance penalties.

Absentee Control

The Absentee Control System, illustrated in Figure 3, is designed
to assist Human Relations personnel in administering the absentee pol-
icy. Additionally, it provides the record keeping capabilities to store
and retrieve detailed absentee data. The system is designed to be oper-
ated from the user's terminal through CICS. All data entry of absentee
records and requests for updates to the master files are processed
through CICS. Once absentee data has been entered, it is a primary
objective of the system to apply the data to the Absentee Master File
with a minimum of effort or intervention on the part of the user. A
general menu screen is provided which makes the selection of the various
processes available.

Whenever the Absentee Master File is updated, the system evaluates
the employee affected by the update for any violation of absence limits
as defined in the absentee policy. Specific action is then taken by the
system in response to the violation. This action may take the form of a
cautionary letter for the employee or a notification to the Human Re-
sources Department that the employee is subject to counseling or a hear-
ing. Once the Absentee Master File has been made current, the system
supports both on-line inquiry or batch reporting on any individual in
the file. This will allow the user to display at his terminal the ab-
sentee status of an employee and also generate printed reports showing
the absentee status of a group or a single employee.

Salary Administration

The Salary Administration System, illustrated in Figure 4, pre-
dates the implementation of the Employee Master Data Base. Its design
allows the flexibility to extract data from the base file or to update
and maintain its own base, in effect, a "mini" personnel system for
salaried employees. This bystem was used and is still being used to
collect and maintain salaried employee Information that can be trans-
ferred to the Employee Master Data Base.
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The Salary Administration System has been designed to aid the Com-
pensation Department by providing comparative analysis, modeling and
forecasting, budget preparation, and internal and governmental report-
ing. In addition, tables are maintained of salary grades, lines of
progression, and organizational relationships.

System Concept

The Compensation Department provides various input data to the
Computing Department for preparation of statistical reports, analysis of
the current salaried employee population, and printed and online color
graphics. Compensation models are prepared for budget preparation and
forecasting.

The KMC Compensation Department prepares the guidelines for the
Annual Salary Submission from the supplied reports and model informa-
tion.

The Division Human Resource Staff and other division personnnel
utilizes the Individual Performance Reviews and Salary Review Reports to
implement the salary guidelines. The proposed actions are entered into
the Salary Data Base by the Division Compensation Department for edit
and analysis for conformity to the guidelines, company policy, practice,
and procedure. The final division statistical reports are prepared and
submitted to the KMC Compensation Department for all salary actions to
be taken.

The KMC Compensation Department consolidates the proposed salary
actions submitted from the divisions, and an analysis is performed to
validate compliance to the guidelines. The final consolidated statisti-
cal reports are prepared for management's approval.

The Salary Adminstration System automatically generates an update
notification to the Employee Master Data Base and Division Payroll De-
partment on the effective date of the employee salary increase.

Labor Contracts

Kennecott has committed resources to establish and maintain a Labor
Compensation Model and its supporting data base. This model is used to
analyze and forecast labor cost for all Kennecott Operations.

The data base established to support this function is a combination
of employee data and financial cost information. The model contains the
contractual agreements. The agreements can be interactively modified
and the resulting reports and charts produced to reflect the projected
effect on Kennecott's operations.

This model is now in effect and is being used to:

1. Track the results of the 1980 contract agreements on a quar-
terly basis.
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2. Evaluate the implied costs to Kennecott of contract settle-
ments in other industries. These evalutions are currently
being projected based on information supplied by the negotia-
tion teams from those industries. This information is being
used by the Human Resource staff in preparation for Kenne-
cottt's 1983 contract negotiations.

3. Perform variance analysis. Color graphic terminals ait being
used to prepare displays and printed charts and graphs repre-
senting the budgeted or projected costs versus the actual or
alternative contract terms and changes in the work force,

4. Support of the 1983 contract negotiations. Data Processing
Personnel will ue part of the negotiating team. Each item in
the negotiations will be input into the model, and the net
effect on Kennecott will be provided for review by the Human
Resource staff and the Kennecott Management.

Conclusion

In this era of ever-increasing technological advancement, and its
application to increase throughput and boost productivity, a highly
skilled, well trained, and informed workforce is a necessity. Kennecott
Minerals Company has committed during the seventies and is committing
during the decade of the eighties extensive Human Resource Department
and Computing Center development staff to the introduction of new and
innovative systems designed to assist all levels of management, from
front-line foreman to company executives in meeting their responsibili-
ties and objectives toward people.
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COMPUTER BASED TRAINING

by

John Duff Erickson1

ABSTRACT

Computer assisted instruction has progressed to a high level of
technical achievement. Increased computer capacity and speed linked
to advancements in graphics makes the computer a super instructor.
The PLATO system adds the dimension of touch to the computer terminal
which increases student interaction during the learning process. In
the future PLATO may be linked to video disc to further increase the
effectiveness of this versatile tool.

INTRODUCTION

Training is an essential part of any mining operation today. The
increasing complexity of modern mining technology has dictated that
the training activity aist take on a more responsible mission. These
higher levels of training are also translated into higher costs.
Therefore an organization striving for cost, effective production
methods should also be searching for cost effective training methods.

To some extent every employee has a training responsibility. An
experienced miner will "break in" a junior employee on the job. The
front line supervisor has the basic responsibility to train his crew
to be a safe and effective production unit. He is, in many cases,
supported by a professional trainer or a training department.

A training department is a staff function like any other staff
function in that it provides assistance and expertise to help the line
organization accomplish its objectives.

A very important point to emphasize, is that training should be a
line responsibility. Training is much too important to be considered
the sole responsibility of the training department. The line organi-
zation must accept that responsibility.

This presentation will explore some of the capabilities of com-
puter based training. In particular, some of the things that are
being done with the PLATO system at South Dakota School of Mines will
be reviewed.

1 Professor and Head Mining Engineering Department, South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, S.D.
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Training, as being discussed in this paper, is meant to cover all
areas such as safety training, task training, skill training and man-
agement development.

This paper will only scratch the surface of the potential use of
the computer for training. I hope it will encourage those involved in
training to stretch their imaginations to develop innovations for
achieving their specific training needs through use of the computer.

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) was a logical development as
computers increased in capacity and general use. Computers opened new
dimensions for learning because of their ability to store and process
large quantities of information.

Some of the early training techniques involved modeling an acti-
vity to produce an interactive situation between several people such
as marketing games. These were a good learning tool, but by todays
standards, had slow response time and were limited by computer
capacity.

Today the computer has many capabilities thaL can be adapted to a
training situation. Probably the most obvious is using the capacity
of the computer to collate large amounts of information and perform
complex logical and mathematical operations in fractions of a second.
This has extended teaching parameters significantly. A student can
now handle problems previously too complex to consider in the
classroom.

The computer can be used as a super tutor. The computer can pre-
sent instruction, drill, and testing to the student with minimum
instructor interaction. The computer has the ability to communicate
with the student through the written word and graphics. This exchange
can be with the student and computer alone or in association with an
instructional guide. The computer has infinite patience to work with
a student at student paced progress.

Testing, as part of the instruction sequence, can determine if the
student is ready to progress to the next lesson. Also the computer
can store the results of tests so the instructor can review a
student's progress.

The computer can be used as a super laboratory. Exciting computer
simulations have been developed to enable the student to conduct
laboratory experiments that in reality may take too long, be too fast
to observe, too expensive, or too dangerous.

For example, the simulation of experiments involving high voltages
or toxic materials can be conducted safely with little consequence if
the student performs the wrong action.

Simulations have become common place for training airline pilots.
Simulation can take place on a real time basis which adds the element
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of time into the requirement to make a decision. The consequences of
a late or wrong decision can be simulated without endangering the
student, instructor or equipment.

The computer can be used as a super blackboard. Computer graphics
have many applications in the display of complex information. Using
the speed of the computer, the information can be quickly displayed
and changed while one is teaching. Multiple colors enhance the effec-
tiveness of the presentation.

The development of the micro-computers has opened up a whole new
scope for CAI. They are relatively inexpensive and have the capacity
to handle a large variety of training courses. Particular courses can
be entered into the computer with a disc or cassette and the lesson
started. The subject matter can be expanded by progressing through a
series of sequenced discs.

There are a large number of nci-mining educational programs
available commercially. However, the bigger market seems to be com-
puter games of Startrek, Blackhole, Chess Master, Adventure, etc.
These games capitalize on the excitement of competitiveness and
challenge.

Many of these games have educational potential. I am sure that in
the future more extensive use of training games for micro-computers
will add to the effectiveness of training by making it more enjoyable.
Learning can be fun,,

An example could be a haul truck simulator where an operator would
have to guide his truck through a series of simulations encountered
during a shift of oparation. This could include pre-shift inspection,
speed, braking on grades and gauge readings. More complex educational
games would require more computing power than available with the
micro-computers.

PLATO

PLATO is an interactive system that uses a computer and a special
interactive CRT terminal. The terminal is linked by phone to a
massive computer which contains the full range of PLATO courseware on
file.

The PLATO system was developed in the early 1960's at the
University of Illinois. The early development was runded by the
National Science Foundation. Control Data Corporation, recognizing
the potential of the system, took over the development and now have an
extensive educational network using the PLATO system.

One of the leading users of PLATO for training is the University
of Delaware. They use the system extensively in their University edu-
cational program^ and are very prolific contributors to the library of
PLATO courseware.
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Using PLATO gives the student the use of sight and touch in
progressing through a lesson. As instructions appear on the screen
the student can answer by simply touching the senitive CRT screen.
This enables the lesson to progress rapidly and is more exciting to
the student than typing input and answers into the keyboard.

The PLATO system has word, diagram and animation capabilities.
This presents variety to the student and keeps interest high while
learning.

One of the first mines to recognize the value of the PLATO system
was the Highland Mine in Wyoming. The Highland Mine faced a problem
similar to most mines located away from centers of population. How do
you provide development opportunities for employees when there are no
educational facilities or expertise available in the area? For their
particular need to upgrade staff in computer programming and computer
use, they turned to PLATO.

PLATO provides a one-on-one learning situation. The courses are
structured so the student can progress at his own speed. Levels of
achievement are determined through testing. If a student has some
knowledge of the subject he can move rapidly through the preliminary
part of a course or pretest out of parts.

A student that learns quickly can achieve competence in the sub-
ject matter in minimum time. A less able student will take longer but
the final result will be the same - successful conclusion of the
course.

One of the advantages of the PLATO system is the progressive
building of skills and testing. Testing monitors progress through the
course and provides a record of successful completion.

At Highland, 42 employees increased their skills in programming,
data processing and systems development using PLATO. This type of
investment in staff improvement will bring a good return on the
training investment in the future.

PLATO courseware is now being developed specifically for the
mining industry* Previously PLATO system courseware had limited
mining application as the courseware had been developed for other
markets.

The Mining Engineering Department of South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology has a research grant from Control Data Corporation to
develop mine safety training courseware for the PLATO system.

Mine safety courseware has been selected as the first high
priority area for development. Safety is an important subject. An
employee well trained and motivated in safety will be a safe employee.
There is no need to discuss in detail the costs incurred by a mining
operation as the result of a serious accident.
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As certain repetitive subjects are required by law to be taught to
the miners, there is a significant cost in safety staff time to meet
this obligation. That time could be better utilized in the accident
prevention effort. PLATO can provide a new approach that may make the
safety training more interesting and successful.

PLATO has unlimited potential in the area of task training. This
type of training often requires a one-on-one situation and occurs at
unscheduled times. For those tasks PLATO is on the job 24 hours each
day. Training on PLATO can be scheduled as convenient. For example,
if breakdowns cause a delay in work, employees can use PLATO to upgrade
skills or receive refresher training. Training can be conducted on
night shift as well as day shift. Make up training can be accomplished
without inconvenience to trainers.

PLATO keeps the administration simple as it records who is being
trained, the subject, and the results.

One of the early disadvantages of PLATO was the cost of the
system. Besides the rental of the terminal, there was the expense of
communication lines and computer time. The system required a high
level of utilization to keep the unit cost at an acceptable level.

Now PLATO can be purchased as an independent unit supported by a
disc drive. Training courseware can be purchased on a disc for
repeated use. Also, training courseware can be sent over the
telephone lines to load the disc. The lesson is then available to use
without the telephone connection. This advancement now opens up a new
horizon for PLATO. Courseware can become more site specific which is
a must for mining applications. The cost of computer time and com-
munication lines is greatly reduced.

The PLATO system cannot be used alone in many courses. It must be
supplemented with workbooks, graphic aids, and an instructor. An area
now being studied is the marriage of PLATO to videotape. Initially,
the videotape can be used to support the PLATO courseware.

Eventually the two can be tied together as an integral training
unit using a videodisc. As the student follows the different learning
paths on PLATO, the video picture remains synchronous with the lesson.
This will combine the elements of sight, sound, touch and interaction
to achieve a high level of training effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Computer-assisted instruction is moving into the mining industry.
Ths technology being used successfully in other industries is
available for transfer to the mining world.

CAI offers many advantages to a mining operation. I t can cut
costs and improve training effectiveness. In many remote areas i t can
be an acceptable alternative to the recruiting and retention of
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skilled trainers. It has the ability to be competent in many areas
thus supplementing the expertise available at the mine site. It can
be available on call 24 hours each day.

One of the more sophisticated CAI systems is PLATO. PLATO enhan-
ces training by its ability to interact with the student. The
marriage of PLATO and videodisc opens even greater training frontiers.

The use of computers for training in the mining industry promises
to be a bright future.
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In a rather short period of time we have covered much of the whole
history of twenty years' worth of information systems in the mining
industry. It is encouraging to see a lot of old faces and a large
number of new faces using computers and information systems.

When we started this seminar I outlined the objectives that we had in
bringing this seminar together. We have reviewed a number of success
stories. Hopefully we have encouraged companies that are not currently
using proven mining applications to take another look at them and see
where they can gain some benefit in productivity or profitability.

Many of our speakers have touched on the opportunity areas that are
coming down the road. It is a very optimistic picture; certainly the
hardware and software technology is moving ahead very rapidly. More
importantly, our applications knowledge is moving ahead equally as
rapidly.

Some of these speakers have talked about problems. A good example was
the discussion of the instrumentation problems that may be hindering
our use of the process control technology in the coal industry. We've
talked about opportunities in graphics. The video tape you saw is
indicative of where we are going in this area. It is certainly a
leading edge system, one which holds great promise.

We have heard numerous speakers talk about microprocessors, onboard
in equipment, in dispatching or monitoring systems, and in training
systems. Other speakers have talked about applications that are really
only possible with large data bases which provide a wide range of data
to wide range of users.

We also hoped to give you a feeling for a few of the things that are
going on in the Bureau of Mines' information systems. There are many
information systems efforts going on in the federal agencies. We hope
that over time, more of these activities will generate useful spinoffs
for those of you in industry,,

This leads us to one last question; where do we go from here? What
do you the practitioners in industry think people in government should
be doing to help you in your use of information technology? We are
very anxious to receive your feedback on the things you think we should
be doing to further this whole area of information systems technology in
mining. We hope that you will use the seminar evaluation form to provide
some of that feedback to us. If you have any thoughts, questions or
ideas when you go back to your companies, please do not hesitate to
contact any of us that have been associated with this seminar. Thank
you for attending and have a safe trip home.
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